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Abstract
Growth of the ferromagnetic semiconductor EuO was studied on the metal crystals
Ni(100) and Ir(111) and on graphene. Primarily, characterisation was done by means
of in-situ scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and low energy electron diffraction.
The epitaxy on the metal crystals is strongly influenced by interface effects which lead
to a complicated growth behaviour in the sub-monolayer regime, especially on Ni(100).
Therefore, also films of sub-monolayer thickness were analysed in detail for these sub-
strates.
Eu oxide on Ni(100) shows a variety of different surface phases in the sub-monolayer
regime, depending on the growth temperature and the ratio of the Eu and O fluxes.
Hence, a careful selection of the initial growth parameters is decisive to obtain a surface
oxide suitable for subsequent epitaxy of single phase EuO(100). After creation of a
3 layer thick coalesced oxide film, for subsequent growth a distillation technique can
be applied. Ex-situ X-ray adsorption spectroscopy and magneto-optical Kerr effect
microscopy measurements of thicker films on Ni(100) are consistent with stoichiometric
single phase EuO with bulk properties.
On Ir(111) initially only islands of polar EuO(111) grow, but formation of EuO(100)
sets in before the first oxide layer is completed. The ratio of EuO(100) to EuO(111) is
thereby influenced by the ratio of the Eu and O fluxes. Thus, the EuO films on Ir(111)
consist of a phase mixture of EuO(111) and three rotational domains of EuO(100).
The thinnest structure of the EuO(111) is a bilayer. Field emission resonances revealed
a work function increase of 6 eV for this structure compared to EuO(100). Despite
the polarity, the bilayer shows no obvious reconstruction which could reduce the high
electric field. Triangular reconstruction motifs were found for the third EuO(111) layer.
On graphene EuO can be grown as thin film of distinct, {100}-faceted grains which
are oriented to the substrate at a sufficiently high growth temperature. As the EuO
on graphene is not affected by interface effects, the initial growth stage is not crucial.
Thus, the growth of these grains is far less sensitive to the ratio of Eu and O fluxes
than the EuO growth on Ni(100).
Appropriate annealing of EuO(100) films generates sufficient conductivity for STM and
electron spectroscopies, even for films of 100 nm thickness. Oxygen vacancies were
i
directly imaged by STM. They are of decisive importance for the metal-to-insulator
transition of EuO around the temperature of the ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic tran-
sition. Tunnelling spectra of EuO were recorded for the first time. For EuO(100) with
1% O vacancies in the topmost layer they exhibit states about 500 meV above the Fermi
level which are most probably related to O vacancies.
On all substrates, monolayer high EuO(100) films have a contracted lattice which ex-
pands with increasing film thickness. Even if the substrate applies compressive biaxial
stress, the EuO bulk lattice constant is almost reached for 5 nm film thickness. This
leaves little hope for an increase of the Curie temperature through epitaxial compression.
During the investigation of the EuO on graphene, intercalation of Eu between the
graphene and its Ir(111) substrate was observed and analysed further. For Eu depo-
sition at 720 K a variety of equilibrium intercalate structures occur, dependent on the
deposited Eu amount, all of which have a height of one monolayer. The dimensions and
orientations of these structures are determined by binding energy differences within
the unit cell of the graphene moire´ on Ir(111). The energetically preferred lattice of
the intercalated Eu is a p(2×2) structure, but intercalation continues until a denser
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure is saturated. Angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy
finds a shift of the graphene’s Dirac cone by −1.5 eV for both of these structures.
For closed graphene films, intercalation is hindered by a penetration barrier for temper-
atures below 400 K. The adsorption and equilibrium surface phases of Eu on graphene
were investigated in the temperature range from 35 K to 400 K and for coverages ranging
from a small fraction of a saturated monolayer to the second layer. Using density func-
tional theory, including the 4f-shell Coulomb interactions and modelling of the electronic
interactions, excellent agreement with the experimental results for the equilibrium ad-
sorbate phase, adsorbate diffusion, and work function was obtained. Most remarkable,
at 300 K in an intermediate coverage range a phase of uniformly distributed Eu clusters
coexists in two dimensional equilibrium with large Eu-islands in a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ struc-
ture. The formation of the cluster phase is driven by the interplay of three effects: First,
the metallic Eu-Eu binding leads to the local stability of (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structures.
Second, electrons lower their kinetic energy by leaving the Eu clusters, thereby doping
graphene. Third, the Coulomb energy penalty associated with the charge transfer from
Eu to graphene is strongly reduced for smaller clusters.
ii
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1 Introduction
Europium Monoxide (EuO) is a compound with several unique properties and was first grown in
the 1950s [1]. Since 1961 it has aroused considerable interest, especially due to the discovery of the
simultaneous presence of ferromagnetism and semiconductivity [2], which is a rare combination. At
room temperature stoichiometric EuO is a paramagnetic semiconductor with a band gap of 1.1 eV
[3] and becomes ferromagnetic below 69 K. Its high exchange splitting of the conduction band below
TC results in a high spin polarisation of the charge carriers at the Fermi edge [4; 5]. This, together
with the semiconductivity makes EuO an attractive material for spin-injection into semiconductor-
based spintronic devices. Hence spintronics was the main motivation for EuO research during
the last decade [4–35]. This was boosted by the improvements of thin film deposition techniques,
which lead to the possibility of epitaxially integrating EuO with mainstream semiconductors such
as silicon and GaN [16].
Spintronics [36] is an abbreviation for spin-based electronics, which means either the addition of
the spin degree of freedom to conventional charge-based electronic devices or the usage of the spin
alone as carrier for the information. Potential advantages of spintronics compared to conventional
semiconductor devices are non-volatility, increased data processing speed, decreased electric power
consumption, and increased integration densities [37]. Achieving efficient coherent spin injection
into a semiconductor is a key requirement for spintronics and needs a material which has highly
spin polarised charge carriers at the Fermi edge and whose conductivity can be matched to the
same order of magnitude as that of the semiconductor [36; 38]. EuO fulfils these criterions [16]
but has for applications the practical disadvantage of the low ferromagnetic transition temperature
of 69 K. An increase of TC can be achieved either by doping [8; 14; 39] or by compressive strain
[17; 40; 41]. Increasing TC by doping has the disadvantage of influencing the conductivity and
thus creates conflicts with the requirement of conductivity matching. This leaves the possibility of
compressive strain, whereby due to the low Poisson ratio of EuO already biaxial strain increases TC
[17]. Biaxial compressive strain can be achieved by compressive epitaxial stress (i.e., by epitaxial
growth of thin films on a substrate with slightly smaller surface lattice constant). By fulfilling the
principal aim of this thesis, the epitaxial growth of EuO thin films on conductive substrates, it was
also possible to analyse the possibility of introducing compressive biaxial strain by using substrates
with smaller surface lattice constants, which are Ni(100) and graphene on Ir(111).
The second most remarkable peculiarity of EuO is the metal to insulator transition (MIT) which
occurs simultaneously with the ferromagnetic transition. The change in resistivity can exceed 10
orders of magnitude [42–44], which is the largest value ever observed during an MIT. Hence it
motivated several investigations [45–56], especially as the mechanism of the MIT is still not fully
understood. It only occurs for doped EuO and the reason is supposed to lie in the presence of
oxygen vacancies [57], although there exist models for an MIT in purely Gd doped samples [55] and
also reports of an MIT in Gd doped samples which are claimed to be non oxygen-deficient [8; 42; 46].
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1. Introduction
Proposed models to describe the MIT are the helium model [45] and the bound magnetic polaron
(BMP) model [47; 53], which lack experimental proof up to now. More recently the MIT was
calculated within a ferromagnetic Kondo lattice model [49; 51; 52].
An experimental ansatz to gain insight into the mechanism of the MIT is the observation of
inhomogeneities in EuO, which are theoretically connected to the BMP model [53]. Evidence for
magnetic inhomogeneities in EuO was found by Raman scattering studies [50], nuclear magnetic
resonance measurements [10], and by infrared reflectivity measurements [58], the latter including
spatial imaging. The inhomogeneities were found to be static in the time-scale of hours in the
temperature range of 40 K to 80 K, i.e., around TC, but due to the spatial resolution of 5 µm
only and the lack of a connection to structural features (e.g., grain boundaries, dislocations, or
oxygen vacancies) these measurements could not lead to a detailed understanding of the inhomo-
geneities. Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy is a powerful tool to reveal, atomically resolved, the
local electronic differences [59–61], while being able to detect possible structural origins. For ex-
ample, BMPs located at the oxygen vacancies should form percolative paths during an MIT which
are easily observable in STS conductivity maps of flat EuO terraces.
A prerequisite for reasonable STS measurements and other electron spectroscopies of insulating
oxides is the growth of high quality epitaxial thin films on metallic substrates, thereby creating
samples with sufficient conductivity. Tailoring properties such as grain size and defect density
enables a systematic analysis of the connection between structural and electrical inhomogeneities or
even to the magnetic inhomogeneities when using spin polarised STS [62; 63]. The main motivation
for the growth of EuO films on conductive substrates is thus the fundamental interest to analyse
EuO films by STS and other electron spectroscopies.
For this thesis, the growth and characterisation of EuO was performed on Ni(100) (chapter 5),
Ir(100) and Ir(111) (chapter 6) and graphene on Ir(111) (chapter 7). The latter substrate gives
also a connection to a possible system for spintronics [64] and lead to the interesting analysis of
Eu intercalation patterns on the graphene moire´ on Ir(111) and of a novel phase coexistence of Eu
clusters and islands on graphene (chapter 8). The experimental setup which was used to realise the
experiments is described in chapter 3 together with necessary design modifications. The details of
the growth process as well as some of the used measurement techniques are explained in chapter 4.
The necessary physical background for this thesis is given in chapter 2, following this introduction.
2
2 Background
In the introduction already the most prominent peculiarities of EuO were described. This
chapter now starts with a description of the basic properties of EuO and of additional important
features of this astonishing material. Then in Sec. 2.2 an introduction to surface oxides is given, the
knowledge of which is necessary to understand the formation of oxide structures on metal substrates
and the importance of the initial film growth parameters for the film morphology. Even if a steady
growth of the bulk like oxide has started, the formation of a high electrostatic potential can occur
for certain film orientations. This happens for the so called polar surfaces, a brief overview of
which is given in Sec. 2.3. Additionally to the metal substrates Ni(100), Ir(100), and Ir(111) also
graphene on Ir(111) was used in this thesis. Therefore, in Sec. 2.4 a short introduction to graphene,
especially to the system graphene/Ir(111), is given.
2.1 EuO - a manifold material
Figure 2.1: Ball and stick model of the rock-salt crystal structure of EuO. Red balls represent O
atoms and blue balls Eu atoms.
Despite its outstanding and manifold properties, EuO crystallises in the simple rock-salt struc-
ture (Fig. 2.1), i.e. in an fcc lattice with a two atom basis, and has a lattice constant of a = 5.144 A˚
at room temperature [4]. EuO has an ionic Eu2+O2− character with the electronic configuration
[Xe]4f75d06s0 of the Eu2+-ion. The energy levels which are important for the magnetic and elec-
tronic properties of EuO, i.e. those which are near the the Fermi level, are the O 2p orbitals, the Eu
4f orbitals, and the Eu 5d-6s conduction band. EuO is formed by oxidation of the highly reactive Eu
metal ([Xe]4f75d06s2) with a heat of formation of ∆Hf(EuO) = −608 kJ/mol (i.e. 6.3 eV/Eu atom)
which is not a stable composition but further oxidises to Eu2O3 with ∆Hf(Eu2O3) = −1730 kJ/mol
(i.e. 9.0 eV/Eu atom) [9].
3
2. Background
In connection to the ferromagnetism and the MIT several additional effects were observed in
EuO, such as colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) [43], photoconductivity [65], and large magneto-
optical effects [66; 67]. Because of the spherical symmetric 8S7/2 ground state (i.e. the magnetic
moment is a pure spin moment of 7 µB/ion) the magnetic exchange interactions are isotropic and
the Heisenberg model can be applied to EuO [39], i.e. the magnetic interactions can be described
by the Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
i,j
Jij ~Si ~Sj . (2.1)
Since there are models available to treat this Hamiltonian in lattices with cubic symmetry, EuO
is often considered as benchmark system for an ideal Heisenberg ferromagnet and thus numerous
theoretical studies were carried out [11; 39; 49; 52; 68–71].
The most important exchange mechanism in EuO is indirect exchange between Eu nearest
neighbours (NN), consisting of virtual transitions of 4f electrons to a 5d or 6s state [39; 71]. These
can be represented by an exchange constant J1, whereby the sum in Eq. 2.1 has to be taken for all
NN j of the i atoms. Additional contributions come from superexchange mechanisms which occur
between Eu next nearest neighbours (NNN) and are mediated by p electrons of the anion [39]. The
corresponding sum in Eq. 2.1 has to be taken for all NNN j of the i atoms using the exchange
constant J2. Inelastic neutron-scattering studies on EuO single crystals determined the exchange
constants to be J1/kB = 0.625 K and J2/kB = 0.125 [72] (i.e. both ferromagnetic), but these values
give a too low Curie temperature of TC = 56 K in the Heisenberg model [70]. A refined theoretical
model, using a combination of local-spin-density and Hubbard 1 approximations [71], suggests that
only the indirect exchange (J1/kB = 0.60 K) effectively contributes and the superexchange (J2/kB
= 0.03 K) is negligible [71]; but this model overestimates TC to 81 K.
2.1.1 Electronic structure
The first experimental determination of the EuO band structure was done by optical measurements
[39] and later refined using modern electron spectroscopies [4; 30; 73]. Also several band structure
calculations were performed [17; 49; 68; 71; 74]. In the paramagnetic state, the bottom of the
conduction band (mainly a Eu 5dt2g
1 band) is situated 1.1 eV above the top of the Eu 4f valence
band. Below TC the conduction bands split by 0.6 eV [4], thereby reducing the band gap by half
of this value. This effect was first observed as redshift of the optical absorption edge in bulk EuO
[57].
Figure 2.2 shows the spin-split EuO band structure, calculated by Ingle and Elfimov with the
full-potential linearised augmented plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) code WIEN2K
1In oxide crystals like EuO the degeneracy of the d orbitals is lifted. Bands of t2g symmetry consist of
orbitals which point into the direction of neighbouring Eu atoms (3dxy, 3dxz, and 3dyz) and are (for the
same spin orientation) lower in energy than bands of eg symmetry, which consist of orbitals which point into
the direction of the O atoms (3dz2 and 3dx2−y2).
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Figure 2.2: The spin resolved DOS of bulk EuO, reproduced from [17]. The contributions of the
different bands are labelled and the zero of energy is at the Fermi level EF .
[17]1. Albeit other calculations of the density of states (DOS) differ in details, the general positions
of the bands are certain.
2.1.2 N-Doping
There exist several ways to electron-dope EuO whereby the most extensively used methods are the
introduction of O vacancies and the substitution of Eu by Gd [8; 14; 28; 39; 46; 57]. The electronic
configuration of Gd is [Xe]4f75d16s2, i.e. the same as Eu plus one additional 5d electron. Hence
the Gd3+-ion has the same electronic configuration as the Eu2+-ion and leaves the 4f spin-system
untouched, i.e. it only supplies carriers to the solid. O vacancies are introduced by supplying excess
Eu which cannot be incorporated as interstitials due to the large size of the Eu atom.
The doping affects TC of EuO as well as the transport properties, but there exist several discrep-
ancies about the details. For example, it is not clear whether a threshold of the Gd concentration
has to be exceeded before TC starts to increase or if Gd doping alone is sufficient for the MIT to
occur [28]. At least, the existence of the MIT in Eu-rich EuO is undoubted as well as the absence of
the MIT in undoped EuO. The conductivity of EuO at room temperature was reported to change
drastically from 3 × 10−8 Ω−1 cm−1 for stoichiometric EuO over 5 × 10−5 Ω−1 cm−1 for 0.3% O
vacancies to metallic conductance with 27 Ω−1 cm−1 for 0.5% O vacancies [75].
Infrared absorption spectra of Eu-rich samples display two discrete humps at 0.55 eV and 0.65 eV
in the absorption coefficient which have to be related to O vacancies [57]. As the adsorption edge
itself corresponds to a 4f7-4f65dt2g transition [57], i.e. to the EuO band gap of 1.1 eV, these two
humps possibly belong to transitions involving vacancy states which hence should lie close to the
centre of the intrinsic band gap.
1They treated the exchange and correlation effects within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
and the local spin density approximation + U (LSDA+U) method was used to account for strong correlations
between the electrons in the Eu 4f shell, because standard GGA or LSDA predict EuO to be a metal whereas
measurements clearly show the existence of a conductivity gap.
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Figure 2.3: DOS of Eu-rich EuO calculated in the FKL model, reproduced from [51]. Impurity
states of the O vacancies are represented by red lines and conduction band states by black lines.
The insets shows details of the region around the Fermi level. (a) T = 70 K, i.e. just above TC.
Due to the impurity states the Fermi level is shifted considerably towards the conduction band
compared to the case of stoichiometric EuO shown in Fig. 2.2. (b) T = 10 K, the conduction
band is spin split (continuous and dashed lines indicate different spin orientations) and one branch
moves below the impurity level at EF.
Figure 2.3 displays the DOS of EuO calculated within the ferromagnetic Kondo lattice (FKL)
model [51]. It enables a qualitative understanding of the MIT in EuO, which differs from the
simple He model just in the number of the impurity states of the O vacancies, the positions of
which are temperature independent. Compared to stoichiometric EuO the Fermi level is shifted
considerably towards the conduction band due to the impurity states (represented by red lines).
Above TC [Fig. 2.3(a)] the conductivity behaves like usual for an n-doped semiconductor. Due to
the spin splitting of the conduction band (black lines) below TC the down-shifted part overlaps the
impurity state, thereby transferring impurity electrons into the conduction band which is almost
100% spin polarised.
2.1.3 Surface State
As one goal of this thesis is to create high quality EuO films for STS, differences in the local density
of states (LDOS) at the surface compared to the usually considered bulk states have to be taken
into account. Calculations within the ferromagnetic Kondo lattice model [48; 49] predict a surface
state for stoichiometric EuO(100) which is spin split below TC and leads to a surface metal to
insulator transition. This is shown in Fig. 2.4 by the corresponding spin resolved spectral DOS1
(SDOS) of a 20 layer thick EuO film at the Γ point [48]. The surface state lies 0.8 eV below the
edge of the bulk conduction band, a downshift which is nearly temperature independent. By the
additional spin splitting below TC of 0.6 eV [4] the spin-up branch (left hand side in Fig. 2.4) is
shifted 0.3 eV further downwards, thereby crossing the Fermi level [48]. Thus, differently to the
bulk MIT this surface transition should also occur for undoped EuO films.
In STM/STS measurements the tunnelling current is, for small voltages (i.e. at energies near
the Fermi level), dominated by contributions from states near the Γ point [76], hence one would
1The spectral DOS is directly related to observable quantities within angle-resolved direct and inverse
photoemission experiments.
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Figure 2.4: The spin resolved spectral DOS of a 20 layer thick stoichiometric EuO film at the Γ
point, reproduced from [48]. The grey lines represent the SDOS of the topmost layer and the red
lines that of the central layer.
expect the DOS features as displayed in Fig. 2.4 to be present in STS spectra.
2.1.4 Thin Films
The first EuO thin films were grown in 1967 [77] as alternative synthesis routes for preparing
EuO, as stoichiometric single crystals are difficult to prepare due to the required accurate starting
compositions and very high temperatures of about 2100 K [75]. Additionally, the thin film prepa-
ration facilitated doping dependence studies using rare earth and transition metals as impurities
[67; 78–80].
The films grown in the 1960s and 1970s were prepared with high growth rates under technical
vacuum conditions, i.e., at pressures in the range of 10−6 - 10−5 mbar [27; 67; 81]. After a pause of
two decades, a strong renewed interest in EuO thin films emerged in recent years [27], motivated
by the attempt to utilise the extraordinary properties of EuO for device applications [4; 6–9; 13;
14; 16; 21; 27; 73; 82]. These newer studies benefited from the tremendous progress in preparation
technologies since the 1970s (e.g., MBE under UHV conditions) and from the availability of new
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analysis methods (e.g., synchrotron based spectroscopies). These new efforts have culminated in
the possibility to grow high quality, stoichiometric EuO thin films by a Eu-distillation technique
[27] and to epitaxially integrate EuO with mainstream semiconductors such as silicon and GaN
[16].
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Figure 2.5: Theoretically predicted influences on TC in thin films. (a) Evolution of the normalised
TC of a EuO(100) film with thickness measured in monolayers n, reproduced from [49]. (b) DFT
results on the dependence of TC of EuO on biaxial (dark blue curve) and isotropic strain (yellow
curve), normalised to the relaxed lattice constant a0, reproduced from [17]. The theoretical model
fits the known experimental values for isotropic stress [40; 83; 84] quite well.
The Curie temperature of EuO ultra thin films is influenced by finite size effects, whereby a
substantial reduction compared to the bulk value for films thinner than 10 ML was predicted [69; 85]
as displayed in Fig. 2.5(a). Such effects were already observed for polycrystalline films grown on
Si/SiO2 substrates [56], but the polycrystalline nature impeded a substantial quantitative analysis
of the thickness dependence on TC. For films grown on conductive substrates - as used in this
thesis - image charge screening counteracts the final size effects [86; 87], thereby complicating the
predictability of TC. A further factor influencing TC in thin films is epitaxial strain which occurs
due to lattice mismatch between the film and the substrate. Figure 2.5(b) shows the dependence
of TC on biaxial strain (dark blue curve) as predicted by DFT calculations [17]. Although the
general trend of the calculations coincides with the known measurements [40; 83; 84], this DFT
model exaggerates TC by ≈ 30 K for the relaxed state, hence a similar exaggeration for the strained
state should be expected.
2.2 Surface oxides
When a metal surface is oxidised, or an oxide is grown supported by a metal substrate, one often
finds oxide structures or clusters which have no counterpart in oxide bulks. Even if a bulk-like
structure is formed, the reduced dimensionality and the dominance of surface and interface effects
may lead to novel physical and chemical properties which are intrinsically different from those of
the corresponding bulk counterparts [88].
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Surface oxide formation was extensively investigated for several transition metals because of the
fundamental importance in both solid state physics and chemistry and because of the importance
of oxygen interaction with metal surfaces in heterogeneous catalysis [89]. For catalysis, the surface
oxides of the noble metals Pd [90–96] and Rh [89; 97] were of main interest. Thereby two common
but not mandatory building rules became apparent:
1. Often surface oxides are characterized by an oxygen lattice equivalent to that in the respective
bulk oxides, and metal atoms distributed in between in a fashion resembling more or less that
of the bulk oxides [89].
2. In contrast to adsorbed oxygen, which prefers hollow sites (fcc hollow sites on (111) surfaces),
the surface oxides get their strongest bonding to the substrate if oxygen is placed in on-
top positions of the substrate lattice, sometimes resulting in an alignment of the O rows of
the surface oxide with close-packed rows of the substrate. Although the oxides of the late
transition metals are not very ionic, in this respect they behave like ionic crystals which bind
to electropositive substrate atoms by their anions [89].
Closer to the case of Eu oxide on Ni or Ir are the studies of interfacial phases of foreign metal
oxides on noble metal substrates, e.g., Fe oxide on Pt [98; 99] and Ru [100], V oxide on Pd [101]
and Rh [102], Ni oxide on Pd [103] and Ag [104; 105], Co oxide on Ir [106], and Mn oxide on Pt
[107] and Pd [88; 108]. Especially for the systems V oxide on Rh(111) [102] and Mn oxide on
Pd(100) [108] exist complex surface phase diagrams, whereby the largest structural variety was
found in the latter case with nine different two-dimensional phases within a range of two orders
of magnitude difference in the O partial pressure, not counting the different metastable phases
with low reproducibility. As some of these phases are stable only in a narrow parameter range,
phase coexistence occurs due to small local variations of the O density on the substrate [108]. The
existence of such surface phases considerably influences the growth behaviour of an oxide film in
the beginning and, especially in the case of phase coexistence, may prevent the growth of a single
phase oxide film as intended in this thesis.
2.3 Polar oxide surfaces
As the atoms in an oxide are ionically bound, high electric fields should build up if certain oxide
surfaces terminate the bulk lattice. Such oxide surfaces are called ‘polar’. For example, the (111)
surfaces of rock-salt crystals like EuO consist either of negatively charged O ions or positively
charged metal ions. Without modifications, a rock-salt oxide crystal with {111} surfaces would
have a huge electrostatic energy [109] which is proportional to its dimensions and the surface
charge of the {111} layers (σ) and dominates the surface free energy. This phenomenon is known
as the polar catastrophe. For the one dimensional case this is sketched in Fig. 2.6. On the contrary,
the (100) face of rock-salt crystals like EuO has the lowest surface free energy [110; 111] as it is
electrically neutral and has the highest atom density.
As the electrostatic potential (V ) is of the order of several volts per layer such polar surfaces
cannot exist as a simple termination of the crystal’s bulk structure. To circumvent this problem it
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Figure 2.6: One dimensional model of the polar catastrophe. The electric field (E, solid line)
and the electrostatic potential (V , dashed line) are shown in dependence of the width d, which is
quantised in {111}-layer spacings d111. Every layer is assumed to carry a surface charge of density
σ, either negative for oxygen layers or positive for metal layers. ε0 is the vacuum permittivity.
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Figure 2.7: One dimensional models for the avoidance of the polar catastrophe. (a) The surface
charge σ is decreased to half of the usual value for both outermost layers. (b) The surface charge
σ is decreased for the outermost and their neighbouring layers.
is sufficient to change the charge density of the outermost layers, e.g., as shown in Fig. 2.7. In Fig.
2.7(a) σ is decreased to half of the usual value for both outermost layers. In this case V oscillates
around an average value of σd111/(4ε0). For a configuration as in Fig. 2.7(b) V oscillates with the
same amplitude, but is 0 on average.
For the different polar surfaces exist numerous mechanisms to realise such charge compensations
[112]. They can be divided into three primary categories:
• Direct electronic modifications
Direct electronic modification means that the geometrical structure of the oxide surface is
similar to that in the bulk, but the electronic properties at the surface are different without the
presence of adsorbates. Possible mechanisms are a modification of the electronic population of
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the ions, ‘metallisation’ of the surface (i.e. loss of the insulating character), and off-site charge
localization [112]. Examples are the systems MgO(111) on Ag(111) [113] and NaCl(111) on
Al [114].
• Adsorbate induced charge modifications
In this case the charge of the oxide surface is modified by the adsorbate. For example, hydroxyl
groups carry a single negative charge and stabilise the systems CoO(111) on Au(111) [115] and
NiO(111) on Ni(111) [116]. Also annealing in air can lead to adsorbed gases which stabilise
the surface as was shown for the case of NiO single crystals [117].
• Surface reconstructions
This is the most common mechanism found under UHV conditions. Surface reconstructions
are a widespread phenomenon in surface science. The structure of a reconstructed surface
deviates from a simple termination of the bulk lattice. These reconstructions minimise the
surface free energy which is usually generated by the loss of bonds compared to the bulk.
The most famous examples are the 7×7 reconstruction on Si(111) [118] and the herringbone
reconstruction of Au(111) [119]. More often reconstructions are found for more open surfaces
(i.e. surfaces with lower atom densities), e.g., Ir(100) [120] or Pt(100) [121].
For oxide surfaces the energetic situation becomes more complicated due to the electrostatic
field created by the ions. For (111) surfaces of rock-salt crystals in principle an octopolar
reconstruction is sufficient to avoid the polar catastrophe [110]. Examples are MgO(111) [122]
and NiO(111) [122] single crystals, BaO(111) thin films on Pt(111) [111], and NiO(111) thin
films on Au(111) [123].
Reconstructions of polar surfaces with threefold symmetry 1 often show triangular motifs, which
are an important feature to identify reconstructed areas in STM topographs and are found, e.g.,
for (0001)-Zn surfaces of ZnO single crystals [124], for the p(2×2) of NiO(111) on Au(111) [125],
and for the p(2×2) of BaO(111) on Pt(111) [111]. In both latter cases the p(2×2) reconstructions
correspond to {100} micro-faceted pyramids. Under suitable conditions also formation of much
larger {100} faceted pyramids with edge lengths of the order of 100 nm can occur as stabilisation
mechanism for oxide grains in polar orientation, e.g., for MnO(111) on Pd(100) [126].
Polar surfaces have been a subject of intensive work in the past [112; 127]. Also oxide growth
on polar surfaces has attracted considerable interest due to the unconventional properties of the
interfaces. The most prominent system is LaAlO3 grown on the TiO2-terminated (001) surface of
SrTiO3, where a conductive interface can form between the insulating oxides [128]. The conductivity
was thereby attributed to electrons originating from charge compensation. Recently structural
changes due to the internal electric field were found to contribute to the conductivity [129].
1For the reconstructions one has to consider not only the outermost layer, but at least additionally
the adjacent, oppositely charged layer. Hence the sixfold symmetry of hexagonal surfaces is reduced to a
threefold symmetry.
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2.4 Graphene
Graphene is a two dimensional sheet of carbon with a hexagonal lattice (aC = 2.46 A˚) and a two
atom basis. Thereby the atoms build a honeycomb with a nearest neighbour distance of 1.42 A˚
[130]. The word ‘graphene’ was invented to simply describe a single graphite layer. At least this
could be an interpretation of a surface scientist, but this is different from the chemist point of view.
In the official nomenclature of the ‘International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry’ (IUPAC)
it is stated that it is not correct to speak of ‘graphite layers’ when meaning single, two-dimensional
carbon sheets. Instead, the term ‘graphene’ has to be used, which is considered as final member of
the series of fused polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons which use the suffix ‘-ene’ [131].
Nevertheless, if one removes a single layer of a graphite crystal the result is a graphene sheet.
This removal can be achieved simply by using a scotch tape and is called exfoliation [132]. This
method works because of the sp2 hybridisation of the C atoms in graphene, which leads to strong
σ-bonding and weak pi-bonding within a graphene layer and van-der-Waals bonding between the
layers. This leads also to a very low surface free energy of graphene of 0.3 eV nm−2 [133]. While
the exfoliation is a simple task it is difficult to find the graphene sheets. This became possible by
a combination of optical, electron-beam and atomic-force microscopy for graphene put on a SiO2
substrate [132].
A more controlled fabrication of graphene can be achieved by epitaxy, either on SiC [134;
135] or on metal substrates [136–140]. The latter method is used in this thesis, with Ir(111) as
substrate. As every substrate induces modifications to the idealised properties of graphene, this
system graphene/Ir(111) is described in more detail in Sec. 2.4.2. Before these specialities are
discussed, graphene’s universal electronic properties are described in the following section.
2.4.1 Electronic Properties
The most prominent peculiarity of graphene is related to its band structure with its linear energy
dispersion of the pi-band at the K and K’ points of the Brillouin zone, which arises from the lattice
symmetry and the monatomic thickness [141]. Such a linear dispersion resembles the energy of
relativistic particles which can be quantum mechanically described by the massless Dirac equation
[142]. Thus, these conically shaped parts of the pi-band at the K and K’ points of graphene are
known as Dirac cones. Two such cones, one for the occupied and one for the unoccupied states, meet
at the Fermi level (EF) in the Dirac point; as there are no other bands at EF, the DOS vanishes
there, making graphene a zero band gap semiconductor. The high mobility of the electrons in
graphene and its strong electric field effect encourage work to realise graphene based electronics
[142].
Graphene has also potential for spintronic applications. For example, for spintronic devices it
is very important to find leads which are non-magnetic and where a spin-polarised current can be
injected and flow without becoming depolarised [143]. Graphene shows ballistic electron transport
over distances up to the µm range [142; 144] and also negligible spin-orbit coupling [145], i.e.,
large spin relaxation times. This makes graphene an ideal material for leads in spintronic devices.
Further possible applications include spin qubits [146] and spin filters [147].
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Another possibility to achieve spin dependent transport is to put graphene in close proximity
to a magnetic insulator. Via the magnetic proximity effect, exchange splittings will be induced in
graphene. EuO would be a suitable magnetic insulator for such a system, inducing an exchange
splitting of ≈ 5 meV in graphene [64].
In the recent years, several studies [148–156] about the influence of adsorbates on the prop-
erties of graphene were carried out for several reasons. Firstly, it has become apparent that the
electronic properties of graphene - even if present in high structural quality - depend critically on
its environment, e.g., on the type and distribution of chemical species bond to graphene [157]. As
an example, the enormous mobilities for charge carriers in graphene predicted from theory are not
realised for adhered graphene, be it on SiC [158] or for exfoliated graphene on SiO2 [159]. Only for
suspended graphene mobilities come close to the theoretical values [160]. Secondly, graphene lacks
a band gap around the Fermi level, which is the defining concept for semiconductor materials and
essential for controlling the conductivity by electronic means. Adsorbates are a way to tune the
band gap of graphene [153; 154]. Thirdly, the fabrication of devices requires a contacting of the
graphene, thus electronic modifications are unavoidable when integrating graphene into devices.
Depending on the degree of interaction, adsorbates can also destroy the pi - electronic system
of graphene, i.e. the Dirac cone and the related properties. For example, this is the case for
chemisorbing metals like Co, Fe, Ni, and Pd [148; 149], while for weakly adsorbing metals like
Al, Cu, Ag, Au, or Pt graphene’s electronic structure is preserved [149]. In the latter cases, the
sign and amount of graphene doping can be deduced from the differences in the work functions of
the metal (Wm) and of graphene (Wgr = 4.5 eV ), whereby the crossover from p-type to n-type
doping occurs for Wm ≈ 5.4 eV. The offset of ≈ 0.9 eV comes from the distance dependent chemical
interaction between the metals and the graphene [149].
For the system used in this thesis, graphene on Ir(111), the interaction is also weak but never-
theless very important for a detailed understanding of the experiments. Thus, the peculiarities of
this system are described in the following section.
2.4.2 Graphene on Ir(111)
Graphene on Ir(111) can be grown in exceptional quality by decomposition of hydrocarbons at
elevated temperatures. A growth recipe can be found in Sec. 4.1.4. Fully coalesced graphene films
grown by this TPG+CVD method are continuous over substrate steps [161]. The nearest neighbour
distance of Ir atoms in the (111) surface is aIr = 2.715 A˚, while that of unbuckled graphene
is agr = 2.461 A˚ [162]. Highly accurate measurements revealed that on Ir(111) the graphene is
compressed by 0.4% to agr = (2.452± 0.004) A˚ [162] due to large differences in the thermal expansion
coefficients and the high growth temperature used. From calculations, the compression should be
larger than 0.4% but is partially relaxed by the formation of wrinkles [163].
The differences of the surface lattice constants result in an incommensurate 9.32× 9.32 super-
structure with a periodicity of amoire´ = 25.3 A˚ which can be viewed as a moire´ [162]. Such a moire´
lattice is a superposition of the two smaller lattices and can be calculated using the corresponding
reciprocal lattice vectors (~k):
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Figure 2.8: Sketch illustrating the dependency of the moire´ reciprocal lattice vector (~kmoire´) on
the reciprocal lattice vectors of Ir (~kIr) and graphene (~kgr) and the angles in between.
~kmoire´ = ~kgr − ~kIr. (2.2)
If all vectors are parallel, one can directly calculate amoire´:
2pi
amoire´
=
2pi
agr
− 2pi
aIr
. (2.3)
For graphene grown by the recipe in Sec. 4.1.4 the ~k vectors, i.e. the dense packed lattice rows,
are parallel for most of the graphene surface. But, there are also parts where a slight misalignment
of the graphene and Ir lattices exists. As can be seen in Fig. 2.8, the angle φmoire´,Ir between ~kmoire´
and ~kIr is much larger than the angle φIr,gr between the Ir and graphene lattices.
For small angles φIr,gr and φmoire´,Ir is:
φIr,gr ≈ |
~kgr| − |~kIr|
|~kgr|
· φmoire´,Ir, (2.4)
with the constant factor
kgr−kIr
kgr
= 0.093 [162]. This means that φmoire´,Ir ≈ 10.7 · φIr,gr, i.e. the
moire´ misalignment is amplified by a factor of 10.7 compared to the misalignment of the graphene
to the substrate.
So far, only the moire´ lattice was discussed. To fully understand the system, the anatomy of the
single moire´ cell has to be analysed. For simplicity, only the case of perfect alignment is discussed,
but all considerations also hold for slightly rotated meshes, as they are present in the experiments.
Within a moire´ unit cell the positions of the C atoms with respect to the substrate change. This
leads to contrast differences in STM topographs as can be seen in Fig. 2.9(a). Although STM
contrast is not unambiguously correlated to topographic height, in this case the brighter regions
are higher than the darker ones. This was confirmed by density functional theory calculations
[164; 165], which lead to a height distribution as shown in Fig. 2.9(b).
The colour code of the three Ir surface layers [grey: 1st (topmost) layer, red: 2nd layer, green:
3rd layer] allows one to identify three different regions within the moire´ unit cell which are denoted
fcc, hcp, and ontop regions [162] as shown in Fig. 2.9(c). This denotation is given with respect to
the C ring centre position on the substrate. If the centre is above an Ir atom of the 1st layer it
belongs to the ontop region, if it is above a 2nd layer Ir atom it belongs to the hcp region, and if
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Figure 2.9: (a) STM topograph of graphene on Ir(111), size 6 nm× 6 nm. The moire´ unit cell is
indicated and the bright regions correspond to these denoted as ontop in (c). Reproduced from
[166]. (b) Top view DFT model of the moire´ unit cell of graphene on Ir(111). First layer Ir atoms
are coloured grey, second layer Ir atoms are red, and third layer Ir atoms are green. The C atoms
are yellow and their brightness depends on the distance to the substrate which is given by the
adjacent scale. This figure is reproduced from [165]. (c) Simple extended area model with the
three regions fcc, hcp, and ontop. This denotation is given with respect to the position of the C
ring centre on the substrate [162].
it is above a 3rd layer Ir atom it belongs to the fcc region. Although the exact C ring positions
change within these regions and no sharp borders exist, the model in Fig. 2.9(c) is a reasonable
simplification in many cases.
The height differences in the moire´ unit cell are caused by differences in the C-Ir bonding, which
itself are caused by the differences of the lateral C atom positions on the substrate. On average,
the C-Ir binding energy is −50 meV/C atom, but the binding is not pure physisorption, although
it is dominated by van der Waals interactions. In the fcc and hcp regions, a C atom sits directly
on top of an Ir atom [see Fig. 2.9(b)] and forms a weak covalent bond [165]. This is not the case
for ontop regions where the chemical interaction is repulsive.
These chemical interactions between graphene and Ir(111) also influence graphene’s band struc-
ture. The moire´ thereby imposes a superperiodic potential giving rise to Dirac cone replicas and the
opening of minigaps at the crossing points with the original cone [167]. Additionally, the graphene
is slightly p-doped [167; 168] and a small band gap opens due to hybridisation of the graphene pi
bands with the Ir 5d bands [168]. Furthermore, Raman-active phonons were not observed, sug-
gesting that the hybridisation of the bands near EF is sufficient to quench the resonant conditions
needed to observe the graphene phonons with Raman scattering [168]. The strong phonon damp-
ing was confirmed by high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS). Thereby it was
found that the sheet plasmon is strongly damped despite the exceptional quality of graphene on
Ir(111) [169]. The only plausible reason is again the modulation of the graphene films caused by
the hybridisation at the interface [169].
2.4.3 Adsorption
Atoms adsorbed on graphene can be roughly divided into two groups, the ionically bonded and
the covalently bonded [151]. Very reactive open-shell adsorbates, e.g., alkali and halogen ad-atoms
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(except for F), act as direct dopants [151]. They accept or donate one electron and bind ionically
to graphene but hybridise only weakly with the graphene bands and experience very low migration
barriers [151]. This is in contrast to the class of strongly hybridised, covalently bonded adsorbates,
(including H and OH) which can induce universal midgap states, subsequently leading to high
migration barriers [152].
DFT calculations of Eu adsorbed on graphene grown on Si-terminated SiC showed that the
adsorbed Eu has a very low diffusion barrier and at the same time a relatively large adsorption
energy with respect to its bulk cohesive energy [170]. This result was backed by large scale STM
topographs which show flat Eu islands on the graphene [170]. Due to the lack of higher resolved
STM data and the limitation of the DFT to a p(4 × 4) Eu superstructure [170], this description of
the system Eu on graphene is far from complete.
The graphene moire´ on Ir(111) is a new and unique support for cluster superlattices. This
was shown first for Ir adsorption [164], but works also for some other metals, e.g., like Pt and W
[171]. The reason is that these adsorbates induce re-hybridisation of the C bonds from sp2 to sp3
at fcc or hcp regions, thereby forming strong carbon metal bonds [172]. The strongest bonds of Ir
clusters are located at the hcp regions as was found out experimentally and by DFT calculations
[162; 164; 172]. This collaborative effect including graphene-mediated interaction with the substrate
distinguishes the binding mechanism on the moire´ from the binding of adatoms or small clusters
on free-standing graphene.
The re-hybridisation of graphene on Ir(111) to diamond-like sp3 carbon occurs if the adsorbed
metal atoms have a large extension of a localized valence orbital [171; 172]. Depending on the
interactions strength of the adsorbed species with the carbon pz orbitals, the pi-electronic system
of graphene even may be (locally) destroyed. For adsorption of Eu no re-hybridisation is expected
because the valence electrons are s-electrons with an isotropic charge distribution. Thus, for Eu
adsorption no ordering of clusters along the moire´ lattice is expected. But, the system Eu on
graphene is nevertheless interesting, as the large magnetic moment of 7µB of the Eu’s 4f -shell could
bestow graphene with magnetic properties. This question is concerned in chapter 8. Depending on
the deposition conditions, the Eu does not stay on top of the graphene, but intercalates between the
graphene and the Ir(111). An overview about intercalation phenomena for graphite and graphene
is given in the following section.
2.4.4 Intercalation
In chemistry, intercalation describes the reversible inclusion of atoms (or molecules) between two
other molecules. Graphite intercalation compounds (GICs) are known since 1926 [173; 174],
whereby the first intercalants were the alkali elements K, Rb, and Cs [173]. In such compounds,
the intercalants are placed between the graphene layers, whereby the intercalate layers are peri-
odically arranged in a matrix of graphene layers [174]. Thus, the GICs are classified by a stage
index n denoting the number of graphene layers between adjacent intercalate layers. This staging
phenomenon is a general phenomenon in graphite intercalation compounds, even in those samples
with very dilute intercalate concentrations (n = 10) [174]. The layer stacking is exemplarily shown
in Fig. 2.10 for graphite, for a stage 3 GIC, and for a stage 1 GIC.
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Figure 2.10: Side view sketches of the layer stacking of (a) graphite, (b) a stage 3 GIC, and (c)
a stage 1 GIC. C atoms are represented by black balls and intercalate atoms by light blue balls.
The intercalation of the metals usually requires elevated temperatures, e.g., > 500 K for K, Rb,
and Cs. For higher temperatures the stage n increases, i.e. the intercalate becomes more dilute,
already indicating the reversibility of the process for even higher temperatures which is called
deintercalation [174]. At low temperatures, the intercalate is in-plane ordered, but not necessarily
commensurate with the in-plane graphene site ordering; often also different ordered structures
coexist [174]. In a few cases the ordering is simple, e.g., a p(2 × 2) structure for the stage 1 alkali
GICs C8K, C8Rb and C8Cs, a p(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure for C6Li, or a p(
√
7×√7)R19.1◦ structure
for higher stage GICs with Rb and Cs [174]. These commensurate superstructures are shown as
ball models in Fig. 2.11, where the graphene honeycomb is represented by black balls and lines.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.11: Top view sketches of commensurate superstructures in GICs. C atoms are represented
by black balls and intercalate atoms by light blue balls. (a) p(
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure, (b)
p(2 × 2) superstructure, (c) p(√7×√7)R19.1◦ superstructure.
Intercalation changes many of the physical properties of the host material. Because of the
very low free carrier concentration in graphite (∼10−4 free carriers/atom at 300 K), the doping
caused by the intercalate permits a wide variation of the free carrier concentration and thus of the
electrical, thermal and magnetic properties [174]. Most of the metal intercalants, especially the
alkali, alkaline earth and lanthanide metals effect an n-doping of the graphene layers; such GICs are
called donor GICs [131]. Thereby, the charge transfer per atom for the same intercalant is highest
for dilute GICs and lowest for the stage 1 GIC, e.g., as measured for the case of Cs [175]. The effect
of the intercalation on the electrical conductivity has probably attracted the greatest amount of
attention because of the fabrication of an intercalation compound (CxAsF5) with a reported room
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temperature conductivity exceeding that of copper [174]. Several GICs are even superconducting,
with C6Ca reaching a critical temperature of 11.5 K [176].
Intercalation phenomena are not restricted to graphite but also occur for graphene grown on
substrates, e.g on SiC [177], on Ni(111) and Co(0001) [178], and also on Ir(111) [179; 180]. Thereby,
for K and Rb intercalation on graphene on SiC the same structures (p(2 × 2)) were found as for
intercalation in graphite [177]. Au intercalation between graphene on Ni(111) and graphene on
Co(0001) enabled the lifting of the strong graphene-substrate interaction, thereby restoring the
graphene’s Dirac cone system [178].
Alkali metals, adsorbed on graphene on Ir(111) at 300-400 K, intercalate after heating of the
sample to temperatures up to 700 K. Thereby, the intercalate thickness is limited to 1 monolayer
[179], whereas the film thickness is unlimited for metals with a higher ionisation potential (e.g., Pt,
Ni, and Mo) which are strongly bound to the metal substrate and require higher temperatures of
T ≥ 900 K to intercalate [179; 180]. Thermal desorption spectroscopy measurements of the system
K on and beneath graphene on Ir(111) showed that the K deintercalates again at temperatures
T ≥ 1500 K [179].
2.4.4.1 Eu intercalation
Eu intercalation into graphite is saturated after formation of the stage 1 compound C6Eu, which
corresponds to a p(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure of the Eu with respect to the graphene lattice, whereby
the Eu is placed in the centre of the hexagons [181]. The thickness of a C-Eu-C sandwich is 4.87 A˚
in this compound [181], i.e. the intercalated Eu layer increases the C-C layer distance compared to
pristine graphite (3.36 A˚ [130]) by 1.51 A˚.
No spontaneous magnetisation was found for C6Eu down to 4.2 K, though the paramagnetic
susceptibility shows anomalies below 40 K, indicating complex magnetic ordering states [182]. Pho-
toemission measurements and band structure calculations revealed that the graphite-derived va-
lence bands in C6Eu are shifted toward higher binding energies compared to pristine graphite,
which is caused by charge transfer of ∼ 0.5 e from each Eu atom into the graphite pi-bands (quali-
tatively, the behaviour is like in a rigid band model) [183]. Additionally, a hybridisation between
graphite-derived bands and the Eu 5d states was found [183].
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Most of the experimental results presented in this thesis were acquired in the ultra high vacuum
system “Athene” in Cologne, which is shown in the sketch in Fig. 3.1 and briefly described in section
3.1. Several modifications of the system had to be carried out in order to perform the experiments.
At first a new STM head had to be designed (see section 3.2), which had to be compatible with an
STM electronic of the SPS-CreaTec GmbH [184]. Furthermore, the transferable sample holder and
the supporting base plate had to be redesigned (section 3.1.1), as the sample had to be electrically
isolated from the manipulator and equipped with thermocouples, an improved cooling power was
necessary, and magnetic STM ramps had to be mounted. For MBE a station with two effusion cells
for Eu and Gd, a local gas inlet for O2, and a quartz crystal microbalance had to be fitted to the
chamber, what is described in chapter 3.1.2. In appendix B the most relevant construction plans
of the new parts and of the STM can be found.
3.1 UHV system Athene
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Figure 3.1: UHV system Athene as used for this thesis. (a) side view, (b) front view. The
equipment is numbered as follows: (1,2) turbomolecular pumps, (3) sputter ion pump, (4) Ti
sublimation pump, (5) LN2 cooling trap, (6) sample holder, (7) manipulator, (8) load lock, (9) ion
source, (10) Faraday cup, (11) STM, (12) 3-grid LEED system, (13) high temperature effusion cell
for Gd, (14) low temperature effusion cell for Eu, (15) quartz crystal microbalance.
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The main part of the system consists of a cylindrical vessel of 881 mm length and 306 mm
diameter, to which the devices are mounted through flanges. There is a turbomolecular pump (1)
for the main chamber, a small turbomolecular pump (2) for the differential pumping of the ion
source (9) and for the pumping of the load lock (8) system, a sputter ion pump (3), and a Ti
sublimation pump (4), which together achieve a chamber base pressure of 3× 10−11 mbar. During
the experiments additionally a LN2 cooling trap (5) is filled, which has the highest pumping power
in the 10−11 mbar range.
The largest part inside the chamber is the manipulator (7), which is a 960 mm long tube of
70 mm diameter mounted in the centre of the vessel. It can be moved by 300 mm in the y-direction
and precisely rotated by ±180◦. It contains the sample holder (6), which is transferable and hosted
on a base plate. The sample heating, a W/Re alloy (97/3 %) filament can be supplied with a
voltage of up to 2000 V for electron bombardment of the sample, which thus can be heated up to
temperatures of over 1600 K. Cooling is provided by a LHe flow cryostat, which is connected by
Cu breads to the base plate, whereby sample temperatures down to 35 K can be reached. The
manipulator also hosts three sample holder garages and a Faraday cup (10) for accurately measuring
the ion fluxes.
The samples can be grown by (reactive) molecular beam epitaxy using two effusion cells, one for
Eu (14) and one for Gd (13). Oxygen in molecular form can be supplied via a leak valve and guided
by a tube to the sample, which increases the local O2 pressure by a factor of more than 50 with
respect to the O2 partial pressure in the chamber. The latter can be measured by a quadrupole
mass spectrometer. A second gas inlet of the chamber is also fitted with such a tube and is used to
provide ethylene for graphene growth. The fluxes of the effusion cells can be measured by a quartz
crystal microbalance, which can be moved to the same position where the sample is located during
MBE.
Characterisation of the sample can be done via a variable temperature (35 K - 700 K) scanning
tunnelling microscope (11) and a three-grid rear view analyser low energy electron diffraction system
(12) (35 K - 300 K).
3.1.1 Sample Holder and Base Plate
The sample holder design had to be changed (plans in Figs. B.1 through B.5) for the EuO exper-
iments as it did not fulfil several requirements: The sample holder has to provide a high thermal
conductivity while the ramps for the STM have to be ferromagnetic. During sample transfer a
thermocouple contact has to be established. Also the length of the W flat springs had to be con-
siderably enlarged as the sample was prone to vibrations with the shorter springs used before. The
latter point was the easiest to achieve, as it was sufficient to move the sockets for the transfer fork
(plans in Figs. B.7 and B.8) to the outer end of the sample holder and to choose a smaller diameter
for the sockets. This increased the effective spring length from 4.25 mm to 7.33 mm.
Ferromagnetism of the STM ramps together with high thermal conductivity of the sample
holder was obtained by a composite design as introduced by Alex Redinger during his PhD [185].
The ramps are separate parts (plan in Fig. B.6) made out of stainless ferritic steel and coated
with TiNAlOx [186] to prevent vacuum welding. For the main body oxygen free high conductivity
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Figure 3.2: Sample holder in the stage of assembling. The sample sits on sapphire balls and is
fixed by W clamp springs. The three clamping pins at the sides fit into the bayonet-like coupling
of the base plate.
(OFHC) Cu was used for high thermal conductivity at low temperatures. In order to ease the
assembling, nut bays were introduced at the bottom of the holder.
Figure 3.2 shows the sample holder during a test assembling with a dummy crystal inserted.
Two of the three separate ramps, which are fixed with screws and nuts, are in position. At the
position of the missing ramp one can see the channels for the ceramic tubes which isolate the
thermocouple wires. These run from the sample to the end of the clamping pin where they are
spot-welded to a pick-up shoe, which is finally fixed with ceramic glue [187]. At both outer ends
the ceramic tubes are free-standing, i.e. they do not touch the metallic surrounding in order to
prevent short circuits due to deposited material. The ramps and the main body were degassed
for several hours at 600 ◦C at a pressure of about 10−9 mbar in a separate UHV system to avoid
outgassing of these parts during the experimental procedures. This outgassing step was also done
for the base plate (plan in Fig. B.9) and its Cu bread, making the latter softer and more flexible.
In Fig. 3.3 one contact for the thermocouple pick-up shoe is visible. It is a Ni sheet to which
a Ni wire is spot welded and which itself is spot welded to a stainless steel flat spring. The bore
in the base plate for the ceramic isolating the flat spring has a larger diameter than the ceramic in
order again create a gap which prevents conductive paths. For the same reason the fixing screw is
covered with ceramic glue. The larger flat spring on top of the base plate is for the clamping of the
sample holder. It has to be quite thick in order to avoid a too large spring lift, which could lead
to a bending of the thermocouple contact beneath. An additional type K thermocouple is fixed to
the base plate by a screw.
Using LHe cooling, a temperature of −228 ◦C (45 K) was displayed at the Eurotherm controller1
[188] for the sample as well as for the base plate thermocouple. Calibration measurements in ice
1As the Eurotherm usually used to measure the sample temperature was defective and did not work at
low temperatures the Eurotherm of the NTEZ was used during LN2 and LHe cooling.
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Figure 3.3: Part of the base plate which hosts the sample holder. In the centre the heating is visible,
consisting of a filament made out of W(97%)Re(3%) wire with 0.25 mm diameter surrounded by a
Wehnelt cylinder.
and in LN2 yielded 0
◦C and −192 ◦C, respectively, whereby the latter value is 4 ◦C higher than the
boiling point of LN2, corresponding to a thermovoltage error of 79 µV. By linear extrapolation this
error increases to 94 µV at −228 ◦C, but this might be overestimated. Subtracting just the 79 µV
from −6.243 mV (which is the thermovoltage difference between 0 ◦C and −228 ◦C [189]) gives then
−6.322 mV, which correspond to −237 ◦C or 36 K. Thus, during LHe cooling the real temperature
is probably ≈ 10 K lower than the one displayed by the Eurotherm. A more precise calibration of
the sample temperature in the chamber requires thermal desorption spectroscopy, which cannot be
performed with the current QMS setup in Athene. Thus, in the following it is assumed that the
sample temperature during LHe cooling is ≈ 35 K.
For operation of the new STM electronic, a bias voltage has to be applied to the sample. The
most reliable way to realise this was to isolate the whole base plate from the manipulator and from
the cryostat, which both are grounded. While the base plate sits on glass balls, the three screws
which fix the base plate on the massive damping block (see Fig. 3.4) had to be isolated. Therefore
ceramic tubes were placed inside the base plate. To prevent short circuits by evaporated material
a washer was used at every screw to shield the ceramic.
As the Cu bread connecting the base plate with the cryostat was in-vacuum welded [190] to
the base plate and to the cryostat connector in order to maximise the thermal conductivity the
electrical isolation had to be between the cryostat cold finger and the Cu bread connector. This
was done via a sapphire plate placed between the two Cu planes and a ceramic split bush at the
fixing screw as sapphire has a high thermal conductivity, especially at low temperatures.
The cryostat itself was prone to vibrations which were transmitted to the sample despite the
Cu bread damping block. For high resolution STM at low temperatures it was therefore necessary
to considerably damp the cryostat tube. This was achieved by a massive stainless steel tube (plan
in Fig. B.10), which was fixed to the cryostat at eight positions, the distances between which were
chosen to damp different normal modes of the cryostat. In order to prevent the loss of cooling power
the fixations were done via screws pressing on Teflon pieces, thereby creating a thermal isolation
between steel tube and cryostat. Figure 3.5 shows the cryostat with the mounted damping tube
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Figure 3.4: Equipment mounted inside the manipulator. The figure shows also parts not described
in the text, like the moveable type K thermocouple used for Si experiments and the damper for the
Cu bread which was intended to be used as sputter station for STM tips.
and its fixation points. Due to the heavy weight of the steel tube a bearing (plans in Figs. B.11
through B.13) was necessary to support the cryostat at the cold finger end. This was realised by a
Teflon ring supported by an Al casing which is screwed to the manipulator tube.
damping tube fixation points
cryostat cold finger
Figure 3.5: He flow cryostat on a DN63CF flange, surrounded by a heavy steel tube.
3.1.2 MBE station
For Eu evaporation a low temperature effusion cell of Dr. Eberl MBE-Komponenten GmbH [191]
was used. Its design is optimised for highly stable temperature regulation at the typical Eu evap-
oration temperatures between 400 ◦C and 550 ◦C and its heater is surrounded by a stainless steel
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shroud for water cooling. This, together with sufficient outgassing of the crucibles and evapo-
rants, facilitated a low background pressure during film growth of around 1× 10−10 mbar. For Gd
evaporation a high temperature effusion cell of the same company was used as already the low
evaporation rates for Gd doping of EuO require cell temperatures of more than 1000 ◦C.
Both cells were degassed in UHV for several hours with empty crucibles installed at their
maximum allowable operating temperature of 1100 ◦C and 1900 ◦C, respectively. The used crucible
materials were ceramic (Al2O3) for Eu and Ta for Gd. The Eu itself was also degassed for several
hours at 600 ◦C, but wrapped in Ta foil as otherwise the whole ingot would have been evaporated.
Figure 3.6: Left hand side image: MBE flange with leak valve and gas application pipe mounted.
The small pipe pointing towards the mass spectrometer is partially visible. The Cu mounting
cylinders of the Ta shield are already in position. Right hand side image: Flange with evaporator
shield.
To realise reactive MBE of EuO and the possibility of Gd doping it was necessary to install
the effusion cells at flanges where they are pointing to the same substrate position. Due to a
lack of suitable smaller flanges a DN150CF flange was used, which was formerly occupied by the
turbomolecular pump (1). To this larger flange three tubes with DN40CF flanges were welded.
These tubes have a length of 110 mm and are oblique by 13◦ to the DN150CF normal, giving an
evaporator-sample distance of 100 mm. The plans for this connection flange are shown in Figs.
B.14 and B.15.
At the third DN40CF the leak valve for O2 supply was installed. To this leak valve a tube of
293 mm length and with an inner diameter of 10 mm was connected, ending at a position 45 mm in
front of the sample. The complete flange with leak valve and piping already in position can be seen
in the left hand side image of Fig. 3.6. The pipe increases the O2 pressure at the sample by a factor
of about 400 compared to the O2 partial pressure in the chamber. This factor was found out by
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comparison of O2 adsorption data [192] with calibration measurements carried out by LEED and
subsequent refinement by STM coverage analysis using Eq. 4.1 as described in Sec. 4.2.1. Such a
local pressure increase enables the avoidance of backfilling the whole chamber with the O2-pressure
needed for film growth, leading to a considerably faster pressure decrease at the sample when the
leak valve is closed. This avoids a possible post-oxidation of the films after the growth is ceased.
Additionally the chamber background pressure after growth is not influenced, contrary to the case
of backfilling the chamber with O2.
The O2 partial pressure in the chamber was measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS). As the typical O2 pressure at the sample used for EuO film growth was about 4× 10−9 mbar,
the O2 partial pressure in the chamber was only about 1× 10−11 mbar, giving a quite small signal-
to-noise ratio in the QMS, which was too low to achieve a good reproducibility. To increase the
signal-to-noise ratio a smaller pipe of 2.5 mm diameter leading from the leak valve to the QMS
was added. As turned out later this had a very small effect only. A calculation using formulas for
gas conductance, assuming a laminar gas flow inside the smaller, longer pipe, revealed that only
about 1/500 of the O2 should flow through it. Therefore an aperture of 1 mm diameter and 1 mm
thickness was added to the main pipe at the end mounted to the leak valve. This increased the
signal-to-noise ratio of the QMS signal considerably while the pressure increase at the sample was
reduced to a factor of 50, still enough for a fast O2 pressure drop after growth.
Another problem which had to be solved was the low directivity of the effusion cells. Already
after a few EuO experiments a coating became visible at the LEED screen. To prevent coating of
devices and windows in the chamber it was therefore necessary to construct a complete shielding
for the effusion cells, giving way for the vapour only to a small surrounding of the sample. This
shielding was made out of Ta sheets, spot welded together and mounted by Cu cylinders to the
DN150CF flange, as can be seen in the right hand side image of Fig. 3.6. Ta was selected as
material because it has a high melting point together with low outgassing at higher temperatures,
is soft and can be easily formed, and is highly suitable for spot welding. The mounting cylinders
are made out of Cu for better heat conductance between the flange and the Ta, which is heated by
radiation of the effusion cells.
For accurately measuring the Eu and Gd fluxes a quartz crystal microbalance was installed and
two holes were drilled into the manipulator tube, allowing the positioning of the quartz exactly at
the position where the substrate sits during film growth.
3.2 The hedgehog STM
Before the changes to the chamber were carried out, a new STM was constructed. This became
necessary as a modern STM electronic of the SPS-CreaTec GmbH [184] was bought and the old
STM with three-fold segmented piezos could not be operated by it. The magnetically stabilised
beetle design [193] was used as basis. This consists of a main body (plans shown in Figs. B.16
and B.17) to which four piezo tubes are mounted. The outer three piezos have half balls mounted
at the end and rest on ramps during the measurements. The half balls are made of steel and
magnetised by a small SmCo magnet glued to the flat side of the half ball inside the piezo. At the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7: The hedgehog STM: (a) upside down without ceramic shields, (b) upside down with
ceramic cylinders mounted, and (c) top view.
end of the central piezo the STM tip is mounted. The piezo tubes are coated with electrodes inside
and outside, whereby the outer electrodes are four-fold segmented for displacement perpendicular
to the long tube axis, i.e. for xy-scanning. Additionally to former designs the electrodes were
protected against vapour, thereby enabling in-vivo STM during evaporation. Furthermore it was
decided to use the central piezo also as xy-scanner as this is supported by the Createc electronic and
avoids movement of the whole STM body during imaging, thereby reducing vibrational excitations.
Therefore the upper half of the outer electrode was also four-fold segmented, while the lower half
remained unsegmented for displacement in the direction of the long tube axis (z-direction), i.e. for
height regulation of the tip. The segmentation plans for the piezos are shown in Fig. B.18.
Figure 3.7 shows the prototype of the hedgehog STM which was used for all STM measurements
in this thesis. Due to the protective ceramic cylinders for the shielding of the electrodes from vapour
[see Fig. 3.7 (b)], the wires for contacting the electrodes have to run through bores in the main body
made out of Al. As there must not be a mechanical coupling of the STM to anything else than the
sample holder, the electrodes are usually contacted through hair-thin Kapton R©-isolated wires. As
these very thin wires are prone for damage during the assembling stage they need to be exchanged
sometimes. Therefore it was decided to use thicker, durable wires for electrode contacting, which
end a few millimetres from the outer edge of the STM body [best visible in Fig. 3.7 (c)] and are
fixed by ceramic glue. This allows one to build a completed STM unit which can be attached to
its manipulator. To the end of these wires the hair-thin ones were fixed with conducting glue in
the final stage of assembling. Due to the appearance of the STM with so many wires sticking out,
it was called hedgehog STM. Interestingly, as was found out later, commercial STMs of the RHK
company Inc. [194] exhibit the same hedgehog appearance.
As piezo material EBL#9 of EBL products Inc. [196] was used. This is a lead-zirconate-titanate
(PZT) ceramic known as industry type PZT-4D. The advantage of this material compared to the for
STMs commonly used PZT-5A is the smaller temperature dependence of the piezoelectric constant
d31. This is desirable for a variable temperature STM as this reduces the amount of calibration
work at different temperatures, although the temperature of the STM should differ considerably
from that of the sample holder: The heat has to be conducted through the half balls on which
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Figure 3.8: Temperature dependence of the relevant piezoelectric coefficient d31 for the PZT
ceramic known as industry type PZT-4 and PZT-5A. Taken from reference [195].
the STM rests and through the electrical isolation pieces made out of MACOR R© to which the half
balls are glued. Figure 3.8 shows the temperature dependence of the piezoelectric constant d31 of
PZT-5A and of PZT-4, the properties of which are very similar to those of PZT-4D.
The dimensions of the piezos were chosen such that the amplifier range between −200 V and
+200 V is sufficient to achieve an image width of 2.5 µm× 2.5 µm. The displacement ∆z for the
central piezo was calculated to 300nm, using
∆z =
|d31| ·∆U · l
do − di ,
with ∆U being the voltage difference, l the electrode length, do the outer and di the inner
diameter of the piezo tube [197]. For a four-fold segmented outer electrode the displacement ∆x is
∆x =
√
2 · |d31| ·∆U · l
2
d2o − d2i
if the voltage U is supplied to one electrode segment [197]. If, as usual, the voltage −U is
supplied to the opposite electrode segment, the pre-factor is doubled to 2
√
2.
3.2.1 Etching of Ir Tips
For STM usually W or Pt/Ir (90%/10%) tips are used. As a tip change in Athene requires a bake-
out, a durable tip is necessary. For this thesis oxide films had to be tunnelled, thus an inert tip was
preferred. But, due to a simultaneous project of pattern formation on Si and the relative hardness
of Si, a harder material than the Pt/Ir alloy was needed. This lead to the decision to use pure Ir
as tip material. For our home-made STMs, wires of 0.25 mm diameter and about 6 mm length are
used as tips. In order to get a sharp end, tips may be cut or etched through electro-chemically.
For brittle materials like W or Ir etching is compulsory for getting suitable tips. A recipe for a
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solution for electro-chemical etching of Ir is to solve 88 g of CaCl2-6H2O in 156 ml distilled water
and add 8 ml concentrated (35%) hydrochloric acid (density = 1.19 g cm−3). Another possibility is
to use dry calcium chloride. Then 45 g of CaCl2 (dry) have to be solved in 200 ml distilled water
and again 8 ml concentrated HCl have to be added. The dry calcium chloride is preferable, because
it is easier to handle and as it dissolves exothermic (it becomes notably warmer) the dissolving
process becomes faster.
For etching, the wire is dipped into the solution inside of a beaker. As counter-electrode graphite
has to be used as nearly all other metals are etched faster than Ir. To get very sharp tips, the
etching process has to be stopped at the right time because otherwise the tip will become blunt.
The easiest way to achieve this is to isolate the lower part of the wire with Teflon R© ribbon and
then use this part which drops down after the wire is etched through, as the supplying voltage to
the this part is cut off immediately. Thereby, the unisolated wire part should extend about 1 mm
below the meniscus of the etching solution. Using this method, one has to ensure that the wire
with the Teflon ribbon wrapped around is not buoyant as it otherwise will be bend when it becomes
thinner during the etching process. Therefore the average density of the Ir wire and its isolation
has to be larger than that of the etching solution. This can be ensured by wrapping around some
Kapton R©-isolated wire. Care must be taken that the part becomes not to heavy as this can lead
to a premature tip drop off due to rupturing with a high risk of creating a multi-tip end.
Using an AC voltage of 7 V etching of an Ir wire of 0.25 mm diameter takes several hours. Higher
voltages are not recommendable as then creation of too much bubbles sets in, giving rise to an
inhomogeneous etching process with a high risk of formation of unsuitable tip shapes. Furthermore,
scanning electron microscopy images of a tip etched with 25 V showed a droplet shaped end with a
radius of 2 µm (Fig. 3.9), indicating a local tip melting at the end due to too much applied power.
During the etching process the solution becomes opaque with a greyish and/or greenish appearance,
corresponding to the colours of Ir4+- and Ir3+-ions, respectively. When the solution becomes too
opaque it is recommended to renew it as otherwise the tip becomes coated by debris, which disturbs
a proper etching. After the tip etching had finished the Teflon R© was carefully removed. Remaining
dirt on the tip as visible in an optical microscope can be easily removed by dipping the tip a few
seconds into concentrated hydrochloric acid.
Figure 3.9: Ir tip exhibiting a droplet shaped end due to a too high etching voltage.
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4 Experimental procedures
This chapter contains detailed descriptions of the experimental procedures used in this the-
sis. The main topics are sample preparation (Sec. 4.1) and film growth (Sec. 4.2) as well as
measurement procedures like STS (Sec. 4.3) and lattice constant measurements by LEED (Sec.
4.4).
4.1 Sample preparation
During this thesis four different substrates were used for EuO growth, each of which needed different
preparation procedures before the film growth could take place. In the following four subsections
the preparation for each of these substrates is described.
4.1.1 Ni(100)
For the growth of EuO on Ni(100) a hat shaped single crystal was used as substrate. It was
initially cleaned by annealing in oxygen atmosphere at 773 K and p(O2) ≤ 10−6 mbar in order to
reduce carbon impurities, which segregate to the surface during cooling to room temperature [198].
Preparation for each growth experiment was done by repeated cycles of sputtering with 1.5 keV
Kr+-ions between room temperature and 773 K, and annealing up to 1173 K. The resulting surface
displayed flat, clean terraces separated by monatomic unpinned steps with a typical separation of
100 nm. Prior to EuO growth the substrate was flash annealed to 1100 K, and then cooled to the
growth temperature (Tgrowth) between 623 and 723 K.
4.1.2 Ir(100)
For the EuO growth on Ir(100) again a hat shaped single crystal was used. It was usually cleaned
by repeated cycles of sputtering with 1.5 keV Kr+-ions between room temperature and 900 K, and
annealing up to 1550 K. For initial cleaning also oxygen glowing at temperatures up to 1150 K
and O2 partial pressures up to 10
−6 mbar was performed. After annealing to temperatures above
800 K Ir(100) forms the Ir(100)-1×5 reconstructed surface [120], which extends up to four layers
deep into the bulk. This reconstruction can be lifted by adsorption of oxygen, which itself can be
removed by hydrogen adsorption at elevated temperatures [199]. Therefore the crystal was exposed
for 120 s to an O2 pressure of 5 × 10−7 mbar at 475 K and subsequently annealed to 745 K for
30 s. This step lead to the desired Ir(100)-1×1 surface but with oxygen adsorbed in a p(1×2)
superstructure. Finally the oxygen was removed by exposing the crystal for 60 s to an H2 pressure
of 5 × 10−7 mbar at 535 K. This lead to a pure Ir(100)-1×1 pattern in LEED. As a consequence
of this reconstruction lifting the surface contains adislands, vacancy islands, and kinked step edges
as imaged by STM. A more detailed description of the preparation steps and of the final substrate
topography can be found in the diploma thesis of Stefan Schumacher [200].
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4.1.3 Ir(111)
For the growth on the Ir(111) surface also a hat shaped single crystal was used. The basic cleaning
procedure was similar to that for the Ir(100) crystal. As the Ir(111) surface does not reconstruct, the
last preparation step before EuO or graphene growth was flash annealing to 1530 K. After that,
the substrate was cooled to the EuO growth temperature or to room temperature for ethylene
adsorption and subsequent graphene growth. The resulting surface displayed flat, clean terraces
separated by monatomic unpinned steps with a typical separation of 100 nm.
4.1.4 Graphene on Ir(111)
The system graphene on Ir(111) was already described in Sec. 2.4. In the following the growth
parameters for the graphene used in this thesis are given as well as an overview of the quality.
Depending on the experimental requirements either graphene flakes or fully coalesced graphene
sheets were grown. Prior to each graphene growth the Ir(111) crystal was prepared as described in
Sec. 4.1.3.
The flakes were prepared by room temperature ethylene adsorption till saturation, followed by
subsequent thermal decomposition at 1500 K, resulting in a fraction of 0.22 of the Ir(111) surface
covered by graphene flakes with a characteristic lateral extension of 500 A˚ [162].
Fully coalesced graphene sheets were created by an additional CVD step, at which the sample
was exposed to 1×10−7 mbar of ethylene for 1200 s at 1100 K or to up to 5×10−7 mbar of ethylene
for 300 s at 1200 K. This two step process yields a nearly defect-free extended monolayer graphene
sheet with the
〈
1120
〉
C
-directions aligned to the
〈
110
〉
Ir
-directions [201].
((b) ( ((c) (d)
,azi
((a)
Figure 4.1: (a) STM topograph of graphene on Ir(111) (Us = -0.57 V, It = 0.25 nA,
100 nm× 100 nm). (b) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the surrounding of the central spot
of a fully coalesced graphene sheet, recorded by a SPA-LEED system at a primary electron energy
of 153 eV. Around the central spot the moire´ spots of graphene on Ir are visible. Along the circles
line scans were taken, as shown exemplarily for the inner spots in (c), where the azimuthal angle
has been re-calibrated in %SBZ. Thereby, 1 SBZ is defined as the diameter of the graphene surface
Brillouin zone in Γ-M -direction (i.e., 100 %SBZ = 4.08 nm−1) (d) With higher diffraction order
the FWHM increases which indicates rotational disorder of the graphene films.
Figure 4.1 (a) shows the moire´ pattern of a fully coalesced graphene sheet. On an area of
104 nm2 only two defects are visible. As the atom density in graphene is 38.1 atoms nm−2 this
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corresponds to a defect density of ≈ 5 × 10−6. The high quality of the graphene was also observed
by SPA-LEED measurements as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). The moire´ spots are visible up to the
fifth order, representing an extremely long range ordered film with ultra-low defect densities [169].
While the FWHM of the moire´ spots along the radial directions does not depend on the spot
order, the FWHM along the azimuthal direction [see Fig. 4.1 (c)] increases with the spot order as
shown by Fig. 4.1 (d). Although the FWHM of six equivalent spots varies between each other,
the broadening is clearly visible. From the slope of 17.3% of the least square fit [solid line in Fig.
4.1 (d)] a rotational disorder of ± arctan [0.173/(2√2 ln 2)] = ± 4.2◦ of the moire´ superstructure
is deduced. The moire´ pattern amplifies the rotational misalignment of the graphene lattice with
respect to the underlying Ir lattice by a factor of 10.7 (see Sec. 2.4), therefore the rotational
disorder of the graphene is ±0.4◦, which agrees reasonably with STM measurements [162]. Other
rotational domains, as reported in Ref. [202], are not present.
4.2 Film growth
4.2.1 Gas Inlet Calibration
Oxygen was supplied in molecular form via a leak valve. It was guided through the tube pointing
directly to the substrate described in Sec. 3.1.2. This increased the O2 pressure at the substrate
position by a factor of 50 compared to the chamber pressure, resulting in a very fast pressure
decrease at the end of the growth. The O2 pressure in the chamber was measured by a quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS) and the local O2 pressure at the substrate was calibrated using adsorp-
tion experiments on Ni(100) at 400 K where the progression from a p(2×2) adlayer to a c(2×2)
adlayer was observed in-situ using LEED and then compared with known values. These values
were improved afterwards by coverage analysis using STM.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the Ni(100) surface at a primary electron energy
of 72 eV. (a) Clean surface. (b) After exposition to about 1.8 L O2 at 400 K. The spots indicated
by blue circles are at positions where only O-p(2 × 2) superstructure spots may appear. (c) After
exposition to about 200 L O2 at 400 K. The spots indicated by green squares are at positions where
both O-p(2 × 2) and O-c(2 × 2) superstructure spots may appear.
Figure 4.2 shows LEED patterns of the Ni(100) surface without adsorbates [Fig. 4.2(a)], with
O2 adsorbed as p(2 × 2) superstructure [Fig. 4.2(b)], and with a saturated oxygen adlayer in a
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c(2 × 2) superstructure. The maximum intensity of the spots indicated by blue circles in Fig.
4.2(b) should be reached after exposing the Ni(100) surface to 1.8 L O2 at 400 K [192]. This was
used to determine the local O2 pressure at the sample in dependence of the O2 partial pressure
measured in the QMS.
A more precise calibration was done later by coverage analysis of a monolayer high oxide
structure of Eu on Ni(100), the p(5×5) superstructure described in Sec. 5.1.4. Assuming, due to
the presence of Eu, a sticking coefficient of 1 for O2, the deposited amount of oxygen was thereby
calculated out of the substrate area covered by the p(5×5) Eu surface oxide and the density of O
atoms of 4.52× 1018 m−2 in this structure. The deposited amount (i.e. the fluence FO) of oxygen
atoms is connected via the kinetic gas theory to the pressure pO2 and the exposition time t:
FO = 2
pO2√
2pimkBT
· t = 5.37× 1024 atoms m−2s−1 mbar−1 · pO2 [mbar] · t = fO · t, (4.1)
with m being the mass of the gas molecule, T the gas temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant
and fO the oxygen atom flux density.
4.2.2 Evaporation
High purity Eu from the Ames laboratory [203] was evaporated out of the NTEZ (see Sec.3.1.2).
Prolonged degassing of the Eu, which usually has a high hydrogen content, ensured a background
pressure of about 1 × 10−10 mbar during growth. The degassing at 600 ◦C for several hours took
place in a separate chamber, with Ta foil wrapped around the Eu ingot, as otherwise most of the
material would have vanished due to the high evaporation rate. Prior to each film growth the
quartz crystal microbalance was moved to the sample growth position for accurately measuring the
Eu flux. Typical rates Qmb at the microbalance were in the range between Qmb = 0.1 A˚min
−1 at
380 ◦C effusion cell temperature and Qmb = 3.5 A˚min−1 at 470 ◦C effusion cell temperature. The
corresponding Eu atom flux density fEu can be calculated by multiplying with the atom density
ρat = 2.08× 1018 atoms m−2A˚−1:
fEu
[
atoms m−2s−1
]
= ρat
[
atoms m−2A˚−1
]
·Qmb
[
A˚s
−1]
(4.2)
The Gd was evaporated out of the HTEZ. Similar to Eu, prolonged degassing was necessary to
decrease the H2 background pressure during growth. As Gd was used for doping only, the required
rates were as low as ≈ 0.025 A˚min−1, but still needed cell temperatures of ≈ 1250 K. The Gd flux
(fEu) can be calculated similarly to fEu by Eq. 4.2.
4.2.3 EuO growth
As already mentioned in Sec. 2.1.4 finite size effects reduce TC, compared to the bulk value, for films
thinner than 10 ML. This is counteracted by image charge screening through the metal substrate
and the compressive biaxial strain. It is therefore desirable to be able to grow high quality films
with a tunable layer thickness in order to analyse the layer dependence of the combined effects.
The growth of stoichiometric, single crystalline EuO films is difficult, as too high Eu deficiency
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results in the formation of Eu3O4 or Eu2O3 grains and too high O deficiency leads to the inclusion
of metallic Eu clusters. Additionally, EuO single crystals may contain up to 1.5% Eu vacancies or
up to 0.5% O vacancies, the latter leading already to metallic conductivity at room temperature
[75]. Hence, a steady state growth condition is necessary, preventing the use of post-oxidation of
deposited Eu films, which would not only create problems with the homogeneity between different
layers, but also with stoichiometry control.
The basic concept of stoichiometric EuO film growth by reactive molecular beam epitaxy is
a distillation method [27]. Due to the high Eu vapour pressure, excess Eu, which does not react
with O, re-evaporates into the vacuum at a sufficiently high Tgrowth. This is true for the growth on
oxide substrates and not too high Eu excess. However, on a metallic substrate the initial growth is
more complicated due to the formation of surface oxides (see Sec. 2.2). EuO on Ni(100) shows also
a variety of surface phases. For a given growth temperature their formation sensitively depends
on the flux ratio fEu/fO. At least, a doubling of both fluxes did not change the outcome of the
experiments. Hence the absolute values of the fluxes are less important and fEu/fO is the most
crucial parameter for controlling the film properties. Together with either FEu or FO and the
growth temperature Tgrowth it fully characterises the films on a given substrate.
One experimental challenge was the establishment of the flux ratio fEu/fO at the beginning of
the growth. Due to the short growth times, e.g., 30 s for some sub-monolayer experiments, both
high accuracy and fast adjustment were necessary. While the Eu flux is established instantly after
opening the evaporator shutter, the O2 flux has to be tuned. Hence at the beginning of the growth
fEu/fO differs from the desired value, depending on the sequence of shutter opening and leak valve
adjustment: fEu/fO is initially higher if the Eu shutter is opened before the leak valve and lower
for the other order. In most cases first the O2 valve was opened quickly with low accuracy, i.e.
with a deviation of up to 20% from the target pressure. This took about 2 seconds. Then the Eu
shutter was opened and the O2 pressure was fine adjusted. The precise value of fEu/fO was finally
reached after a total time of about 5 seconds.
4.3 Scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy
If not stated otherwise, the STM and STS measurements were carried out at room temperature.
In the chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 the sample bias voltage Us and the tunnelling current It are given for
each topograph. The images were digitally post-processed with the WSxM software [204].
The following section gives a summary of the basics needed to understand tunnelling microscopy
and spectroscopy. Then, in Sec. 4.3.2 a brief description of dI/dU measurements is given. After
that, two work function measurement techniques are explained, which are field emissions resonances
(Sec. 4.3.3) and I(s) measurements (Sec. 4.3.4).
4.3.1 The one dimensional tunnelling barrier
Figure 4.3 shows a simple one dimensional model for the tunnelling process between two conducting
electrodes called tip and sample which are separated by a barrier (e.g., an insulating material or
vacuum) with a trapezoidal potential. Thereby EF,t and EF,s denote the Fermi levels of tip and
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Figure 4.3: One dimensional model of a barrier (e.g., an insulating material or vacuum) separating
two conducting electrodes. Image charge effects modify the trapezoidal shape as qualitatively
indicated by the dotted line.
sample, respectively, and Ev,t and Ev,s the vacuum energies of tip and sample, respectively. Φt
and Φs denote the work functions of tip and sample, respectively, U the voltage applied between
tip and sample, s the distance between tip and sample, and e the elementary charge. Despite its
simplicity and the restriction to the one-dimensional case, this model is suitable for approximating
the tunnelling current of an STM [205].
Using a time-dependent perturbation approach and the Fermi golden rule the tunnelling current
I between these two electrodes is [206]
I =
4pie
~
∫ ∞
−∞
[f (EF,t − eU + )− f (EF,s + )] ρt (EF,t − eU + ) ρs (EF,s + ) |M |2 d, (4.3)
with the tunnelling matrix element M being the surface integral on a separation surface between
tip and sample, the distance between which is given in z-direction.
M =
~2
2me
∫
dxdy
(
ψ∗t
∂ψs
∂z
− ψs∂ψ
∗
t
∂z
)
, (4.4)
whereby me is the electron mass, ρt and ρs are the densities of states (DOS) of tip and sample,
f(E) is the Fermi distribution function, and ψt and ψs are the wave functions of tip and sample.
In the gap region ψt and ψs decay exponentially:
ψt(z) = ψt(0)e
−κt(s−z) and ψs(z) = ψs(0)e−κsz.
Considering elastic tunnelling conditions only, the two decay constants are equal:
κs = κt = κ =
√
2meE
~
. (4.5)
Thereby one obtains the tunnelling matrix element M in dependence of s and of κ:
M =
~2
2me
e−κs
∫
dxdy [2κψs(0)ψt(s)] , (4.6)
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whereby e−κs represents the commonly known exponential decay of the tunnelling current.
By symmetrising Equation 4.4 using an average work function Φ as indicated in Fig. 4.3,
approximating f(E) by a step function, and using M() = M(0) exp
(√
me
2Φ
s
)
one can simplify
the expression for I [206] to:
I =
4pie
~
∫ 1
2
eU
− 1
2
eU
ρt
(
EF,t − 1
2
eU + 
)
ρs
(
EF,s +
1
2
eU + 
)
|M(0)|2 exp
(√
2me
Φ
s
)
d. (4.7)
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of a one dimensional barrier model describing the tunnelling process. The red
arrows represent the tunnelling matrix elements (M()) and the blue lines the DOS of tip (ρt) and
sample (ρs).
The meaning of Eq. 4.7 is sketched in Fig. 4.4. I is the integral over all contributions ρs · ρt ·
M() · d for energies between EF,s and EF,s + eU . Apparently, due to the exponential factor in
M(), higher values of  contribute considerably stronger to I. For example, at typical tunnelling
conditions and U = 1 V, the ratio of the maximal contribution (at  = 12eU) and of the minimal
contribution (at  = −12eU) is about one order of magnitude [206]. Hence I is mainly determined
by ρs(EF,s + eU)ρt(EF,t).
Up to now the situation was described for tunnelling from the tip to the sample, i.e. for positive
sample bias. As all descriptions were formulated independent of the denomination of the electrodes,
the situation for negative sample bias can be described by just exchanging the indices t and s, i.e.
the positions of tip and sample in the sketches of the barrier. Thus, for negative sample bias the
current is mainly determined by ρt(EF,t + e |U |)ρs(EF,s). This means that for negative sample bias
the main contributions of the sample come from EF, independent of the sample bias U . This has
an important impact on the possibilities of scanning tunnelling spectroscopy and the interpretation
of the measured spectra.
4.3.2 dI/dU measurements
One principal aim of STS measurements is the determination of the sample DOS. This is done by
dI/dU measurements, i.e. by measuring the derivative of I while modulating U = Ub + δU cos(ωt).
As a result of Eq. 4.7, if s and U are not too small, the dynamic tunnelling conductance at bias Ub
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Figure 4.5: For dI/dU measurements U is modulated by δU cos(ωt).
[
(dI/dU)U=Ub
]
is governed by electrons tunnelling from tip states near the Fermi level into empty
sample states at E ≈ EF + eUb [205; 206] and can be approximated by:(
dI
dU
)
U=Ub
∝ T (s, Ub)ρs(EF + eUb)ρt(EF), (4.8)
with the tunnelling transmission probability [205]
T (s, Ub) = exp
{
−2s
[
2me
~2
(
Φ− e |Ub|
2
)]1/2}
. (4.9)
Correspondingly, for negative Ub it is governed by electrons tunnelling from sample states near
the Fermi level into empty tip states:(
dI
dU
)
U=Ub
∝ T (s, Ub)ρs(EF)ρt(EF + e |Ub|). (4.10)
This has the consequence, that occupied sample states cannot be measured in most cases. But,
as already mentioned, the contributions for the lowest values of  in Eq. 4.7 (i.e. for  = −1/2eU
corresponding to E = EF,s− e |U |) are not zero but typically about one order of magnitude smaller
than the strongest contributions (i.e. for  = +1/2eU corresponding to E = EF,s, ). Hence
contributions at E = EF,s − e |U | cannot be fully neglected and it is therefore possible to observe
features of the occupied sample DOS if these are pronounced and the tip DOS is featureless between
EF,t and EF,t + e |U |. The latter criterion requires comprehensive tip treatment and verification
measurements on reference samples.
The tunnelling transmission probability T depends exponentially on Ub, thus it crucially deter-
mines the course of dI/dU spectra with increasing |Ub|. This is shown for an exemplary T curve in
Fig. 4.6. To evaluate the sample DOS, one can try to create a fit of T out of the dI/dU spectrum
and then normalise the spectrum with 1/T . But, it might not be possible to create an unambiguous
fit of T for every spectrum. Also, as already mentioned, Eq. 4.8 is only an approximation. It just
takes into account the contributions at EF.
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Figure 4.6: Exemplary plot of T for Φ = 3 eV and a tip surface distance of 11.7 A˚, reproduced
from [205]. This corresponds to the course of a dI/dU spectrum for constant ρs and ρt, i.e. totally
flat sample and tip DOS.
Another simple possibility is to use I/U for the normalisation [207], but such a normalisation
is mathematically not directly related to the LDOS [205; 208]. Additionally, this method is prob-
lematic at low currents. In such cases it is even possible that the measured current is zero at
some points, caused by noise or offsets. Then singularities occur which lack any physical meaning,
though it is possible to circumvent this problem by appropriate filtering [209]. Recently, more
comprehensive analyses of the possibilities to extract the sample LDOS out of dI/dU spectra were
performed [208].
Technically, the modulation δU cos(ωt) is done by a lock-in amplifier which also extracts the
modulation out of the current signal and delivers a voltage directly proportional to dI/dU . Due
to the modulation amplitude δU , dI/dU is not precisely measured at Ub, but averaged between
Ub − δU and Ub + δU . Therefore, the dI/dU signal is averaged by an integrator circuit inside
the lock-in amplifier. The integration constant has to be set to multiples of the modulation time
T = 2pi/ω. Longer integration times improve the signal-to-noise ratio but increase the time needed
for the recording of the spectra. Another parameter which influences the signal-to-noise ratio is
the modulation amplitude δU . While higher modulation voltages improve the signal-to-noise ratio
they decrease the resolution of the spectra.
The modulation frequency ω has to be set such that it does not coincide with any of the
noise frequencies present in the tunnelling junction. Additionally the effect of the current flowing
through the bias line because of the parasitic capacitance has to be minimised. This is done by
retracting the tip so far that no tunnelling current is detectable. Then the phase at the lock-in
amplifier is set to that value where the dI/dU signal is minimal. As the current flowing through
the parasitic capacitance has a phase difference of ideally 90◦ to U , contrary to the tunnelling
current, its influence on dI/dU is minimised by this procedure without decreasing the wanted
signal significantly.
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dI/dU spectra are recorded redundantly in that way that they are measured from U1 to U2 and
then back to U1, i.e. they end at the starting point. Only if the values for I and dI/dU coincide
for both directions, a change in the tunnelling conditions can be ruled out and the assumption of
a reasonable spectrum is justified.
4.3.3 Field Emission Resonances (FERs)
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Figure 4.7: (a) Scheme of FERs (indicated by red lines) between the sample and the potential for
the case of U > ΦA. (b) Scheme similar to (a) with different sample work function ΦB, but at the
same distance ΦA to the tip. (c) Scheme similar to (b) but now with the sample distance adjusted
such that the barrier slope is the same as in (a). The area under the barrier is indicated in yellow
for all sketches. The missing barrier area in (b) is indicated in orange.
If the bias voltage U exceeds the sample work function Φs, oscillations in the field emission
current are manifested in dI/dU(Ub) curves [210]. These field emission resonances, predicted
theoretically by K. H. Gundlach [211] in 1966, are due to standing electron waves confined between
the classical turning point of the potential and the sample surface. At the sample the reflection
occurs due to the absence of bound states for energies higher than the vacuum level.
Figure 4.7(a) shows such a situation where U > Φ. Electrons which tunnel through the barrier
have a high probability to be reflected at the sample, then again at the barrier and so forth. At
certain energies this leads to the formation of standing waves, which are indicated by red lines in
Fig. 4.7. These energy values are determined by the barrier, which is substantially influenced by
U and I, the properties of tip and sample, and the image potentials created by tip and sample.
The image potential influences the shape of the barrier only in the vicinity of tip and sample as
indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4.7. Typically, only the FER with the lowest energy value
(i.e. the ground state) is influenced by the image potential. The relative peak positions of higher
order FERs which are not influenced by the image potential are proportional to (n+ 1)2/3 with n
being the oscillation order [212]. Tip and sample influence the barrier not with their work functions
alone, also their shapes are significant as they determine the electric field in dependence of U .
Consider a situation where the work function of the sample has changed. This is drawn exem-
plarily for the case of a lowered work function in Fig. 4.7(b). If the tip-sample distance is kept
constant at sA, the slope of the potential becomes steeper, i.e. the potential well becomes narrower.
This leads to a decreased density of the FERs. Simultaneously the barrier has changed. Its area
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(in Fig. 4.7 indicated in yellow) determines the tunnelling current and is decreased by the lowered
work function, thereby leading to an increase of the tunnelling current.
If the feedback loop of the STM is turned on and the tip-sample distance is regulated for
constant current at the sample areas A and B, the barrier is changed back to the same area. This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.7(c). As long as Φt and U stay constant the barrier has to have
the same shape for the same tunnelling current. Hence also the slope of the potential and thus the
width of the potential well have to be the same for different Φs. This leads to the same densities
of the FERs at sample positions with different work functions, just the positions of the oscillations
are shifted due to the change in the work function.
Thereby the opportunity to measure work function differences between different sample areas
is given. As already mentioned, between both measurements U must not be changed as well as
Φt, i.e. it must be ensured that no tip change occurred. Additionally the feedback loop must be
used to regulate for the same tunnelling current. As the FERs are seen in dI/dU(Ub) curves, the
feedback loop must be tuned to slow response as it would otherwise compensate the bias voltage
modulation.
The easiest way to check the constance of the tip properties is to measure three dI/dU(Ub)
curves. First at position A, then at B, and then again at A. If both curves at A are the same the
tip has kept its properties. This is a crucial point when measuring FERs as the applied voltages are
considerably higher than during normal STM/STS and tip or even sample changes are more likely
than usual. A comparison of oscillations of the same order for the curves from the different areas
has to show a constant shift in energy. This energy shift directly is the work function difference
∆Φ.
4.3.4 I(s) measurements
I(s) measurements are another method to determine work function changes between different sam-
ple positions. Therefore I has to be expressed in dependence of s and Φ¯ [213]:
I(s) ∝ exp
(
−k
√
Φ¯s
)
(4.11)
with the constant k =≈ 1.025 eV− 12 A˚−1 and the apparent barrier height Φ¯.
By I(s) measurements Φ¯ can be directly measured:
Φ¯ =
(
1
k
d ln(I)
ds
)2
. (4.12)
For a simple trapezoidal barrier is
Φ¯ =
1
s
∫ s
0
(
Φt − Φt − Φs + eUb
s
· z
)
dz =
Φt + Φs − eUb
2
. (4.13)
with Φt and Φs being the work functions of tip and sample, Ub the bias voltage and e the
elementary charge.
This enables comparative measurements of work functions by I(s) measurements if the same
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bias voltage is used and Φt stays constant, i.e. no tip change occurs between the recording of the
apparent barrier heights Φ¯s1 and Φ¯s2 at the different sample positions. Then the work function
difference ∆Φ is
∆Φ = Φs1 − Φs2 = 2
(
Φt + Φs1 − eUb
2
− Φt + Φs2 − eUb
2
)
= 2
(
Φ¯s1 − Φ¯s2
)
. (4.14)
4.4 Low energy electron diffraction
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Figure 4.8: Connection between the geometric LEED values x and r and the reciprocal vectors
∆ ~k‖, ~k0, and ~k.
LEED measurements were used extensively for determining the lattice constants of the films.
Therefore, behind the LEED a video camera was mounted with its holder directly connected to the
LEED flange in order to enable reproducible measurements of the spot distances x on the LEED
screen. The connection between the geometrical values and the reciprocal vectors is sketched in Fig.
4.8. If the LEED is moved to the working distance (lateral distance between sample and µ-metal
casing) of 25 mm, then the sample is in the centre of a sphere with radius r which coincides with
the LEED screen and the surface lattice constant a1 = | ~a1| can be calculated [214]:
a1 =
hp√
2meE
r
x
1
sin(α)
√
h2 +
(
k
n
)2
− 2hk cos(α)
n
(4.15)
E is the primary electron energy, hp the Planck constant, me the electron mass, α the angle
between the primitive surface lattice vectors ~a1 and ~a2 and n the length ratio between them:
n = | ~a2| / | ~a1|. h and k are the corresponding Miller indices. In most cases square or hexagonal
lattices were measured. Then is n = 1 and α = 90◦ and α = 120◦, respectively.
The distances x were measured by using the pixel coordinates of the spots’ centres in the video
data and subsequent averaging over values of equivalent spots. Calibration was done with the
single crystals as reference at the same primary electron energies that were used to determine
the unknown lattice constants. Intermittent test measurements on single crystals between the
experiments verified a high reproducibility of this method with an error of less than 0.5%.
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This chapter describes the growth of Eu oxide on Ni(100), which was selected as a substrate for
EuO growth as it is, beside Cu(100), the only conductive substrate which provides a lattice with
a spacing that enables a quasi-pseudomorphic growth of EuO(100). Contrary to the Cu-Eu binary
alloy phase diagram, the Eu-Ni phase diagram is simple without eutectic compositions [215]. Ni
is an fcc metal with a lattice constant of 3.52 A˚, while EuO has a rock-salt structure (fcc with a
two atom basis) and a lattice constant of 5.14 A˚. Thus, EuO(100) coincides the Ni(100) substrate
in two different azimuthal epitaxial relations: EuO[001] ‖ Ni[011] with 3.1 % compressive biaxial
strain as (quasi-)pseudomorphic case, and EuO[011] ‖ Ni[011] with 8.7 % compressive biaxial strain
in a 3:4 relation or with 2.7 % tensile strain in a 2:3 relation. This gives the opportunity to test
the possibility of applying biaxial strain on the EuO to increase TC.
Oxidation of Ni during EuO growth is not an issue, as up to the highest EuO growth temper-
atures of 720 K no Ni oxide forms: Neither did we find any NiO structures, nor is this expected,
as no Ni oxide formation could be observed by STM for oxygen exposures of several langmuir at
elevated temperatures [216]. This is in accordance to the much lower reactivity of Ni compared to
Eu and the differences in the heat of formation: ∆Hf(NiO) = −240 kJ/mol (i.e. 2.5 eV/Ni atom)
[217], and ∆Hf(EuO) = −608 kJ/mol (i.e. 6.3 eV/Eu atom) (see Sec. 2.1). Thus, no Ni oxidation
should take place in the presence of Eu metal.
The most important parameters for controlling the Eu oxide film properties on Ni(100) are the
flux ratio fEu/fO and the growth temperature (Tgrowth). A doubling of both fluxes did not change
the film properties, hence the film growth seems to be rather insensitive to the absolute values of
the fluxes.
As already mentioned in Sec. 4.2.3, there exists a variety of Eu surface oxides on Ni(100)
which were analysed in a flux ratio range fEu/fO between 0.8 and 1.7 at 623 K because of their
influence on the subsequent film growth. Therefore, first these surface oxides are characterised in
the following section before the desired bulk-like EuO films are described in Sec. 5.2.
5.1 The surface oxides
The surface oxides were analysed to support the search for the optimum growth parameters for
bulk-like EuO(100) films, which is described in Sec. 5.2.1. Thus, the used parameters are restricted
to the vicinity of these optimum parameters. Therefore, such values of fEu/fO where higher oxides
(i.e., Eu3O4 and Eu2O3) or metallic Eu clusters may form were not analysed further. Nevertheless,
the formation of other oxide structures was observed for drastically decreased values of fEu/fO.
Thus, the structures described in this thesis are just a part of the full spectrum of Eu surface oxides
on Ni(100).
Due to the different stoichiometries and lattice constants, the EuOx structures have different
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densities on the surface and the coverage in layers measured by STM does not specify the amount
of Eu and O. Therefore, it is advantageous to describe the deposited amount of Eu in MLENi,
whereby one MLENi = 1.61 × 1019 Eu atoms m−2 is here defined with respect to the substrate
atomic density of Ni(100). This means that 1 layer of EuO(100), (quasi-)pseudomorphically grown
onto Ni(100) (EuO[001] ‖ Ni[011], EuO lattice constant 4.98A˚), needs 0.5 MLENi Eu in absence of
re-evaporation.
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Figure 5.1: STM topographs of the distinct surface oxide phases for 0.8 ≤ fEu/fO ≤ 1.7, im-
age dimensions 36 nm× 36 nm. All films were grown at Tgrowth = 623 K. (a) fEu/fO = 0.8,
Θ = 0.13 MLENi (Us = −2.5 V, It = 0.17 nA). The dominant phase at this flux ratio is EuO(111),
labelled I. Additionally, stripe islands (II) are present. (b) fEu/fO = 1.0, Θ = 0.06 MLENi
(−0.45 V, 2.0 nA). At the ascending Ni(100) step edge a stripe island (II) has grown. On the
upper terrace clusters have grown which consist of two species, the ‘magic’ clusters (III) and the
p(5×5) precursor clusters (IV), which are the building blocks of the p(5×5) superstructure shown
in (c) fEu/fO = 1.7, Θ = 0.2 MLENi (−1.0 V, 1.5 nA).
Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the Eu surface oxide phases which are analysed in this thesis.
Already within a doubling of the O2 pressure four different surface phases were found in the flux
ratio range 0.8 ≤ fEu/fO ≤ 1.7 at Tgrowth = 623 K. These are the polar EuO(111) [Fig. 5.1(a),
labelled I], complexer oxide islands which are decorated by stripes [Fig. 5.1(a) and (b), labelled II,
in the following abbreviated as stripe islands], clusters of two different species [Fig. 5.1(b), labelled
III and IV] and islands exhibiting a p(5×5) superstructure with respect to the Ni substrate [Fig.
5.1(c)]. One of the cluster species (IV) is a building block of the p(5×5) superstructure, which
is therefore called p(5×5) precursor cluster. The other species exists in “magic” sizes only and is
therefore named ‘magic’ cluster (III). While the ‘magic’ clusters only exist in a very narrow range
around fEu/fO = 1.0, the other phases fade gradually with increasing or decreasing fEu/fO and a
coexistence of the phases occurs. The stripe islands grow preferentially for fEu/fO = 1.0 and at the
step edges. Their quota is considerably reduced already for fEu/fO = 0.85, where the polar phase
[EuO(111)] is dominant. With increasing fEu/fO the quota of the stripe islands is not reduced that
fast and at fEu/fO = 1.2 the majority of the atoms still builds stripe islands. For fEu/fO = 1.7 only
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small patches of stripe islands grow while nearly all of the material is incorporated into the p(5×5)
superstructure phase. For a variation of fEu/fO by a factor of two, three different two-dimensional
Eu oxides were found which is comparable to the case of Mn oxide on Pd(100) at low O2 pressures
[108]. This leads to the conjecture that the complete Eu surface phase diagram on Ni(100) may be
similarly manifold as that of Mn oxide on Pd(100).
In the following four sections detailed descriptions of the EuO(111) (Sec. 5.1.1), the stripe
islands (Sec. 5.1.2), the clusters (Sec. 5.1.3), and the p(5×5) superstructure (Sec. 5.1.4) are given.
5.1.1 EuO(111)
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Figure 5.2: STM topographs (Us = −1.2 V, It = 32 pA) of a film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K with
fEu/fO = 0.85 and Θ = 0.13 MLENi, image size 290 nm × 160 nm. The arrows show the Ni[011]
and Ni[010] directions. Inset: same experiment, 170 nm × 150 nm. Indicated regions are: (I) polar
ribbons grown at step edges, (Ib) polar ribbon grown on large terrace, (II) stripe island phase, (V)
transported Ni.
Figure 5.2 shows an overview of a Eu oxide film grown with fEu/fO = 0.85 at Tgrowth = 623 K
with Θ = 0.13 MLENi. The labels are consistent with Fig. 5.1, i.e. I denotes EuO(111) and II
stripe islands. Most of the Eu oxide nucleates at ascending step edges, whereby the polar phase
adopts the shape of ribbons which orient either along Ni〈011〉 directions or along Ni〈001〉 directions
and partially buries into the upper Ni terrace. This requires Ni mass transport which is consistent
with the formation of Ni islands (V). Such islands are not present after the preparation of the Ni
crystal as described in Sec. 4.1.1. Adjacent to the ribbon end on the lower terrace usually stripe
island structures are found. As we will see in Sec. 5.1.2 it is very likely that all stripe islands are
grown adjacent to EuO(111) (i.e., need a polar core to nucleate).
On terraces with lateral dimensions of 200 nm or more, one can occasionally find EuO(111)
which is not adjacent to an ascending Ni step edge. This is the case for the structure labelled
Ib in the inset of Fig. 5.2. Such separated EuO(111) islands also grow in ribbon shapes which
are similarly aligned to the substrate as the ribbons at the step edges. Furthermore, stripe island
structures are present at both ribbon ends.
Figure 5.3 shows details of two Eu oxide films grown with fEu/fO = 0.85 at Tgrowth = 623 K,
one with a deposited amount of Θ = 0.13 MLENi [Fig. 5.3(a)] and the other with about thrice of
that [Θ = 0.42 MLENi, Fig. 5.3(b)]. As usual for fEu/fO = 0.85, the EuO(111) covers a much
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Figure 5.3: STM topographs of films grown with fEu/fO = 0.85 at Tgrowth = 623 K, im-
age dimensions 110 nm× 110 nm. The Ni[011] and Ni[001] lattice directions are indicated. (a)
Θ = 0.13 MLENi (Us = −2.5 V, It = 0.17 nA). (b) Θ = 0.42 MLENi (−1.3 V, 0.22 nA).
larger fraction of the substrate than the stripe islands.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.3(a) there are regular line patterns along the Ni[011] direction in the
ribbon oriented along the same direction, whereas the structure on the ribbon oriented along the
Ni[001] direction looks blurred, albeit it occasionally exhibits a weaker line pattern which is also
parallel to the long edges. An eye-catching peculiarity in Fig. 5.3(a) is the position of the EuO(111)
ribbon oriented along the Ni[001] direction which is widely enclosed by Ni terraces, emphasising
the ribbon growth into the direction of the upper terrace and the subsequent necessity of Ni mass
transport. On the right hand side of this ribbon the transition region from the EuO(111) to the
stripe island structure can be seen. There is a mixing of adsorbates oriented along the Ni[001]
direction and of adsorbates oriented along the stripe directions which deviate from low index Ni
directions (for details see Sec. 5.1.2). This indicates a mixing of EuO(111) and stripe island
structures in this transition region.
With increasing Θ, triangular structures evolve on the EuO(111) ribbons as can be seen in Fig.
5.3(b). The triangles are oriented such that one edge is parallel to the long edge of the ribbons
which is the Ni[010] direction in this case.
For fEu/fO = 1.0 mainly growth of stripe islands occurs, which preferentially nucleate at as-
cending step edges (compare Fig. 5.9(a)). This lead to the idea to first saturate the ascending step
edges with stripe islands by depositing Θ = 0.19 MLENi with fEu/fO = 1.0 and then lower fEu/fO
to 0.85 for additional Θ = 0.29 MLENi, a procedure which should reduce the growth of EuO(111)
at ascending step edges and thus the Ni mass transport. The outcome of this experiment is shown
in Fig. 5.4. Due to the complex arrangement of the oxide phases it was not possible to verify if
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this method was successful in reducing the Ni mass transport.
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Figure 5.4: (a) STM topograph of a film after deposition of Θ = 0.19 MLENi with fEu/fO = 1.0
and additional Θ = 0.29 MLENi with fEu/fO = 0.85, giving in total Θ = 0.48 MLENi grown at
Tgrowth = 623 K. The Ni[001] and Ni[011] directions are indicated. Image size is 220 nm× 220 nm
(Us = −1.3 V, It = 58 pA). The insets (50 nm× 50 nm) in the lower edges show contrast enhanced
zooms into the regions enclosed by the corresponding squares. The circles enclose regions with
differently oriented triangles. (b) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the film shown in (a) at a
primary electron energy of 56 eV. The spots at the border of the field of view are {1,0} substrate
spots. (c) Same experiment as (a), image size 68 nm× 68 nm (−1.3 V, 45 pA). The lines indicate the
positions of the height profiles in (d) and (e). The oval encloses a region with a regular arrangement
of adatoms. (d) Height profile in Ni[011] direction along the green line in (c). (e) Height profile
in Ni[011] direction along the blue line in (c).
The Ni surface in the STM topograph in Fig. 5.4(a) is covered by polar EuO(111) to a large
extend. Only a few stripe islands are present and the remaining Ni surface is covered by clusters
which have grown due to the initial use of fEu/fO = 1.0. On the EuO(111) up to four layers of
triangular structures have built. They have formed on both ribbon orientations, i.e. on ribbons
oriented along Ni〈011〉 and Ni〈001〉 directions.
Figure 5.4(b) displays the LEED pattern of the film at a primary electron energy of 56 eV. At the
border of the field of view four substrate spots can be seen which are most pronounced. Additionally,
there are 24 spots arranged on a ring which belong to the two different orientations of the EuO(111).
This can be explained as follows: For EuO(111) on Ni(100) with EuO
〈
011
〉 || Ni〈011〉 four domains
[4 rotations of EuO(111) by 90◦] are possible, two of which are mirror domains. Thus 12 LEED spots
are expected in this case. The same is valid for EuO(111) on Ni(100) with EuO
〈
011
〉 || Ni〈001〉,
whereby these 12 spots are rotated by 45◦ to the other 12. This gives in total 24 LEED spots as
observed. Spots of the other surface oxide phases are not present.
The two insets in Fig. 5.4(a) show details of the two differently oriented triangular structures
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which are indicated by the correspondingly coloured squares. Small, separated triangles are in-
dicated by circles. The left hand side inset shows triangles aligned to the Ni[011] direction. For
this orientation, there are faint line patterns visible inside the triangular structures. They are
probably continuations of the more pronounced line patterns visible on the uncovered first bilayer
of EuO(111), like those visible in the upper part of the inset. These line patterns are not present
on the triangular structures aligned to the Ni[001] direction which can be seen in detail in the right
hand side inset of Fig. 5.4(a).
Figure 5.4(c) displays details of the growth on the first bilayer of EuO(111). Before the trian-
gular structures evolve, first single atoms adsorb along the line pattern which eventually coalesce
to stripes. At regions with low atom density a preferred distance exists between the adsorbed
atoms, indicating preferential adsorption sites. The oval in Fig. 5.4(c) encloses an example for
such a region. One key factor for the adsorption behaviour is the line pattern on the first bilayer,
the periodicity of which was measured by perpendicular height profiles. The green line indicates a
position of such a profile which is plotted in Fig. 5.4(d). The distance between the lines is perfectly
regular and is (12.5± 0.2) A˚. The distances between the adsorbed atoms (or clusters) along the
lines are density dependent, but in regions with a low density a characteristic separation width of
(32.5± 0.5) A˚ can be found. This was also measured by height profiles, e.g. by that one which is
indicated by the blue line and shown in Fig. 5.4(e).
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Figure 5.5: Top view ball models of one EuO(111) bilayer on Ni(100). Red circles represent O
atoms, light blue circles Eu atoms, and the dark blue lines indicate the topmost substrate layer,
with Ni atoms positioned at the crossing points. A triangular shaped part of a second bilayer
with {100} micro facets at its borders is indicated. (a) EuO(111) oriented to the substrate with
EuO[011] || Ni[011]. If the EuO lattice is compressed by 1.3% compared to its bulk value, a
unidirectional coincidence with the substrate lattice occurs every 12.45A˚ or 5 Ni NN distances. In
the perpendicular direction the coincidence would occur every 32.37A˚ or 13 Ni NN distances for a
compression of 1.1%. (b) EuO(111) oriented to the substrate with EuO[011] || Ni[001].
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Several of the above observations can be explained by a simple ball model of slightly (1.3%)
uniaxially compressed EuO(111) on Ni(100) which is presented in Fig. 5.5(a). It shows the EuO
oriented with EuO[011] || Ni[011] and explains the line pattern with the periodicity of 12.5 A˚ on
the first bilayer by a lattice coincidence after each fourth Eu row. Such coincidences can lead to
an observable corrugation of topographic and/or electronic nature. The characteristic separation
width of the adsorbates of ≈ 32.5 A˚ or 13 Ni nearest neighbour (NN) distances along the lines could
also have a lattice coincidence as origin which would require a 1.1% smaller EuO lattice compared
to the bulk value. Though it seems unlikely that a coincidence over such a relatively large distance
is the origin for a lattice compression of 1.1%, it is possible that the lattice constant of a relaxed
EuO(111) bilayer on Ni is slightly smaller than that in the bulk due to interface effects.
No lattice coincidences can be found in Fig. 5.5(b) which shows EuO(111) with EuO[011] ||Ni[001].
This is consistent with the assignment of EuO
〈
011
〉 || Ni〈001〉 to the ribbons which exhibit no su-
perstructure and are oriented along Ni〈001〉 directions. Correspondingly, the ribbons oriented along
Ni〈011〉 directions consist of EuO(111) with EuO〈011〉 || Ni〈011〉.
For both orientations in Fig. 5.5 a triangular patch of a second bilayer EuO(111) is shown.
This visualises that triangular structures enable the formation of {100} micro facets and reduce
the surface of the polar orientation. This growth mode is driven by the surface free energy difference
between the neutral {100} and the polar {111} faces (see Sec. 2.3). With increasing film thickness
this leads eventually to the formation of three-sided, {100} faceted pyramids and the evanescence
of the polar surfaces (compare also Sec. 5.2.1).
In the ball models in Fig. 5.5 the bilayer EuO(111) is oriented such that the Eu is adjacent
to the Ni and the O on top. This layer stacking was chosen because there exists evidence that
it is indeed realised: The apparent height of the bilayer in the STM topographs is just similar to
the height of a Ni step edge, i.e. 1.8 A˚ instead of the expected geometric height of 3.0 A˚. This
is consistent with a reduced apparent height due to a work function increase (see Sec. 4.3.3), an
effect which is more pronounced for EuO(111) on Ir(111) as shown in Sec. 6.1.3. To increase the
work function, an additional dipole pointing into the direction of the substrate is necessary which
is consistent with the drawn layer stacking.
5.1.2 Stripe islands
Using a flux ratio of fEu/fO = 1.0 the surface is covered by a mixture of clusters and islands, as
shown in Fig. 5.1(b), 5.6, and 5.9(a). Most of these islands are decorated by stripes with a regular
periodicity until the space in between the stripes is filled with increasing Θ. Independent of the type
of decoration we will call islands of this phase stripe islands in the following. They preferentially
grow at ascending step edges, as can be seen in Fig. 5.9(a), but form also at descending step edges
and on larger terraces as shown in Fig. 5.6. There are several peculiarities of these islands, e.g.,
they grow preferentially in the direction of their stripes, thereby building ribbon-like branches. The
stripe directions show manifold orientations, the majority of which can be described by a normal
distribution with a standard deviation of 5◦, centred around a direction which differs by ±(22±2)◦
from the Ni〈011〉-directions.
At least on the islands which nucleated on terraces one never finds one stripe orientation only,
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Figure 5.6: STM topograph (Us = -1.6 V, It = 0.7 nA) showing a film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K
with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.13 MLENi, image size 500 nm× 500 nm. Inset: zoom (55 nm× 55 nm)
into a larger EuO(111) region (enclosed by dashed line) between different stripe orientations.
but observes island parts with different stripe orientations. These parts are connected by a small
region of a different structure, mostly placed near the centre of the island. These differently
structured regions show unambiguous signs of the EuO(111) structure, as visible in the inset of
Fig. 5.6. We assume these polar cores of the islands to be the nucleus for stripe island growth on
terraces. The islands obviously have a high nucleation barrier as they need a part of the polar phase
or a step edge to nucleate. Stripe islands grown close to step edges also nucleate at EuO(111). For
growth at fEu/fO = 1.0, parts of EuO(111) cannot be observed between the step edges and the
stripe islands in most cases, probably because the size of the EuO(111) regions is too small to be
identified. But, for fEu/fO = 0.85, where the area of the polar phase is considerably increased, a
polar part is always observed between the step edges and the stripe islands, as can be seen in the
Figs. 5.3(a) and 5.2. Fig. 5.3(a) also shows that stripe islands can grow in the absence of clusters,
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i.e. the presence of clusters is not mandatory for the formation of stripe islands.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Periodically repeated structure of the stripe island shown in the upper left part
of Fig. 5.1(b). Substrate lattice directions, superstructure unit cell, and angle between stripe
direction and Ni[011] are indicated. Image size 7.8 nm × 5.7 nm. (b) Inverted contrast LEED
pattern (50 eV) of the experiment shown in Fig. 5.6. Spots belonging to the stripe phase as well
as the Ni(100) unit vectors are indicated. (c) Superstructure cell of (a) on Ni(100) lattice with
circles positioned at bright spots in the STM topograph. (d) Self-correlation of (a), showing the
undistorted periodicity of the stripe island. (e) Simulated LEED pattern of (d), unit vectors of
two domains are coloured differently, Ni unit vectors indicated in black. (f) Same as (c), but
additionally with filled circles positioned at bright spots in (d). The circle not present in (c) is
marked by a ×.
Fig. 5.7(a) shows the inner structure of the stripe island in the upper left part of Fig. 5.1(b). The
stripes on this island are rotated by 22◦ with respect to a Ni〈011〉-direction, making it an example
for the most frequent island orientation. In order to visualise the full unit cell of the superstructure,
the undecorated centre part between the stripes was copied and pasted after being shifted by the
long unit vector of the superstructure cell. The stripes form by adsorption of atoms along virtual
lines connecting the larger holes visible in STM topographs of undecorated island parts. These
holes have the periodicity of the unit cell of the stripe islands, which is best described in matrix
notation with respect to the Ni lattice as
(
9 1
−2 5
)
. This gives a periodicity of 13.4 A˚ within the
stripes and a closest distance of 21.7 A˚ between different stripes. The periodicity within the stripes
mostly appears as a dot pattern in the topographs. At higher resolution, as in Fig. 5.1(b), the
inner structure of the dots can be seen. The structures inside adjacent dots look different which
could indicate that the adsorption sites are not equivalent. In this case the unit cell of the stripe
islands would be even larger. The reasons for the stripe formation and for the directional growth of
the islands themselves cannot be extracted out of our data. As these structures consist of charged
ions, electrostatic energy could play an important role.
Creation of a complete structure model for the stripe islands out of Fig. 5.7(a) alone is not
possible, as STM topographs map the local density of states of the sample. Thus interpretation of
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STM images of oxide structures is ambiguous since it is not clear what correlates to the contrast in a
topograph when different chemical species are present. Bright dots mostly correlate to positions of
atoms, but for the same tunnelling conditions only one atom sort of an oxide is preferentially imaged
and one cannot know a priori whether this is the oxygen or the metal species [218]. For positive
sample bias often only metal ions are seen [88; 218], but partially also both atom sorts [94; 95], while
for negative sample bias oxygen ions could be imaged preferentially [218]. Additionally, different
tip states can lead to a change between metal and oxygen mapping for otherwise similar tunnelling
conditions [219].
It is quite reasonable to assume a rather stoichiometric composition, because the stripe islands
preferentially form for a flux ratio fEu/fO ≈ 1.0. Then, the interpretation of the bright protrusions
as approximate lattice points of an oxide with a two atom basis is consistent with the STM obser-
vations of oxides mentioned above. The protrusions in Fig. 5.7(a) principally run along lines which
are rotated by ±38◦ with respect to the Ni[011] direction, but with several shifts and distortions.
Furthermore, at the position of the larger holes one protrusion is missing.
Fig. 5.7(d) shows a self-correlation of Fig. 5.7(a), which was applied in order to emphasise
the undistorted lattice. The result is a centred rectangular lattice with unit vectors parallel to the
Ni(100) surface lattice. The lengths of the unit vectors are 2 × and 2.5 × the Ni(100) unit vector.
The simulated [220] LEED pattern of this lattice is shown in Fig. 5.7(e), whereby all rotational
domains were considered for an easier comparison with the real LEED pattern of the experiment
in Fig. 5.6. This was recorded at 50 eV primary electron energy and is shown in Fig. 5.7(b).
There the 8 spots in between the Ni {1,0} spots are visible, while the 4 spots close to the Ni {1,0}
spots are only visible at 82 eV, but even more faintly. In the real LEED pattern are additional
faint spots with larger k values, which may belong to the parts of polar phase present in this film
and/or to other structures not resolved by STM. The density of the clusters is far too low to give
any intensity in LEED.
Fig. 5.7(c) shows the commensurate unit cell of the stripe island filled with circles representing
the bright protrusions in 5.7(a). It is drawn onto a Ni(100) lattice to give a scale, whereby the
exact position on the Ni substrate has no meaning in the drawing, as is not given by our data.
Fig. 5.7(f) is the same as 5.7(c), but additionally with filled circles representing the structure of
5.7(d) to visualise the shifts of the protrusions out of the rectangular lattice. The circle without a
counterpart in Fig. 5.7(c), i.e. the one close to the centre of the larger holes in the STM topograph,
is marked by a ×.
One could easily get a full oxide structure with reasonable distances by using a basis of one
Eu and one O atom per filled circle and shifting, e.g., the Eu atoms to the position of the open
circles and the O atoms to reasonable positions in between. But, without aid and verification by
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, development of a more detailed structure model is not
meaningful. The undistorted lattice has a simple commensurate unit cell best described in matrix
notation with respect to the Ni lattice as
(
5 0
0 2
)
. The most probable reason for the deviations
from the rectangular lattice is avoidance of unfavourable substrate positions. Subsequent buckling,
deviations from stoichiometry and subsequent electronic changes could then explain the observed
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topography.
The structures shown in Fig. 5.7 are only valid for the most common stripe directions which
differ by ±22◦ from a Ni〈011〉 direction. Although we have no high resolution data of islands with
stripe directions deviating from this angle, different arrangements of the larger holes in the islands
and the corresponding changes of the distances between the stripes and of the periodicity within
the stripes must be related to changes of the details of the structure while it seems probable that
the underlying undistorted lattice is the same for all stripe islands.
5.1.3 Clusters
For films grown with a flux ratio of fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ ≤ 0.52 MLENi are clusters with several
different sizes on the substrate, beside the stripe islands described in section 5.1.2. An overview
for a very low deposited amount of 0.06 MLENi is given in Fig. 5.1(b), where three sizes of clusters
are present, which all have edges aligned to the Ni〈011〉-directions. The largest cluster shows six
bright dots at its corners, while the other ones have four of them. The apparent height of these
dots is between 1.5 A˚ and 2.0 A˚ in all topographs, mainly depending on the tip state. Three of
the 4-dot clusters in Fig. 5.1(b) are considerably smaller than the other 4-dot ones, and they are
indeed a building block of continuous oxide islands with a p(5×5) superstructure, which are shown
in Fig. 5.1(c) and 5.10. Therefore we call them p(5×5) precursor clusters and describe them later
on in section 5.1.4 together with the p(5×5) superstructure itself.
The larger 4-dot clusters and the 6-dot ones belong to the same species, which forms also an
8-dot variant for higher Θ, e.g for 0.52 MLENi, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). The structure in the upper
left side of this topograph is a part of a stripe island which already has an increased coverage in
the second layer. The clusters have a comparatively high density without building larger structures
than the 8-dot type. As this species builds three “magic” sizes of symmetric clusters we call them
‘magic’ clusters in the following. There exist also some clusters which appear to be ‘magic’ ones
with attachments or missing parts, i.e. are not fully completed or in the state of transition to a
larger size, which can be described as defective ‘magic’ clusters.
In the 0.52 MLENi experiment the quota of p(5×5) precursor clusters is much lower compared
to the 0.06 MLENi experiment, despite the nominally same conditions. The reason is the extreme
sensitivity of the cluster formation to the flux ratio fEu/fO and the experimental difficulties to
adjust exactly the same value again, although we achieved a reproducibility of fEu/fO of better
than 5%. For the examined growth temperature of 623 K the two different species of clusters are
simultaneously present for a narrow range of flux ratios fEu/fO only. For slightly higher O fluxes,
using fEu/fO = 0.85, no cluster formation could be observed at all, as shown in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3.
For lower O fluxes the change is somewhat more gradually, but for fEu/fO = 1.25 nearly all clusters
are p(5×5) precursors or islands.
The bright dots at the corners of the ‘magic’ clusters are visible in the STM topographs for
very low negative sample bias voltages and down to Us = -1.5 V. For larger voltages or positive
sample bias we did not achieve high resolution and stable imaging conditions simultaneously. We
used these dots as starting points for the construction of the simple ball models of the different
“magic” sizes shown in Fig. 5.8(b) through (d). The first step in building these models was to
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Figure 5.8: (a) STM topograph (Us = -0.13 V, It = 4.9 nA) showing a film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K
with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.52 MLENi, image size 27 nm × 27 nm. Beside the part of the stripe
island there are several ‘magic’ clusters visible, three examples for the different sizes of them being
indicated. (b) Model of the 8-dot ‘magic’ cluster, which has 8 dots visible in the topograph. (c)
Model of the 6-dot ‘magic’ cluster and (d) of the 4-dot ‘magic’ cluster. Red circles represent O
atoms, blue circles Eu atoms, and the lines indicate the topmost substrate layer, with Ni atoms
positioned at the crossing points. Atoms positioned at the bright protrusions in the topograph are
marked by a white dot.
determine the dot distances as precisely as possible. Therefore we used topographs where both
‘magic’ clusters and small p(5×5) islands [e.g., see 5.11(a)] were present. The latter ones gave
a scale and enabled a correction of the image distortion. This gave 7.5 A˚ as nearest neighbour
(NN) dot distance for the 4-dot cluster. The 6-dot and 8-dot type also have a shorter edge length,
where a dot distance of 5.3 A˚ was measured. These shorter edges enclose angles of 45◦ or 135◦
with the longer ones, hence the shorter edge length is cos(45◦) × the longer edge length due to
the clusters’ 4-fold symmetry with respect to the substrate lattice: While the 4-dot and 8-dot size
are 4-fold symmetric themselves, the 6-dot size is 2-fold symmetric only, but exists in two different
orientations, rotated by 90◦ to each other.
As already mentioned in section 5.1.2 the interpretation of protrusions in STM topographs is
ambiguous. As the dots at the ‘magic’ clusters’ corners are isolated and radial symmetric it is
appropriate to assume that they correspond to positions of similar atoms. Hence we put atoms of
the same sort in the measured dot distances and directions on a Ni(100) lattice and slightly shifted
them such that they match exact substrate lattice points in the case of the 4-dot cluster. Thus we
finally got a length of 7.48 A˚ (3 Ni NN distances) for the long edge and 5.29 A˚ (7.48 A˚ · 1/√2) for
the short edge. After that we put atoms of the other sort in between these NN dots, which gave
a Eu-O distance of 2.65 A˚, close to the distance in bulk EuO of 2.57 A˚. To connect these edges
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we used a quadratic lattice because of the 4-fold symmetry. Furthermore we avoided construction
of polar edges, as these would be unfavourable due to the related electrostatic energy. Finally we
have chosen O atoms to be at the dot positions for two reasons. First, the dots appear for negative
sample bias, what could lead to preferential imaging of O atoms [218]. Second, our model for the
p(5×5) superstructure has a slight excess of Eu with a Eu8O7 unit cell while growing preferentially
at larger Eu excess. Hence a slight O excess, which results from choosing O atoms at the dot
positions, seems to be more appropriate for the ‘magic’ clusters.
We note that the ball models in Fig. 5.8(b) through (d), which we got by this procedure,
are just the simplest constructions which fit the measured dimensions and have reasonable Eu-O
distances. Without DFT calculations it is not possible to verify or further improve these models.
Nevertheless, due to the clusters’ symmetry and the similarity between different “magic” sizes it
was not possible to construct other models with a reasonable inner structure. Hence the basic
structure seems to be appropriate while the details, especially that of the edges and the positioning
of O atoms at the dots are relatively uncertain.
The bright imaging of the corner atoms could originate in their lower coordination number, as
this is the main difference to their counterparts inside the cluster. An increased ionicity of the
bonds as compensation for the missing Eu atom, which would be needed for full stoichiometry,
is improbable, because the Eu-O distance is slightly enhanced compared to bulk EuO. Instead,
a charge transfer from the substrate could occur, with the charge of the clusters localised at the
corner atoms due to electrostatic repulsion. This would not necessarily lead to filling of pre-existing
states only, but could also give rise to a substantial reorganisation of the LDOS and thus to the
appearance of the corner atoms in STM topographs.
The reason for the formation of the “magic” sizes is not directly obvious. The clusters are mobile
at the growth temperature, as we will show below; but coalescence of them would be kinetically
hindered by electrostatic repulsion if the corner atoms are charged in the way one could expect by
their electron affinity. Also attachment of an O atom would be unfavourable due to the formation
of polar edges and attachment of a Eu atom would only be possible at a corner atom. The latter
event has to be less probable than nucleation of a new cluster, as otherwise growth of continuous
oxide layers would be expected. Additionally, as kinetic limitations only can explain the absence
of continuous layers, there must be a reason for the symmetry of the clusters.
Annealing of the clusters leads to a considerable decrease of their density. Fig. 5.9(a) shows a
film with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.06 MLENi, which was immediately cooled down after ceasing
the Eu and O fluxes. The total cluster density n, not distinguishing between different species, is
0.045 clusters nm−2. Using the same growth parameters, but additionally leaving the sample at
Tgrowth = 623 K for 10 s after ceasing the fluxes results in a decrease of n to 0.025 clusters nm
−2.
Fig. 5.9(b) shows the film of (a) after annealing at 623 K for 600 s. Nearly all clusters have
vanished, while several islands and smaller oxide patches are left on the terrace. This proves that
the clusters are not stable at 623 K after shutting off the reagent fluxes. The material of the decayed
clusters is either incorporated into or forming new stripe islands.
For further analysis we have grown a film with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.13 MLENi, which was
again cooled down immediately. Due to the higher deposited amount, n increased to 0.08 clus-
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Figure 5.9: STM topographs with image size 160 nm × 135 nm: (a) Film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K
with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.06 MLENi, directly cooled down after growth (Us = -0.23 V,
It = 0.8 nA). (b) same experiment as (a), additionally annealed at 623 K for 600 s (Us = -
0.23 V, It = 0.3 nA). (c) Film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.13 MLENi,
image taken at 558 K after an annealing time of 2090 s at this temperature (d) same film and
position as in (c) after additional 2420 s of annealing at 558 K (Us = -0.5 V, It = 1.0 nA both).
ters nm−2. After the measurement of these values, the film was annealed with stepwise increasing
temperature and observed in-vivo with STM, whereby one topograph was recorded every 110 s.
Changes, which happened in a reasonable time scale for STM, occurred at 558 K. Fig. 5.9(c) shows
the film after 2090 s of annealing at this temperature. The cluster density already decreased to
0.02 clusters nm−2 and the stripe islands changed, as nearly all of the stripes are gone. Instead they
are either undecorated or have partially a height of two layers. These changes originate not only
in the inclusion of the additional material from the decayed clusters as there also occurs diffusion
of atoms that were already part of the second stripe island layer.
Connecting the successive topographs to a video gives insight into the annealing behaviour
of the clusters. Most of the clusters stay at the same position until the entire cluster begins to
move or even vanishes within successive topographs. Hence the clusters do not just decay, but also
diffuse as entity at 558 K and above. Interestingly, the hopping frequency of the clusters keeps
considerably higher after the first displacement has taken place: Once their motion has started
most of the clusters do not stop again and finally vanish, frequently in the vicinity of stripe islands.
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The last topograph of the annealing sequence is shown in Fig. 5.9(d). During the additional
2420 s of annealing n further decreased to 0.009 clusters nm−2. The dependence of n from the
annealing time t can be described by an exponential decay law: n = n0 exp(−t/τ) + ns, with
n0 = 0.073 clusters nm
−2 being the initial density of clusters which decay within the time constant
τ = 1200 s, and ns = 0.007 clusters nm
−2 the density of clusters which are stable at 558 K. It is
most probable that all clusters, which decay with the same time constant, have the same size and
belong to the same species. At fEu/fO = 1.0 the vast majority of the clusters are 4-dot ‘magic’
clusters, although their quota varies between different experiments due to their high sensitivity to
the flux ratio. Hence it is probable that n0 is the density of ‘magic’ 4-dot clusters, although the
resolution during the imaging at 558 K was not sufficient to distinguish between different cluster
sizes and species. ns would then be the combined density of larger ‘magic’ clusters and p(5×5)
precursor clusters, as well as of slightly larger p(5×5) patches.
5.1.4 p(5×5) superstructure
As already mentioned, the cluster formation is very sensitive to the flux ratio fEu/fO. For
fEu/fO = 1.2 the formation of ‘magic’ clusters is almost suppressed. Instead, the terraces are
covered by p(5×5) clusters, or for larger Θ, by islands of the p(5×5) superstructure phase, as can
be seen in Fig. 5.10(a) for Θ = 0.32 MLENi. For these growth parameters still a considerable quota
of material was consumed by the growth of stripe islands, on which already some larger patches
of the second layer are present and third layer adsorption has taken place, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 5.10(a). The structures in this third layer have rectangular edges, which run along the
Ni〈011〉-directions and display dots with a distance of 10 A˚ in the topographs, building a p(4×4)
superstructure with respect to the Ni lattice, i.e. a c(4×4) superstructure with respect to a slightly
compressed EuO(100) surface lattice [221]. Hence, this third layer could already be bulk like EuO
where only one of eight atoms of the same sort is imaged by STM. This could be caused by inequiv-
alent adsorption positions and related surface buckling and/or electronic differences. This p(4×4)
superstructure was never observed by LEED as the total area of this structure is not large enough
to give a signal that can be seen in the diffuse LEED intensity. Also, the p(4×4) was never observed
by STM for fully coalesced films. It is probably covered by an additional layer, the fourth in total
on the stripe phase, before the second layer on the terrace fully covers the p(5×5) structure.
Increasing fEu/fO further to 1.7 fosters the growth of the p(5×5) oxide compared to the stripe
islands, as can be seen in Fig. 5.10(b). Although Θ is lower than for the experiment of Fig. 5.10(a),
the coverage of the terraces with the p(5×5) oxide is higher. This is caused by the reduction of
stripe island growth and the corresponding lower quota of material condensed in the stripe phase.
The ribbon-like branches, which are characteristic for this surface oxide at lower flux ratios, are
absent. Instead it grows along the Ni step edges and is two layers high to a large extend. In between
almost no stripes are left, i.e. these areas are widely undecorated and have a height of one layer,
with a similar apparent height in STM as the Ni terrace. Thus, in large scale images, stripe phase
areas are not easily distinguishable from the adjacent Ni terrace, which is covered by the p(5×5)
superstructure. The black line in Fig. 5.10(b) indicates the approximate position of the border
between the upper Ni terrace and the attached stripe phase oxide. This border does not resemble
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Figure 5.10: (a) STM topograph (Us = -1.4 V, It = 0.2 nA) showing a film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K
with fEu/fO = 1.2 and Θ = 0.32 MLENi, image size 320 nm × 160 nm. Inset: zoom into a stripe
island with coalesced 2nd layer and 3rd layer adsorption, 45 nm × 45 nm. (b) STM topograph
(Us = -1.0 V, It = 0.6 nA) showing a film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K with fEu/fO = 1.7 and
Θ = 0.26 MLENi, image size 320 nm × 160 nm. The black line indicates the approximate border
of the upper Ni terrace, the Ni[011]-direction is indicated. Inset: same experiment, 30 nm × 30 nm
(Us = -1.0 V, It = 1.5 nA). (c) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the film in (b), showing the
p(5×5) superstructure (70 eV primary electron energy), the arrows represent the unit vectors of
the Ni(100) surface. (d) LEED pattern of same film, but at 96 eV. The long arrows represent the
unit vectors of the Ni(100) surface, the shorter ones those of the surface oxide.
the shape of a step edge on clean Ni(100) as the Ni step edges are influenced by the oxide growth.
As we will see in Sec. 5.2, the p(5×5) phase is the optimum foundation for the growth of high
quality EuO(100) films. It is stable during annealing at 673 K for 300 s, but annealing at 873 K
for 180 s destroys the superstructure and the LEED shows faint spots of pseudomorphic EuO. The
p(5×5) surface oxide wets the Ni terraces smoothly, while at the ascending step edges stripe phase
Eu oxide forms, on which the second and third layers evolve first upon continued growth.
The inset of Fig. 5.10(b) is a zoom into the p(5×5) phase, clearly showing a quadratic dot
pattern with a periodicity of 12.5 A˚. This is a p(5×5) superstructure with respect to the Ni lattice,
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which is also present in the LEED pattern in Fig. 5.10(c). In the inset STM topograph one can
additionally observe boundaries inside p(5×5) islands where a registry shift of the superstructure
occurs. Hence, these are antiphase boundaries between translational domains, of which exist 25
for a p(5×5) superstructure. As registry shifts can be found even for a single building block, a
precursor cluster, it is unlikely that these have a considerable mobility as entire unit at Tgrowth,
because otherwise one would expect diffusion to a position where the precursor cluster fits to the
adjacent lattice.
The p(5×5) surface oxide cannot be just a pseudomorphic, bulk-like EuO layer with missing
atoms due to symmetry reasons: In this case the superstructure sites would be alternating Eu
or O atoms, which would result in two distinct larger superstructure cells. Hence it must have a
different lattice, which was also observed by LEED: For several primary electron energies spots [of
the p(5×5) LEED pattern] are highly pronounced which belong to a quadratic structure that is
rotated by 45◦ with respect to the Ni(100) lattice. The corresponding surface lattice constant of
4.4 A˚ is 21% larger than for bulk-like EuO(100). This is best seen in the LEED pattern in Fig.
5.10(d) which is taken from the same film as the pattern in Fig. 5.10(b), but recorded at 96 eV.
(b)(a) Eu O8 7 Ni[011]
Figure 5.11: (a) STM topograph (Us = -0.45 V, It = 2.0 nA) showing a film grown at
Tgrowth = 623 K with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.06 MLENi, image size 10 nm × 10 nm. The
structures in the upper half belong to the p(5×5) phase, below are two ‘magic’ clusters. The red
square encloses a p(5×5) precursor cluster, the white square the p(5×5) patch that is modelled in
(b). The model uses the same colour code as Fig. 5.8. The red square in the upper left corner
again encloses one precursor cluster. The larger, dashed square indicates a unit cell of the p(5×5)
phase.
Fig. 5.11(a) is a small scale image of an experiment with fEu/fO = 1.0 and Θ = 0.06 MLENi.
In the upper half are parts of the p(5×5) phase. Enclosed by a red square is a p(5×5) precursor
cluster, which is the smallest entity of the p(5×5) structure and has a characteristic depression in
its centre in STM topographs. Enclosed by the larger, white square is a quadratic p(5×5) island
which contains 4 of the precursor units.
Fig. 5.11(b) shows a model of this island. It uses the enlarged EuO(100) lattice with a surface
lattice constant of 4.4 A˚ and O vacancies positioned at the centres of the precursor units, resulting
in a unit cell which contains 8 Eu and 7 O atoms. The assumption of O vacancies is justified
by two reasons: The p(5×5) phase grows preferentially for Eu excess, and O atoms in a surface
oxide commonly prefer on-top positions and avoid hollow positions on the metal substrate. This
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principle is described for the oxidation of metal surfaces [89; 94], but may also be valid for the
growth of an oxide of a different metal (see also Sec. 2.2). For the given lattice this principle is best
fulfilled for the proposed model, where the used O vacancy pattern is the p(5×5) superstructure
with respect to the substrate lattice. Enclosed by a red square in Fig. 5.11(b) is a p(5×5) precursor
unit. It is obvious that coalescence of precursor clusters cannot build the p(5×5) phase: Between
different precursor units the lattice is continued without vacancies. Similar to the models for the
‘magic’ clusters we note that this suggested p(5×5) model is just the simplest possible solution
which complies with the STM and LEED data and requires verification by DFT calculations.
The O-O distance in the p(5×5) surface oxide is equal to the lattice constant of 4.4 A˚. This is
an unusually high value as the O-O distance of nearly all transition metal oxides is approximately
3 A˚, in the bulk as well as for surface oxides [89]. An exception are oxygen induced structures on
Ag, where the O-O distance is 4.1 A˚, but these are not considered to be true surface oxides since
they are characterised by metal-like Ag-Ag distances [89]. For bulk EuO the O-O distance of 3.64 A˚
is already larger than for the transitional metal oxides. But as the O-O distance in the ‘magic’
clusters of 3.75 A˚ is also quite close to the EuO bulk value, the p(5×5) of Eu8O7 on Ni(100) is
probably no true surface oxide. This suggests a considerably reduced ionicity of the Eu-O bonds,
what cannot be explained only by the 12.5% O vacancies as the O atoms are expected to have a
charge of 2e-. Thus charge should also be provided by the Ni. This assumption is conform with the
positions of the O atoms on the Ni substrate in the model, as the above described principle that
O atoms in a surface oxide commonly prefer on-top positions and avoid hollow positions needs an
ionic-like binding of the O to the substrate [89].
5.2 2.5 Monolayers and beyond
In this section high quality epitaxy of EuO(100) is developed. A careful adjusting of the initial
growth parameters is decisive for the subsequent epitaxy of single phase EuO(100) films of excellent
quality. Therefore, the EuO(100) growth was optimised by a LEED survey which is presented in Sec.
5.2.1. Appropriate annealing of films with up to 100 nm thickness generates sufficient conductivity
for STM and electron spectroscopies. This procedure is described in Sec. 5.2.2. Ex-situ X-ray
adsorption spectroscopy (XAS) and magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy measurements
of thicker films are consistent with stoichiometric single phase EuO with bulk properties which is
shown in Sec. 5.2.3. A fast relaxation of the initial biaxial strain observed by LEED leaves little
hope for an increase of the Curie temperature through epitaxial compression. The obtained diagram
is plotted in Sec. 5.2.4.
XAS was performed on Al-capped films at the Dragon beamline at the National Synchrotron
Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) in Taiwan. Eu M4,5 XAS spectra were recorded in the total
electron yield mode by measuring the sample drain current with a photon energy resolution of
about 0.40 eV. The O K XAS spectra were collected by the bulk sensitive fluorescence yield mode
with a photon energy resolution of about 0.20 eV.
MOKE microscopy was performed on Al-capped films with a self-developed setup [222] using
an adapted Zeiss Axiotech R© microscope. It is equipped with a high efficiency CCD camera and
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a He flow cryostat allowing one sample temperature control down to a few K. Linearly polarised
light from a halogen lamp reaches the sample surface almost normally, so that the Kerr rotation is
sensitive to the magnetisation perpendicular to the plane of the surface (polar mode). The typical
spatial resolution is 1 µm.
As we will see in the following, after the initial growth phase, EuO grows with its relaxed
bulk lattice parameter. Therefore we measured the film thickness also in monolayers (ML), where
1 ML is defined with respect to the density of Eu and O atoms in one layer of EuO(100) with
its bulk lattice constant, which is 1.51× 1019 atoms m−2. The films shown in this paper have a
nominal thickness between 0.06 nm (0.25 ML) and 103 nm (400 ML) EuO(100). Typical fluxes
used are fEu = 3.5× 1016 atoms m−2s−1 (corresponding to a rate of 1.0 A˚ min−1 at the sample) and
fO = 2.5× 1016 atoms m−2s−1 (4.6× 10−9 mbar O2-pressure), giving a ratio fEu/fO = 1.4. We note
that we used molecular oxygen and supposed fO = 2fO2 for simplicity. Assuming a stoichiometric
composition (i.e. excess Eu atoms re-evaporate) these fluxes give a growth rate of 0.18 ML/min;
for the 100 nm thick film both fluxes were increased after the growth of 2.5 ML to achieve a growth
rate of 0.53 ML/min and a ratio of fEu/fO = 1.6.
5.2.1 Initial growth of EuO(100) films
In Sec. 5.1 we have seen surface oxide phases of hexagonal, square and even lower symmetry, which
deviate in composition substantially from the known bulk stoichiometry of EuO. Even phases of
clusters with “magic” (well defined) sizes are observed. As expected, we find that surface oxides of
hexagonal symmetry foster growth of the polar EuO(111), while those of square symmetry foster
the growth of EuO(100). The latter is the stable and desired growth orientation here.
To obtain single phase EuO(100) films, we tuned to the surface oxides of square symmetry by
varying the flux ratio fEu/fO between 0.7 and 2.5 using characterisation with LEED. Tgrowth was
varied between 563 K and 723 K, limited by the demand of being high enough to be at least at the
onset of the distillation regime.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.12: Inverted contrast LEED patterns. (a) Clean Ni(100) surface at 70 eV primary
electron energy. (b-d) 2.5 ML thick EuO films on Ni(100) grown at 623 K with different flux
ratios fEu/fO (63 eV primary electron energy): (b) fEu/fO = 2.5, spots and unit cells belonging to
two different EuO(100) domains are indicated; (c) fEu/fO = 1.4, only spots of the two EuO(100)
domains present; (d) fEu/fO = 0.7 (image slightly distorted by magnetic field), ring belonging to
EuO(111) with 24 spots in it, giving 4 preferential orientations.
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Figures 5.12(b) through (d) show a sequence of LEED patterns for 2.5 ML thick films grown
at 623 K with different flux ratios fEu/fO. For fEu/fO = 2.5, shown in Fig. 5.12(b), there is a
mixture of square and hexagonal phases. The spots marked by blue circles belong to EuO(100) with
EuO[001] ‖ Ni[011], as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter (in the following shortly pseudo-
morphic EuO), and the spots marked by green squares belong to EuO(100) with EuO[011] ‖ Ni[011],
which is 45◦ rotated with respect to the pseudomorphic phase (in the following shortly 45◦ rotated
EuO). Additionally there are three sets of spots with 12-fold symmetry. These sets are not fully
visible in the image, two of them have their spots in the vicinity of the eight {1,0} spots of the
EuO(100), the third set has about one half of the reciprocal length of the EuO {1,0} spots and
is close to the electron gun. Their 12-fold symmetries represent two orientations of hexagonally
structured grains, rotated by 90◦ with respect to each other. The set with the largest reciprocal
lattice vector has a nearest neighbour (NN) distance of about 4 A˚, very close to the NN distance
of Eu metal of 3.99 A˚. As our focus lies on the optimum conditions for EuO(100) growth, we spare
further analysis of the hexagonal phases here. Figure 5.12(c) shows the pattern for fEu/fO = 1.4,
with spots of pseudomorphic and 45◦ rotated EuO only, and a drastically reduced diffuse LEED
intensity. With decreasing flux ratio, there is the tendency to form EuO(111), as seen in STM
and LEED for experiments with sub-ML coverage and for thicker films, like in Fig. 5.12(d) for
fEu/fO = 0.7. The ring pattern contains 24 spots, corresponding to four preferential orientations
of EuO(111) (compare with Fig. 5.4(b)), being rotated 45◦ with respect to each other.
The absence of spots with hexagonal symmetry in LEED does not guarantee the absence of
EuO(111) grains as the observation of LEED spots requires a sufficient total surface area of the
corresponding structures. As was pointed out in Sec. 5.1, the different surface phases of Eu oxide
on Ni(100) coexist in a certain range of fEu/fO. This lead, for example, to the inclusion of small
EuO(111) grains in EuO(100) films grown at Tgrowth = 623 K with fEu/fO = 1.3, the LEED pattern
of which showed no spots of EuO(111). If such a film of 6 ML thickness is annealed at 673 K in Eu
vapour, a method which improves the quality and the conductivity of EuO(100) films and which is
described in more detail in Sec. 5.2.2, these EuO(111) grains build pyramids with a height that is
one order of magnitude higher than that of the EuO(100) grains. Figure 5.13 shows this film and
the details of a pyramid.
In Fig. 5.13(a) an exceptional high number of pyramids can by seen. They are not evenly
distributed but appear to be stringed which is most probably caused by the preferential nucleation
of EuO(111) at pre-existing Ni(100) step edges (compare Sec. 5.1.1). A 3D representation of such
a pyramid as shown in Fig. 5.13(b) enables a better visualisation as the two dimensional, colour
coded representation usually used for STM topographs. The height profile of this pyramid in Fig.
5.13(c) demonstrates two properties. Firstly, the pyramid is 10 nm higher than the surrounding
EuO(100) which itself has a thickness of 1.5 nm only. Secondly, the sides of the pyramids and their
bases enclose an angle of α = 54◦± 2◦ and the edges of the pyramids and their bases enclose an angle
of β = 34◦± 2◦, which both match the theoretical values of 54.7◦ between {111} and {100} planes
and 35.3◦ between {111} planes and 〈100〉 edges, respectively. This proves that these pyramids are
indeed {100}-faceted. The reason for the formation of such three-sided, {100}-faceted pyramids is
the avoidance of the polar catastrophe and the low free surface energy of the {100}-faces of rock-salt
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Figure 5.13: (a) STM topograph of a 6 ML (1.5 nm) film grown at Tgrowth = 623 K with
fEu/fO = 1.3 after annealing for 3600 s at 673 K with applied Eu pressure of 1.3 × 10−8 mbar,
image size 320 nm × 320 nm (Us = −1.9 V, It = 53 pA). (b) STM Image of a pyramid in three
dimensional illustration, 42 nm × 42 nm × 10 nm. (c) Height profile across the pyramid of (b) as
indicated in the 2D-inset (42 nm × 42 nm).
oxides (see Sec. 2.3). Such pyramids were already observed for other systems, e.g. for MnO on
Pd(100) [126].
The minimisation of patches of the polar EuO(111) surface in the growing film is very important
for STM and STS because films containing such grains are difficult to image, probably due to
the polarity of the surface, which considerably increases the work function. For films in the ML
range, EuO(111) surfaces induced continuously tip changes when tunnelling parameters suitable for
EuO(100) surfaces were used, and for annealed films like in Fig 5.13 the high pyramids complicate
the STM measurements, especially on samples with low conductivity. Due to their geometry,
the surface area of the pyramids reduces with increasing film thickness until they are eventually
overgrown by EuO(100) grains. The film thickness at which the pyramids are overgrown depends
on their base length and thus on the size of the EuO(111) bilayer adjacent to the substrate. This
stresses the importance of the initial growth conditions for the quality of EuO(100) films on Ni(100).
Varying Tgrowth changes the patterns mainly by a reduction of diffuse LEED intensity, that is,
the intensity which is highest around the shadow of the electron source and belongs to electrons
scattered out of the discrete beams that characterise diffraction from an ordered surface [223].
Additionally the spot sharpness increases with temperature. The flux ratio fEu/fO = 1.4 is the
optimum for growing single phase EuO(100) films in the tested temperature range between 563 and
723 K. Therefore we restricted further experiments to fEu/fO = 1.4 for the initial growth, which
are the parameters leading to the growth of the p(5×5) surface oxide (see Sec. 5.1.4). After the
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EuO film is fully coalesced and covers the Ni substrate, a higher Eu excess can be used (e.g., when
the growth of Eu-rich EuO is required).
(a)
(c)
Ni[011]
Ni[010]
(d)
(b)
(f)(e)
Figure 5.14: 2.5 ML EuO on Ni(100). (a) STM topograph (Us = +1.3 V, It = 42 pA) of a film
grown at 623 K, image size 320 nm × 160 nm. The inset is a zoom into the indicated grain with
enhanced edge contrast, size 30 nm × 30 nm; (b) STM topograph (Us = -1.3 V, It = 24 pA) of a
film grown at 723 K, image size 320 nm × 160 nm; (c) same film as in (a), image size 30 nm × 30 nm,
high contrast, (Us = -1.6 V, It = 44 pA); (d) inverted contrast LEED pattern of film in (a) at
63 eV primary electron energy, the unit cells of the two EuO(100) domains are indicated. (e)
same film as in (b), image size 30 nm × 30 nm, high contrast, (Us = -1.6 V, It = 24 pA); (f)
inverted contrast LEED pattern of film in (b) at 63 eV primary electron energy, the unit cell of the
pseudomorphic EuO(100) domain is indicated.
Figure 5.14 shows STM topographs and LEED patterns of two films of 2.5 ML thickness. Both
films were grown with fEu/fO = 1.4, one at 623 K and the other at 723 K, to compare the effect of
the growth temperature on the EuO films. The LEED pattern in Fig. 5.14(d) displays spots of the
two orientations of EuO(100) in nearly equal intensity, indicating that both orientations cover the
substrate in a similar amount. Lattice constant measurements revealed that the pseudomorphic
EuO is compressed somewhat more than 3%, thus being indeed pseudomorphic to the Ni(100)
substrate.
The 45◦ rotated EuO is compressed about 7%, indicating that the epitaxial relation, where the
EuO lattice coincides the Ni lattice in a relation of 3:4 is realised. The other relation mentioned in
the introduction, where the EuO lattice coincides the Ni lattice in a relation of 2:3 would require
a contracted EuO(100), which was never found. Suspended monolayers of rock-salt compositions
(e.g., NiO [224] or NaCl [225]), are predicted to have a considerably smaller lattice constant com-
pared to their bulk layers due to a finite size effect. This is probably also the case for EuO and
would explain the preference of the 3:4 relation. An additional reason may by found in the details
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of the first oxide layer.
The LEED pattern of the film grown at 723 K [Fig. 5.14(f)] shows even sharper spots for the
pseudomorphic EuO(100) orientation, while the diffuse LEED intensity is further reduced. The
data of Figs. 5.14(d) and (f) were recorded with the same electron beam current and the same
contrast enhancement was applied to the images, thus the intensities are directly comparable. In
Fig. 5.14(f) the spots of the 45◦ rotated EuO(100) are less intense, and their arc-like elongation
indicates some rotational scatter of the grains. Thus the higher growth temperature not only
reduces the amount of 45◦ rotated EuO, but also enables rotation of this highly compressed EuO
out of the epitaxial direction, which results in strain relaxation.
The similar intensities of the LEED spots of the 45◦ rotated EuO and of the pseudomorphic
EuO at Tgrowth = 623 K indicate a nearly equal area of both orientations. As the total area of
the stripe phase is much less than 50%, nucleation of the rotated EuO is more likely related to the
inhomogeneities of the p(5×5) layer at the boundaries between the translational domains. Another
reason could be a restructuring of the p(5×5) layer during the growth of the bulk-like second layer,
which could give rise to the nucleation of two differently rotated EuO(100) islands. Whether the
p(5×5) surface oxide is lifted during the growth of the second layer cannot be unambiguously
answered on the basis of our data. However, the small penetration depth of electrons in LEED and
complete absence of p(5×5) superstructure reflections in the LEED data of the 2.5 ML films make
it plausible that indeed the reconstruction is removed.
In Fig. 5.14(a) the film surface has relatively smooth terraces with 90◦ or 45◦ angles between
the step edges, which, according to the LEED data, have to be compressed bulk like EuO(100)
surfaces of the two epitaxial relations. For negative sample bias [e.g., -1.6 V as in Fig. 5.14(c)], an
inner structure is visible on the grains, which is much more pronounced for grains having an edge
oriented along Ni〈110〉 directions. As larger grain edges follow EuO〈100〉 directions to avoid polar
edges, these grains are the pseudomorphic ones. This inner structure lacks any recognisable order
and has a corrugation of less than ±30 pm, hence it is expected to be of electronic origin only. On
the highly strained 45◦ rotated EuO grains depressions are visible, typically in the form of stripes
oriented along the EuO〈110〉 directions, which coincide with the Ni〈110〉 directions for these grains.
The stripes therefore enclose an angle of 45◦ with the grains’ edges. They can be seen on several
grains in Fig. 5.14(a) (e.g., on the indicated one and in the region below it). The crystallographic
directions of the Ni substrate are indicated by the arrows.
For the growth at 723 K the outcome is very different. The STM topograph in Fig. 5.14(b)
has the same dimensions like that in Fig. 5.14(a). Due to the 100 K higher Tgrowth the grains are
much larger and have usually flat terraces on their top with a lateral dimension of more than 100
nanometres, thus the step density is drastically decreased compared to the growth at 623 K. The
root mean square (RMS) roughness is below 0.2 nm for both temperatures, similar to that of the
substrate. A further striking difference is the absence of straight step edges at Tgrowth = 723 K, all
steps are rounded. Figure 5.14(e) shows the inner structure in the terraces of the 723 K experiment.
While the structure on the grain at the bottom of the image is comparable to that in Fig. 5.14(c)
regarding size and apparent height, it is different for the grain in the upper part of the image.
There not only the apparent height is twice as large, but the whole structure is more coarse. As
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the straight step edges are missing, it is in this case not distinguishable which one of the structures
belongs to pseudomorphic EuO and which one belongs to the 45◦ rotated EuO.
Also visible on most grains are some larger dark disks with a diameter in the range between
1 nm and 2 nm and an apparent depth of about 1.5 A˚ [e.g., one on the centre grain in Fig. 5.14(c)
or six on the grain at the bottom of Fig. 5.14(e)]. On the grain in the upper part of this figure
these features are also existent, but not that clearly visible due to the coarse inner structure. These
features are most likely vacancies, probably O vacancies. This assumption is justified by the fact
that we closed the shutter of the Eu effusion cell 10 s after closing the valve of the O supply, which
is a short step of the annealing procedure described in the following paragraph. This procedure
was executed for every film with a thickness above 2 ML, then the film was kept at Tgrowth for
another 10 s to re-evaporate excess Eu, and cooled down afterwards. This final 10 s evaporation of
Eu without O slightly improves the quality of the films, e.g., reduces the step density and increases
the intensity of the LEED spots compared to the diffuse intensity. This evaporating of Eu only at
673 K was tested as longer annealing procedure for a 10 ML thick EuO film grown at 623 K.
5.2.2 Annealing in Eu vapour
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.15: 10 ML thick EuO(100) film grown at 623 K. (a) STM topograph (Us = -3.0 V,
It = 28 pA) of film as grown, image size 30 nm × 30 nm; (b) STM topograph (Us = −2.2 V,
It = 40 pA) after annealing for 3600 s at 673 K with applied Eu pressure, same image size. (c)
same as (b), 120 nm × 120 nm (-2.2 V, 40 pA).
Figure 5.15(a) shows a 10 ML thick film prior and Figs. 5.15(b) and (c) after annealing for
3600 s at 673 K in front of the Eu effusion cell. The Eu flux at the sample was 1.00 A˚/min.,
corresponding to a Eu pressure of 1.3 × 10−8 mbar. The differences are striking. First, the imaging
conditions before annealing were more difficult. Frequent tip changes in nearly all of the images
indicated a too small tip sample distance, even for It < 10 pA and |Us| > 2 V. After annealing
steady imaging was possible in all tested sample areas. We assume that the improvement of the
tunnelling conditions relies on an increased conductivity of the sample. Second, the annealed film
has a drastically increased density of the dark disks described previously, several of them being
coalesced to larger structures. Third, the structural quality has improved. Due to the annealing
the grain size increased and the step density decreased; also the step edge shapes became round.
Consistent with the improved crystal quality the intensity to background ratio of the LEED spots
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increased considerably. These effects intensify with increasing annealing temperature. However,
annealing between 623 K and 723 K without applying Eu pressure leaves the EuO films nearly
unchanged.
This annealing behaviour is probably dominated by the diffusion of Eu atoms on the EuO
surface and at grain boundaries. A well studied system for such diffusion mechanisms is NiO on Ni.
There the diffusion coefficients of Ni [226] and of O [227] were determined for both bulk and grain
boundaries by successive usage of different Ni or O isotopes. The grain boundary diffusion turned
out to be the dominant part and it seems likely that this might also be the case for Eu diffusion in
EuO: Eu-rich single crystals can be generated by annealing of stoichiometric ones at 1673 K in Eu
vapour, followed by a very slow process of diffusion [39]. Further diffusion paths may be located
at dislocations [228], which form during EuO growth on Ni(100) within the first 40 ML to release
the epitaxial strain, as will be shown in Sec. 5.2.4; hence Eu atoms may diffuse to deeper layers
along grain boundaries and dislocations during the annealing procedure, despite low mobility in the
bulk at 673 K. The structural improvement due to the presence of diffusing Eu during annealing
could be explained by formation of EuO dimers, detaching at step edges or at grain boundaries,
subsequently leading to a restructuring of the film.
The conductivity of EuO at room temperature changes drastically from 3 × 10−8 Ω−1 cm−1
for stoichiometric EuO over 5 × 10−5 Ω−1 cm−1 for 0.3% O vacancies to metallic conductance
with 27 Ω−1 cm−1 for 0.5% O vacancies [75]. In insulating Eu-rich EuO each O vacancy traps
two electrons above TC, of which at least one becomes itinerant during the MIT. Above TC these
electrons may become thermally exited with an activation energy of about 0.3 eV, typical for an
ordinary semiconductor [47]. Because of this strong dependence of the conductivity on the O
vacancy concentration, the overall out-of-plane conductivity of a EuO film may be enhanced by
O vacancy formation in the vicinity of grain boundaries and dislocations only, and, for a film of
10 ML thickness, also by O vacancy formation in the topmost layer(s).
Because a higher conductivity is a veritable explanation for the observed improvement of the
STM imaging conditions, it is plausible to assume the formation of O vacancies by the annealing
in Eu atmosphere. Hence the dark disks in the STM topographs in Figs. 5.15(b), (c) (3600 s
annealing at 673 K), and Fig. 5.14(e) (10 s annealing at 723 K) should be mostly O vacancies.
Their density in the annealed 10 ML film is inhomogeneous and varies between 0.25% and 1% of
the O density in the top EuO layer for several images of a size of (30 nm)2. O vacancies may
influence the local density of states (LDOS), which is in fact imaged by the STM, on a larger area
than one surface unit cell of EuO occupies. In the images, the area affected by one feature ranges
between 3 and 12 times the area of a EuO unit cell, only slightly depending on the sample bias.
Possibly the smaller features are vacancies in the second layer, which influence the LDOS of the
Eu atom on-top. Assuming vacancies in the centre of the features, coalescence of them, as seen in
the Figs. 5.15(b) and (c), is possible while maintaining the EuO rock-salt lattice.
5.2.3 100 nm thick EuO(100) films
A major concern in EuO thin film growth is the control of the film stoichiometry. Even since 1994,
when the interest in EuO films was renewed after two decades of progress in film preparation and
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0 nm 3.3 nm
Figure 5.16: STM topograph (Us = +4.4 V, It = 0.5 nA) of a 100 nm EuO film grown at 593 K
and annealed at 873 K for 1200 s. Image size 600 nm × 600 nm, imaged at 35 K. The palette at
the bottom correlates the colours with the topographic height and spans 3.3 nm. The inset shows
the LEED pattern (inverted contrast) at a primary electron energy of 223 eV, the EuO(100) unit
cell is indicated.
analysis methods, many of the films characterised contained Eu metal, Eu3O4 or Eu2O3 grains
[8; 9; 13; 20; 25; 56; 82; 229]. Therefore we decided to grow a film with a thickness of about 100 nm
in order to perform ex-situ XAS on an Al-capped EuO film and thereby determine the oxidation
state of the Eu.
For full film characterisation we performed in-situ LEED and STM first. Especially for the
latter method an appreciable conductivity is necessary for a film of this thickness. After growing a
2.5 ML thick EuO basis with the same parameters as used for the film shown in Fig. 5.14(b), we
lowered Tgrowth to 593 K and increased fEu/fO to 1.6. The reduced temperature, decreasing the
Eu re-evaporation rate, and the increased Eu excess shifted the EuO stoichiometry slightly to the
Eu-rich side. We then performed STM below TC at 35 K. Although it was possible to establish a
tunnelling contact for Us > +2 V, meaningful STM was initially not possible. We then applied the
annealing procedure described for the 10 ML film in Fig. 5.15, but for 1200 s with an increased
temperature of 873 K and an increased Eu pressure of 4.7 × 10−8 mbar as compensation for the
40 times greater film thickness.
STM was still difficult, but at Us = +4.4 V it was possible to resolve the film morphology as
shown in Fig. 5.16. The film has large terraces with a lateral width in the order of 100 nm, and
has rounded step edges comparable to thinner films grown at 723 K or annealed at 673 K under
Eu pressure. Despite the relatively poor resolution, the presence of dark dots, i.e. O vacancies, is
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discernible, with a density comparable to that in Figs. 5.15(b) and (c). It still was not possible to
establish a tunnelling contact for -1.2 V< Us < +2 V at 35 K, thus the film behaved not metallic
below TC. To create films with a sufficiently high O vacancy density, a further reduction of Tgrowth
could be applied, but this would risk the high crystalline quality of the films. Another possibility
would be to increase the Eu excess until the resulting films show an MIT.
The total height difference in the image in Fig. 5.16 with a size of 0.6 µm × 0.6 µm is 2.7 nm,
corresponding to 10 ML EuO(100). On an image of this scale the Ni substrate typically displays
seven monatomic steps, resulting in a total height difference of about 1.2 nm. The smoothness of
the EuO film is also expressed by the RMS roughness of about 0.5 nm, a factor of 2.5 larger than
the substrate roughness of 0.2 nm. This smooth and well defined surface is accompanied by a high
crystalline quality seen by LEED, with spots as sharp as for the Ni(100) substrate and low diffuse
intensity up to very high electron energies. A LEED pattern for 223 eV is shown in the inset in
Fig. 5.16. Only spots of the pseudomorphic EuO orientation are present in this thick film.
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Figure 5.17: Eu M4,5 (3d→4f) XAS spectra of (a) a EuO single crystal, (b) the 100 nm EuO film,
and (c) a EuO1+x film grown with O2 surplus.
After finishing the in-situ analysis the EuO film was capped with a 4 nm thick Al film, which
formed a stable Al2O3 protection layer when exposed to air.
To check the Eu valence and the stoichiometry, we have studied the Eu M4,5 and O K XAS of
the EuO film. Figure 5.17 shows the Eu M4,5 XAS spectra of the 100 nm EuO film [Fig. 5.17(b)]
together with one for a EuO single crystal [Fig. 5.17(a)] for comparison. The stoichiometric single
crystal (TC = 69.5 K) was grown by a solution sintering process [230] and in-situ cleaved under
UHV conditions at 100 K. The very similar multiplet spectral structure and energy position of our
EuO film and of the EuO single crystal indicate a divalent state of Eu. In Fig. 5.17(c) we present a
thick EuO1+x film grown with high oxygen pressure (2× 10−7 mbar). One can see that the energy
shift with respect to the EuO single crystal and the multiplet structure of the EuO1+x film are
in good agreement with the theoretical Eu3+ spectrum obtained by Thole et al. [231]. For the
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Figure 5.18: O K XAS spectra of a EuO single crystal (black line), the 100 nm EuO film (dashed
red line with circles), and a EuO1−x film grown with Eu surplus (green line).
EuO1+x film with O surplus, namely large Eu deficiency, we found a spectral structure at the main
peak of the Eu3+ spectrum (1131.7 eV), where there is a dip in the Eu2+ spectrum. Thus, we have
confirmed that our 100 nm EuO film is free from Eu3+ content.
Since Eu metal is divalent, the Eu surplus cannot be detected in the Eu M4,5 spectrum; thus we
investigated the O K XAS spectrum to further confirm that there is no Eu surplus. Fig. 5.18 shows
the O K XAS spectra of the 100 nm EuO thin film, of the EuO single crystal, and of a EuO1−x
film with Eu surplus for comparison. One can see that the overall spectral feature of our 100 nm
EuO film is very similar to that of the EuO single crystal, while in the EuO1−x film with large O
deficiency the first peak at 532.5 eV, originated from Eu 5d-O2p hybridisation, has a relative weak
spectral weight [4].
Figure 5.19 displays MOKE images of the sample under zero-magnetic field, at 70 K [5.19(a)]
and 40 K [5.19(b)]. The pattern visible at low temperature is characterized by two sub-structures:
(i) parallel lines, typically aligned to a 〈011〉 direction of Ni, separated by ' 30 µm, running through
the width of the figure, and (ii) in between the lines, a structure with a typical length scale of a
few micrometers. The onset for the formation of this pattern upon cooling and heating the sample
was found at (69±1) K. The pattern morphology and formation temperature were found identical
in a series of temperature cycles.
The shape anisotropy for the thin EuO film is expected to result in in-plane magnetisation.
The corresponding magnetic domains themselves should therefore not be detectable with polar
MOKE. We therefore assume the observed pattern to be created by magnetic domain walls with
perpendicular magnetisation (Bloch walls) 1. In this view the (69±1) K onset temperature is the
1A possible MIT of EuO at TC would decrease the transmittivity for lower temperatures by free carrier
absorption. Therefore the transition would not unveil the magnetic pattern of the Ni underneath. Hence
the pattern must have its origin in the EuO film.
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Ni[011]
(a) (b)
Figure 5.19: MOKE microscopy images of the 100 nm EuO film, image sizes 370 µm × 310 µm.
(a) recorded at 70 K and (b) recorded at 40 K. The additional pattern at 40 K is related to
domain walls in the EuO film which orient along the 〈011〉 directions of the Ni substrate (direction
indicated). The bright spots showing no magnetic contrast are dust particles.
Curie temperature (TC) of the films. Within the limit of experimental uncertainties, this value
corresponds to that for bulk stoichiometric crystals. No changes of the Ni magnetic structure
are expected in the explored temperature range ([25− 300] K) well below the Curie temperature
of Ni. As an explanation for the well-defined orientation of the magnetic pattern of EuO in all
measurements, we propose a coupling of the magnetic structure of EuO to the one of Ni due to
magnetic interactions between EuO and Ni. We note that the easy magnetisation axes in Ni are
along 〈111〉 directions [i.e., they form an angle of 45◦ with respect to the surface of the Ni(100)
single-crystal]. The projection of these directions in the plane of the EuO film are 〈011〉 and
correspond to the observed pattern orientation. Such directions are, as one may expect, off the
hard axis ones for EuO (i.e. 〈001〉) [232].
5.2.4 Epitaxial strain
As mentioned in the introduction, the Curie temperature of EuO is expected to increase with
compressive biaxial strain [17], which is a very interesting point for applications. This could give
the opportunity to tune TC by the selection of a substrate with an appropriate lattice mismatch.
For the growth on the Ni(100) substrate we have seen two epitaxial relations realised for the growth
at 623 K. At a film thickness of 2.5 ML the pseudomorphic EuO(100) is strained by 3.1% at room
temperature, while for the 45◦ rotated EuO the strain is about 7%, already somewhat lower than
the theoretical value of 8.7% for a lattice coincidence in a 3:4 relation.
The simultaneous growth of the two epitaxial relations with different strains at Tgrowth = 623 K
gave us the opportunity to analyse the relaxation of two different strains within the same films by
a sequence of EuO films of different thicknesses. The lattice constants were measured by LEED,
hence the results shown in Fig. 5.20 represent the topmost layers only. The lattice constant of the
pseudomorphic EuO increases gradually and reaches the EuO bulk value at a thickness of about
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of the EuO surface lattice constant with film thickness, measured by LEED.
Black circles belong to pseudomorphic EuO(100), red squares to the 45◦ rotated EuO.
30 ML or 8 nm. Similar gradual strain relaxations for oxide growth on metallic substrates was also
observed for other oxide systems [e.g., for NiO on Pd(100) [233], MnO on Ag(001) [234], and MgO
on Ag(100) [235]]. The strain relaxation for the 45◦ rotated EuO occurs even earlier, reaching the
same strain value as the pseudomorphic orientation just above 5 ML. Further measurements for
this phase were not possible, as the corresponding LEED spots broadened, while their intensity
faded with increasing film thickness. For the pseudomorphic orientation a broadening of the spots
occurred when growing films thicker than 3 ML, but the spots became sharp again for the 18 nm
thick film. The broadening of the spots simultaneously with the strain relaxation is explainable by
misfit dislocations, which release the stress in the film.
The relaxation of the lattice constant is nearly completed at a film thickness of 5 nm, hence
it is unlikely that a substantial increase in TC can be achieved by tuning the lattice mismatch.
This is emphasised by the fact that the relaxation is even faster for stronger compressions of the
first layer. Additionally a decrease of TC for film thicknesses of a few ML is expected due to finite
size effects [69]. The situation becomes even more complicated on metallic substrates, where the
finite size effects are counteracted by image charge screening at the metal interface [86; 87]. A
detailed analysis of this combined effects on TC could be addressed by in-situ surface sensitive
MOKE measurements, which we plan for future experiments.
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5.3 Summary
Europium oxide growth on Ni(100) shows a variety of different surface phases, dependent on the
growth temperature and the flux ratio of Eu to O. These phases include polar EuO(111), clusters
which occur in three “magic” sizes, islands with a centred rectangular lattice which are decorated by
stripes, and a EuO(100) like surface oxide with increased lattice constant and O vacancies arranged
in a p(5×5) superstructure with respect to the Ni substrate. The latter structure is the optimum
base for growing EuO(100). Epitaxial EuO(100) pseudomorph to the Ni(100) forms for thicknesses
between 2 ML and 3 ML at Tgrowth = 723 K and fEu/fO = 1.4; hence this EuO is oriented with its
[001] direction parallel to Ni[011] and compressively strained by 3.1%. For thicknesses above 3 ML
the strained lattice relaxes to that of bulk EuO within the first 30 ML deposited. As comparable
strain relaxations were also observed for other oxide films on metal substrates [233–235] this is
probably a general behaviour and rejects the idea of increasing TC by epitaxial strain.
After creation of a fully coalesced film of 2.5 ML thickness the growth parameters may be
changed, as long as they comply with the MBE distillation technique [27]. Even at Tgrowth = 593 K
and fEu/fO = 1.6 (i.e., at an increased probability to introduce O vacancies into the EuO lattice)
the films are stoichiometric within the detection limits of XAS and show no metallic behaviour
in STM at 35 K. The Curie temperature, as determined by MOKE, is about 70 K for a 100 nm
thick film, comparable to bulk EuO. Annealing at 673 K in Eu vapour (using the same Eu flux as
during growth) generates sufficient conductivity to enable STM imaging even for the 100 nm thick
film. This annealing introduces O vacancies into the film with a concentration of less than 1% at
the surface as imaged by STM. Creation of O vacancies without annealing could be possible by
lowering the growth temperature even further, which may result in a poor crystalline quality, or
by considerably increasing the Eu excess, i.e. the ratio fEu/fO.
Typical terrace widths in the order of 100 nm and a RMS roughness below 0.5 nm, together
with the sharp LEED patterns with low diffuse intensity indicate the high crystalline quality of the
films. The single crystal quality of our films together with their smooth surface and the possibility
to introduce oxygen vacancies by annealing makes them well suited for temperature and thickness
dependent studies of EuO by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy.
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6 EuO on Iridium
The complicated surface oxides which form upon EuO growth on Ni(100) require a highly precise
parameter regulation in the initial growth phase to achieve high quality EuO films. Furthermore
the ferromagnetism of the substrate substantially complicates magnetic measurements of the EuO
film on top. This lead to the decision to test EuO growth on other substrates than Ni(100) despite
the high quality achieved.
Ir was selected as substrate material because it has several advantages compared to Ni. It is a
noble metal1 and cannot be oxidised under the EuO growth conditions. It is not ferromagnetic and
therefore does not disturb magnetic measurements. Ir has a cohesive energy of 6.9 eV [237] which
is significantly higher than for Ni (4.4eV[238]), leading to a considerable reduction of substrate
atom diffusion during EuO growth. Thus, mass transport as observed for Ni (see Sec. 5.1) is less
probable.
The Ir surface lattice constant of 2.715 A˚ enables, for certain orientations, epitaxial growth of
EuO in a relation of 3:4 with a compressive strain of ≈ 0.5%, hence highly oriented films with a
low defect density can be expected. In this chapter the growth of EuO on two different Ir surfaces
is described, which are the (111) surface (Sec. 6.1) and the (100) surface (Sec. 6.2).
6.1 EuO on Ir(111)
The hexagonal symmetry of the fcc(111) surface prevents growth of large EuO(100) domains be-
cause of three possible epitaxial orientations which are rotated by 120◦ to each other. But, since
the (111) surface is the (electronically) least corrugated of an fcc metal, it has a high potential for
the growth of high quality oxide films, even if the film does not coincide the substrate lattice.
The EuO growth was performed in the temperature range 623 ≤ Tgrowth ≤ 723 K and for flux
ratios 0.8 < fEu/fO < 1.8. For low coverages of the substrate just formation of a bilayer (BL)
EuO(111) was observed (1 BL is here defined as 1 ML of Eu ions plus 1 ML of O ions), whereby
Tgrowth and fEu/fO changed structural details only. For higher coverages formation of EuO(100)
occurred and, for sufficiently high Eu excess, also formation of Eu metal islands. Contrary to the
case of Ni(100) no special surface oxides were found on Ir(111), hence it is suitable to express the
deposited amount of Eu and O with respect to EuO. As there exists no single ML of EuO(111),
the deposited Eu amount (Θ) is expressed in MLEEuO, whereby 1 MLEEuO is the amount of Eu
atoms equal to their density in one layer of EuO(100) with its bulk lattice constant, which is
7.55× 1018 Eu atoms m−2. The Eu atom density in 1 BL EuO(111) is 8.75× 1018 Eu atoms m−2,
thus 1 BL EuO(111) requires 1.16 MLEEuO of Eu atoms. Together, Θ, fEu/fO, and Tgrowth fully
define the properties of the grown film.
1The chemical nobility of Ir is similar to Pt (both have a standard electrode potential of 1.2 V) and only
excelled by Au (standard potential 1.5 V) ([236], p. 8-28).
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For the used parameter range the most obvious changes in the EuO films occurred in dependence
of Θ. Thus, the description of EuO growth on Ir(111) starts with the film thickness dependence
in the following section. In Sec. 6.1.2 the flux ratio dependence is explained and in Sec. 6.1.4
the temperature dependence. Work function measurements of a BL EuO(111), which are very
interesting in the context of the polarity of the EuO(111), are analysed in Sec. 6.1.3.
6.1.1 Film thickness dependence
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Figure 6.1: (a-c) STM topographs of EuO films grown at Tgrowth = 723 K, image size
230 nm× 230 nm. (a) Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = 1.7 (Us = −0.61 V, It = 0.86 nA). In-
set: zoom into the indicated region, 10 nm× 10 nm. (b) Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = 1.7 (+0.22 V,
4.0 nA). (c) Θ = 3.7 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = (0.84 for the first 540 s, 1.12 for the last 240 s) (−1.3 V,
25 pA). (d-f) Inverted contrast LEED patterns at a primary electron energy of 67 eV, each cor-
responding to the STM image above. Positions of Ir spots [absent in (f)] are indicated by orange
circles, spots belonging to EuO(100) domains are connected by black, red, and green squares. Spots
belonging to EuO(111) are connected by magenta coloured hexagons and those belonging to metal-
lic Eu by a cyan coloured hexagon. In (d) also superstructure spots are present, which have the
highest intensity in the vicinity of shadow of the electron gun.
Figure 6.1 shows the film thickness dependence of the EuO structures on Ir(111). The Θ =
0.46 MLEEuO film in Fig. 6.1(a) mainly consists of EuO(111) of BL thickness. This topograph
was flattened to yield sufficient contrast for the relevant structures despite the high corrugation of
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several Ir(111) steps. This flattening lead to a buckled appearance of the otherwise flat terraces.
The EuO(111) grows adjacent to the ascending step edges but stays away a few nanometres from
the descending step edges which can be better seen in the inset of Fig. 6.1(a)1. This indicates an
interaction of the polar EuO(111) with the step edge dipole of the Ir(111) as shown in Fig. 6.2. Such
step edge dipoles occur due to a smoothening effect of the electron density at steps [239]. Hence the
O ions terminate the BL EuO(111) to the vacuum. O terminated bilayers of (111) oriented oxides
with rock-salt structure on noble metal substrates grow also for other material combinations, e.g.,
in the case of FeO on Pt(111) [99].
-
2- 2- 2-
2+ 2+ 2+ 2+
2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+
2- 2- 2- 2- 2- 2- +
electron density
Figure 6.2: Side view ball model of one EuO(111) bilayer at a substrate step. Red circles represent
O atoms, light blue circles Eu atoms. The indicated charges correspond to the idealised oxidation
states in bulk EuO. The electron density of the substrate (indicated in dark blue) is smoothed at
the step edge, leading to the step edge dipole which attracts the EuO(111) at the ascending step
edge and repels it at the descending step edge.
Occasionally islands have formed on top of the BL EuO, which are probably the third layer
EuO(111). The small Ir terraces are not covered by EuO as well as a part in the lower right hand
side part of Fig. 6.1(a). Surprisingly, this Ir terrace part has a larger apparent height than the
adjacently grown EuO(111) which is on top of this terrace. This is connected to a considerable
work function difference generated by the polar EuO(111) and will be discussed in Secs. 6.1.2 and
6.1.3. The shapes of the Ir step edges are not influenced by the EuO growth, contrary to the case
of Ni, where mass transport was observed already for growth at 623 K (see Sec. 5.1.1).
Figure 6.1(d) shows the LEED pattern for the Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO film. It consists of spots
with sixfold symmetry only, whereby the Ir spots are indicated by orange coloured circles and the
EuO(111) spots are connected by a magenta coloured hexagon. Additional spots, which are poorly
visible at 67 eV, appear at first sight as p(3× 3) superstructure of the EuO which is expected due
to the epitaxial relation to the Ir substrate of 3:4. This is demonstrated by the ball model in Fig.
6.3. But this situation is only approximately realised for growth at 623 K as will be shown in Sec.
6.1.4. For 723 K growth there is a rotational misalignment, leading to an elongation of the EuO
and its superstructure spots in Fig. 6.1(d). The Figs. 6.4(a) and (b) show STM topographs of the
superstructure and the corresponding atom positions of the BL EuO(111). The different positions
of the brightest atoms with respect to the superstructure corrugation already indicate a rotational
misalignment. This can be quantitatively analysed by the Fourier transform of Fig. 6.4(b), which
1We note that the Ir is imaged brighter than the BL EuO(111) on top which will be discussed in the
following.
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Figure 6.3: Top and side view of a simple ball model of a BL EuO(111) on Ir(111) with the Ir
[
110
]
direction aligned to EuO
[
110
]
. In this case the EuO coincides the Ir lattice in a 3:4 ratio for 0.7%
compressive strain, thereby leading to a p(3× 3) superstructure of the EuO. Colour scheme: Ir
dark blue, Eu light blue, and O red.
is shown in Fig. 6.4(c). The outer peaks correspond to the atomic lattice of 3.7 A˚ periodicity, while
the innermost ones belong to the superstructure. The rotational misalignment of ≈ 7◦ between the
atomic and the superstructure lattice is already noticeable. More details of the BL EuO(111) will
be given in Secs. 6.1.2 and 6.1.4.
Figure 6.1(b) shows a similar experiment with Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO. The appearance is completely
different. No Ir substrate could be observed and the surface is fully covered by three different
structures. This is consistent with the LEED pattern in Fig. 6.1(e) which shows additional spots
compared to Fig. 6.1(d). These are spots of three domains of EuO(100), 120◦ rotated to each other,
with a surface lattice constant of 3.3 A˚ (connected by differently coloured squares) and spots with
sixfold symmetry (connected by a cyan coloured hexagon) and a relatively large lattice constant
of 4.2A˚. This is close to the value one would expect for hexagonally arranged Eu metal (see Sec.
8.2.2). The ML EuO(100) is compressed by ≈ 8%, a similar value as was found for the thinnest
EuO(100) films on Ni(100) (see Sec. 5.2.1). As no epitaxial reason could be found for this lattice
contraction it confirms the tendency of rock-salt crystals towards smaller lattices due to finite size
effects ([224], [225]).
Additionally, there are two sets of hexagonal spots in Fig. 6.1(e). Their surface lattice constants
of 6.9A˚ and 9.6A˚ could not be accurately determined due to the proximity to the shadow of the
electron gun and may have an error of ≈ 10%. Because of the large values of the lattice constants
these spots must belong to superstructures, either of the EuO(111) or of the other hexagonal phase.
Figure 6.1(c) shows an experiment with Θ = 3.7 MLEEuO which fits not directly into the se-
quence of Fig. 6.1(a-c), as a different fEu/fO was used. Furthermore fEu/fO was not kept constant,
but was 0.84 for the first 540 s and 1.12 for the last 240 s of the experiment. This procedure was
used as a lower initial fEu/fO resulted in a larger ratio of EuO(100)/EuO(111) as found out by
LEED measurements. The subsequent increase of fEu/fO was carried out to avoid a possible Eu
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deficiency and the subsequent formation of Eu3+. The LEED pattern belonging to Fig. 6.1(c)
is shown in Fig. 6.1(f). The intensity of the EuO(111) spots is barely visible at 67 eV and thus
considerably lower than that of the EuO(100), the surface lattice constant of which did increase
to 3.5 A˚ at this film thickness. No other structures are present. This is consistent with the cor-
responding STM topograph, where the EuO(111) can be identified by the noisy appearance. It
often has triangular borders and its quota of the surface area is considerably lower than in Fig.
6.1(b). After 3.7 MLEEuO Eu exposure the EuO(111) is already difficult to image. For this reason,
no topographs with a lower areal ratio of EuO(100)/EuO(111) were recorded at this film thickness
and an experiment with fEu/fO different from 1.7 was chosen for this film thickness sequence.
(f) (g) (h)
(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 6.4: STM topographs showing the different structures of Figs. 6.1(a) and (b) in higher
resolution. (a) BL of EuO(111) as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), image size 20 nm× 10 nm (Us = +0.13 V,
It = 9.3 nA). (b) Same as (a), 5 nm× 5 nm. (c) Fourier transform of (b). (d) Structure
labelled as ‘tri’ in 6.1(b) (70 nm× 70 nm, −1.0 V, 0.46 nA) Inset: Self-correlation. (e) Same as
(d), 20 nm× 20 nm. One of the most common triangles is indicated. (f) EuO(100) structure of
Fig. 6.1(b) (80 nm× 80 nm, +0.94 V, 0.14 nA). Inset: Zoom into defect-free area, 3.5 nm× 3.5 nm
(−1.0 mV, 83 nA). (g) Same structure and parameters as in (f). (h) Structure labelled as ‘hex’ in
6.1(b) (20 nm× 20 nm, −0.54 V, 1.5 nA).
As already mentioned, the three different phases in Fig. 6.1(b) fully cover the Ir surface.
Although the Eu amount of 1 MLEEuO would be sufficient for one ML EuO(100), the amount of
oxygen is only ≈ 60% of that. Thus, there is not enough O to fully cover the substrate by a mixture
of EuO(100) and EuO(111). The only reasonable explanation for the full coverage of the Ir is the
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presence of Eu islands as third phase, especially because of the presence of the LEED spots which
correspond to hexagonally arranged Eu metal. This suggests that the bonding between Eu and Ir
is sufficient to suppress re-evaporation at 723 K.
The absence of such islands for the Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO experiment [Fig. 6.1(a)] does not con-
tradict this interpretation. If the average Eu atom density on the Ir surface is not higher than
14% of the surface atom density of Ir(111), the Eu only forms a (
√
7 × √7)R19.1◦ superstructure
which appears just as a noisy Ir terrace when imaged at 300 K due to the high mobility of the
Eu. Only for higher coverages metallic Eu islands form (see App. A). While for the Θ = 0.46
MLEEuO experiment the amount of oxygen should be sufficient to cover 22% of the substrate with
BL EuO(111), the excess Eu corresponds to ≈ 12% of the remaining Ir(111) surface atoms if no
re-evaporation has taken place, i.e. the Eu atom density is lower than for the (
√
7 × √7)R19.1◦
superstructure. Thus, no island formation is expected.
For the Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO experiment the situation has changed. While the amount of excess Eu
is increased to 0.43 MLEEuO, the Ir surface which is not covered by EuO is decreased to less than
50%. Thus, the Eu atom density on the Ir is increased considerably, but a quantitative estimate
as above is not possible because not all excess Eu is located on the Ir terraces. This is deduced
from the observation of the ‘tri’ structure for Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO [Figs. 6.4(d) and (e)] instead of the
atomically resolved BL EuO(111) structure [Figs. 6.4(a) and (b)]. This means that a part of the
excess Eu did already start to build the third layer of EuO(111). However, the Eu atom density
on the Ir is obviously sufficient to build large islands.
The assignment of the three structures in Fig. 6.1(b) to the corresponding lattices observed in
the LEED pattern [Fig. 6.1(e)] is possible even for large scale images due to their characteristic
appearance. The structure labelled ‘tri’ in Fig. 6.1(b) has a rough appearance when compared
to the atomically flat terraces of the EuO(100) and the structure labelled ‘hex’, making it easily
distinguishable. The Figs. 6.4(d) and (e) show higher resolved topographs of the ‘tri’ structure,
which one can interpret either as triangular depressions or protrusions on an otherwise flat surface.
Such triangular motifs are often found in surface reconstructions which occur to avoid the high
electrostatic potential of polar surfaces (see Sec. 2.3). Thus it is highly probable that the ‘tri’
structure is EuO(111) where a reconstructed third layer has grown. The edges of the triangles are
aligned to the EuO-
〈
110
〉
-directions. The NN distance of the dots in the self-correlation of Fig.
6.4(d), which is shown in the inset, is ≈ 2.2 nm. This would correspond to a p(6×6) superstructure
of the EuO(111), but as the size of the triangles is obviously not homogeneous there exists no
superstructure with a long range order. The 2.2 nm are slightly more than the length of the largest
triangles, one of which is indicated in 6.4(e). These show a depression at their centre and give the
impression that they consist of three smaller triangles at their corners. Thus the large triangles
are probably no own structure but appear when three small triangles have formed in the closest
possible distance to each other. Hence the 2.2 nm should be the shortest repetition distance of the
small triangles. Due to a lack of resolution further details of this structure cannot be determined.
The EuO(100) phase can be unambiguously identified by dark disks, which can be seen in the
Figs. 6.4(f) and (g). The dark disks remind one to the oxygen vacancies in EuO(100) on Ni after
annealing in Eu vapour [Figs. 5.15(b), (c), and Fig. 5.14(e)]. The incorporation of O vacancies
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is likely due to the Eu excess of 70%. The proof that this structure is EuO(100) is given by two
evidences: Firstly, the inset in Fig. 6.4(f) shows atomic resolution (only one ion sort is imaged as
bright protrusions) at a position where no O vacancy is present. Secondly, in Fig. 6.4(g) are small
second layer islands with 90◦ angles between the edges.
The structure labelled ‘hex’ in Fig. 6.1(b) is shown in higher resolution in Fig. 6.4(h). As
mentioned above, the presence of metallic Eu on the Ir is probable. Because the EuO(100) can
be identified unambiguously and the ‘tri’ structure is most probably a reconstruction of the polar
EuO(111) this remaining phase should be the expected metallic Eu. The hexagonal pattern in
Fig. 6.4(h) has a NN distance of ≈ 10A˚ and therefore has to be a superstructure. This distance
corresponds to the (9.6± 1) A˚ found for the inner LEED spots in Fig. 6.1(e), but no simple
connection to the 4.23 A˚ which were found by LEED and are expected for the metallic Eu can be
found. The
〈
110
〉
-directions of all structures are aligned to another, thus a superstructure should
be given by a factor which is an integer number. Also characteristic for the ‘hex’ phase is a high
amount of adsorbates, which is an additional argument for the presence of highly reactive metallic
Eu. Additionally, in this structure often larger depressions are found which are most probably
oxidised parts. These dark areas are typically larger than the dark disks (representing the oxygen
vacancies) on the EuO(100) and thus make it possible to distinguish this ‘hex’ phase from the
EuO(100) on large scale images.
6.1.2 Flux ratio dependence
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Figure 6.5: STM topographs of EuO(111) on Ir. (a) Same topograph as in Fig. 6.1(a) for compari-
son [image size 160 nm× 160 nm, Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = 1.7, Tgrowth = 723 K (Us = −0.61 V,
It = 0.86 nA)]. (b) Θ = 0.23 MLEEuO Eu grown with fEu/fO = 0.85 at Tgrowth = 723 K
(160 nm× 160 nm, −1.0 V, 0.82 nA). (c) Zoom into (b), 8 nm× 8 nm, same parameters. The green
and black lines indicate dense packed rows of the superstructure on the right hand side and on the
left hand side of the bright stripe, respectively.
As lower values of fEu/fO lead to preferential growth of EuO(100) for Θ = 3.7 MLEEuO, sub-
monolayer growth with different flux ratios should give a hint to the underlying mechanism.
Figure 6.5 shows a comparison between the growth for fEu/fO = 1.7 and fEu/fO = 0.85. Figure
6.5(a) is part of the same topograph as in Fig. 6.1(a), but without flattening applied. This allows
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one to better perceive the lower apparent height of the EuO(111) compared to the Ir terrace on
which it has grown. Also the small ridges of free Ir at the descending step edges are better visible.
The topograph in Fig. 6.5(b) had to be flattened to give contrast to features of the EuO film
despite the high amount of Ir(111) steps. For this experiment the O2 exposure was kept constant
while only half of the Eu was deposited. Due to the Eu deficiency (fEu/fO < 1) now all Eu
was incorporated into the EuO film. Thus, the EuO coverage is nominally 85% of the film with
Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO - fEu/fO = 1.7 and both films have a similar coverage and are thus suitable for
a comparison of the flux ratio dependence. If just fEu/fO would have been reduced and not Θ, the
nominal coverage would have been 70% higher than for the Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO experiment.
In Fig. 6.5(b) again only EuO(111) islands are present, but additionally there are small clusters
on the Ir terraces which are probably also an Eu oxide. Thus, for coverages up to ≈ 25% BL
EuO(111) larger islands consists only of polar EuO for 0.85 ≤ fEu/fO ≤ 1.7 and the decisive
influence of fEu/fO leading to the preferential growth of EuO(100) for Θ = 3.7 MLEEuO must
occur in a later growth stage.
Figure 6.5(b) shows three major differences compared to Fig. 6.5(a): (I) no islands are present
in the third layer, (II) bright stripes are present in the EuO, and (III) the apparent height of the
EuO is larger than of adjacent Ir.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Inverted contrast LEED patterns of sub-ML EuO(111) grown at Tgrowth = 723 K.
Primary electron energy 78 eV. (a) Θ = 0.23 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = 0.85. (b) Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO,
fEu/fO = 1.7. The EuO spots are arc-like elongated, contrary to the Ir spots.
(I) is a consequence of the lack of Eu. As the film was grown Eu deficient there is not enough Eu
present to form the third EuO(111) layer. (II) The bright stripes are anti-phase domain boundaries.
If two EuO(111) islands grow together it is improbable that their superstructures fit together. In
such a case a line type defect is expected, at which a registry shift of the superstructures occurs.
This can be seen in Fig. 6.5(c), which is a zoom into the area indicated by a square in Fig. 6.5(b).
There, green lines are on top of dense packed rows of superstructure protrusions at the right hand
side of the bright stripes and the black lines are on top of the corresponding superstructure rows on
the left hand side of the bright stripe. Green and black lines are both not on top of superstructure
protrusions on the other sides of the bright stripe, thereby confirming that these stripes are anti-
phase domain boundaries. For fEu/fO = 1.7 no such domain boundaries were found, so the higher
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O chemical potential influences the growth kinetics towards formation of smaller domains.
The influence on the growth kinetics is also seen by LEED, where the arc-like elongation of
the EuO(111) is increased for the Eu deficient conditions as can be seen in Fig. 6.6. For both
fEu/fO the six EuO(111) spots are arc-like elongated, contrary to the Ir(111) spots which are
radially symmetric. But, for fEu/fO = 0.85 [Fig. 6.6(a)] the FWHMs of spot profiles along the
azimuthal direction are (17.5± 1) %SBZ1 while for fEu/fO = 1.7 [Fig. 6.6(b)] the FWHMs are
(13± 0.5) %SBZ only. Due to a a lack of intensity of higher order spots the standard deviation
angle could not be determined for fEu/fO = 0.85. For fEu/fO = 1.7 the standard deviation from
the EuO[110]-Ir[110] alignment is ± 2.3◦ as will be shown in Sec. 6.1.4.
(a) 0 L (b) 0.3 L (c) 0.5 L (d) 0.8 L (e) 1.0 L
Figure 6.7: STM topographs of a film with 0.46 MLEEuO Eu exposure, grown with fEu/fO = 1.7
at Tgrowth = 723 K. All images are 40 nm× 60 nm in size and tunnelled at Us = −0.54 V and
It = 0.74 nA. At the left hand side they show Ir(111) and at the right hand side EuO(111).
During tunnelling the sample was exposed to an O2-pressure of 7, 3 · 10−10 mbar at 300 K. The O2
exposure increases from the left to the right and is given in langmuir. The contrast is similar in all
images and the brightness is adjusted to the EuO.
(III) For Eu rich growth conditions, the EuO(111) has a larger apparent height than the under-
lying Ir terrace. For Eu deficient conditions this is not the case. As turned out after some testing,
this phenomenon is related to work function changes on the Ir terrace due to the presence of ad-
sorbed O. This was proven by O2 adsorption experiments carried out for EuO which was grown
under Eu rich conditions. Figure 6.7 shows a sequence of O adsorption where a total of 1 L O2 was
adsorbed at 300 K. Before O2 adsorption [Fig. 6.7(a)] the EuO (at the right hand side) appears
lower than the Ir. With increasing O2 exposure the brightness of the Ir terrace decreases while the
noise level increases. So for films grown with O2 excess, mobile O remains on the Ir surface and
gives rise to the differences in the apparent height.
Figure 6.7 additionally demonstrates that the EuO is not influenced by the O2 exposure as
there is not the smallest sign of adsorbed O or structural changes on the EuO island. Because
Eu2+ is still highly reactive this can only be explained by O termination of the EuO to the vacuum
side. This is consistent with the step edge dipole interaction as explained above and also with the
work function increase of the EuO(111) which leads to the low apparent height.
1Thereby, 1 SBZ is defined as the diameter of the unreconstructed EuO(111) surface Brillouin zone in
Γ-M -direction (i.e., 100 %SBZ = 2.76 nm−1).
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6.1.3 Work function of the polar EuO(111)
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Figure 6.8: (a) STM topograph of a BL EuO(111) on Ir. Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = 1.7 (Image
size 50 nm× 50 nm, Us = −0.61 V, It = 0.86 nA). (b) Profile of the apparent height along the
path indicated in (a) in different colours.
The decrease of the apparent height of the EuO(111) due to its polarity is considerable as
demonstrated in Fig. 6.8. The STM topograph shows two Ir terraces, the lower of which is
partially covered by EuO(111). Arrows in different colours indicate the path of the apparent height
profile in Fig. 6.8(b). The step height between the Ir terraces is 2.2 A˚ and corresponds to the
topographic height. The step along the red arrow is 1.5 A˚ with the EuO being lower than the Ir.
The geometrical height of a BL EuO(111) should be 2.97 A˚ (5.14 A˚/
√
3), thus the apparent height
of the BL EuO(111) is ≈ 4.5 A˚ lower than the geometrical height.
To measure the work function differences between the Ir(111) and the EuO(111) field emission
resonance (FER, see Sec. 4.3.3) measurements were performed. The spectra shown in Fig. 6.9(a)
were taken between 0.5 V < Ub < 10 V for both Ir and EuO whereby U was modulated by 50 mV
with a frequency of 433 Hz. The feedback loop was tuned to slow response, keeping It = 1.0 nA.
The recording time for each spectrum was 100 s. The spectrum on the Ir surface is relatively noisy,
probably caused by mobile adsorbates on the surface.
The numbers above the oscillation indicate their order. The peak at Ub ≈ 3 V on the EuO(111)
is not a FER because it does not fit to the distances between the different FER orders, the peak
positions of which are given by
Upeak = U0 + U1 · (n+ 1)2/3, (6.1)
whereby n is the order of the oscillation and U0 and U1 are offset and slope constants, respec-
tively. Instead the first peak on EuO is assumed to be an interface state [240].
In Fig. 6.9(b) the peak positions and their shift between EuO and Ir are plotted for the first
7 orders. The 0 order peak positions do not coincide with the fits given by Eq. 6.1 due to the
influence of the image potential (see Sec. 4.3.3). For the orders ≥ 1 the shift is constant within the
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Figure 6.9: (a) FERs measured above EuO(111) (red) and above Ir(111) (blue). The order of the
oscillation is indicated at the corresponding maximum. (b) Peak positions of the FERs plotted in
dependence of the oscillation order n for EuO (red dots) and for Ir (blue squares). The black lines
are fits using Eq. 6.1 with U0 = 3.9 V (EuO), U0 = 2.1 V (Ir) and U1 =1.6 V. The black triangles
represent the shifts between the EuO and the Ir peak positions of the same order. For orders ≥ 1
the shift is constant as given by the red line.
given error and corresponds to the work function difference. The average of several measurements
gives a work function difference of
∆Φ = ΦEuO − ΦIr = (1.77± 0.02) eV.
Using ΦIr = 5.76 eV [241] the work function of the polar EuO(111) is ΦEuO = (7.53± 0.02) eV.
This value is considerable higher than the work function of EuO(100), which is less than 2 eV
[242]. This large difference of ≈ 6 eV demonstrates the large dipole moment connected with the
polar orientation of the Eu(111). Using a naive model of a plate capacitor, where the voltage is
UBL = σ · d111/ε0 (see Sec. 2.3), a value of UBL = 46.9 V would be expected using d111 = 1.48 A˚
and calculating σ by assuming Eu2+ and O2− ions. Although this naive model overestimates the
dipole moment by neglecting the discrete nature of the charge distribution it is about one order of
magnitude higher than the measured work function increase. Thus a partial compensation of the
polarity by a mechanism described in Sec. 2.3 is likely.
As at least the in-plane positions of the atoms are not changed, as proved by STM and LEED,
a severe reconstruction of the BL EuO(111) can be ruled out. Due to the low pressure in the UHV
chamber the presence of adsorbates on the EuO is unlikely. Thus direct electronic modifications are
the most probable polarity compensation mechanism. Furthermore, work function shifts of ultra
thin oxide films on metals occur due to metal-induced gap states which arise from penetration of
metal electron wave functions into the oxide overlayer and from chemical bonds between metal and
oxide [240]. This may also considerably effect the measured work function of the BL EuO(111).
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6.1.4 Temperature dependence
(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: Inverted contrast LEED patterns of EuO films with Θ = 3.4 MLEEuO and
fEu/fO = 0.85, primary electron energy 57 eV. (a) Tgrowth = 623 K. (b) Tgrowth = 723 K. Blue
arrows indicate EuO(111) spots and red arrows one domain of EuO(100).
Up to now all results were given on a basis of EuO films grown at 723 K. The selection of this
growth temperature was based on the results of the EuO growth on Ni(100) (Chap. 5) and LEED
measurements of two films grown with Θ = 3.4 MLEEuO and fEu/fO = 0.85 at 623 K and at 723 K
which are shown in Fig. 6.10. For Tgrowth = 623 K [Fig. 6.10(a)] the most pronounced spots are
the hexagonal ones of the EuO(111). Additional spots belong to the three domains of EuO(100),
but these have a considerably lower intensity.
For Tgrowth = 723 K [Fig. 6.10(b)] the EuO(111) spots (indicated by blue arrows) did not
noticeably change in intensity but are elongated in azimuthal direction, indicating an increase of
in-plane misorientation of the EuO(111). The EuO(100) spot intensity is increased and surpasses
the intensity of the EuO(111). Eight of the EuO(100) spots (i.e. one domain), which are indicated
by red arrows, have a higher intensity than the other EuO(100) spots. Thus one EuO(100) domain
has grown preferentially, which could be related to the small miscut (< 0.1◦) of the (111) plane of
the Ir crystal.
The principal difference between the growth temperatures 623 K and 723 K is thus a considerable
increase of the EuO(100) LEED spot intensity of Θ = 3.4 MLEEuO films for Tgrowth = 723 K.
Additionally, the lower growth temperature lead to a reduction of the arc-like elongation of the
EuO(111) LEED spots. Therefore, the impact of the growth temperature on EuO(111) was analysed
further for sub-monolayer coverage, i.e. BL EuO(111) structures. The results are shown in Fig.
6.11.
In both topographs in Figs. 6.11(a) and (d) the BL EuO(111) looks similar and has a lower
apparent height than the adjacent Ir terrace as expected for fEu/fO = 1.7. In both EuO layers
bright stripes can be seen, which were identified as boundaries of translational domains in Sec. 6.1.1.
Contrary to the case for Eu deficient growth these stripes form fewer and only very small triangles,
thus their total length per area is much lower. Between Tgrowth = 623 K and Tgrowth = 723 K no
significant change of the areal density of anti-phase domain boundaries could be found.
But an influence of Tgrowth was found for another defect, which appears as ‘missing superstruc-
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Figure 6.11: STM topographs of BL EuO(111) (Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO) grown with fEu/fO = 1.7 at
Tgrowth = 623 K (a-c) and at Tgrowth = 723 K (d-f). (a) Image size 100 nm× 100 nm (Us = −0.61 V,
It = 0.32 nA). (b) 30 nm× 30 nm, −21 mV, 1.4 nA. (c) 9 nm× 9 nm, −21 mV, 1.4 nA. The black
hexagon surrounds 2 defects. Inset: Fourier transform. (d) 100 nm× 100 nm, −1.2 V, 0.47 nA. (e)
30 nm× 30 nm, −0.49 V, 0.37 nA. (f) 9 nm× 9 nm, −0.75 V, 2.8 nA. Inset: Fourier transform.
ture protrusion’. These defects have a much higher areal density for Tgrowth = 623 K than for
Tgrowth = 723 K, which is better visible on the higher resolved topographs in Figs. 6.11(b) and (e).
In Fig. 6.11(c) two adjacent of such defects are enclosed by a black hexagon. As this topograph
is atomically resolved one can see that the atomic rows run through these defects without defects,
i.e. there seem to be no missing or shifted atoms. Possibly, such superstructure defects mark
missing atoms below the top layer which would be Eu vacancies. Another explanation could be
adsorbates. This cannot be be clarified without knowledge of the nature of the superstructure. Its
periodicity is given by the epitaxial relation between the oxide film and the substrate, but the low
corrugation of the Ir(111) surface makes a purely topographic origin improbable. Thus at least an
electronic contribution has to be considered. If the origin of the superstructure defects lies not in
the (for STM invisible) Eu layer beneath, another explanation for the unchanged atomic rows at
the defects could be that the superstructure consists of Eu atoms on top of the BL (i.e., in the
third EuO layer). Possibly, such a periodic Eu adsorption may be required for the stabilisation of
the polar BL EuO(111).
Beside this superstructure defects the difference between both growth temperatures lies in the
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Figure 6.12: Inverted contrast LEED patterns of BL EuO(111) (Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO, fEu/fO = 1.7)
at a primary electron energy of 72 eV grown at (a) Tgrowth = 623 K and (b) Tgrowth = 723 K.
The circles indicate the paths along which the spot profiles were taken. (c) Plots of FWHMs of
three equivalent EuO(111) spots. Black squares: first order, Tgrowth = 623 K; red circles: first
order, Tgrowth = 723 K; blue squares: third order, Tgrowth = 623 K; green circles: third order,
Tgrowth = 723 K. 1 SBZ is here defined as the diameter of the unreconstructed EuO(111) surface
Brillouin zone in Γ-M -direction (i.e., 100 %SBZ = 2.76 nm−1).
degree of misorientation of the EuO. This has also an impact on the superstructure as can be seen
in Figs. 6.11(c) and (f), which are both atomically resolved. The angle between the superstructure
and the dense packed EuO rows (φEuO,super) is amplified, compared to the angle between the dense
packed EuO and Ir rows (φEuO,Ir), similar to the case of the graphene moire´ in Sec. 2.4.2. This
amplification and the subsequent superstructure misorientation result in a considerable deviation
from the p(3× 3) superstructure. Due to the smaller superstructure unit cell the amplification is
smaller than for the graphene moire´. For small angles [i.e. sin(φEuO,Ir) ≈ φEuO,Ir] the amplification
is ≈ 4 and φEuO,Ir can be calculated by:
φEuO,Ir =
(
kIr − kEuO
kIr
)
sin (φEuO,super) . (6.2)
The angles φEuO,super can be measured in the Fourier transforms of the topographs which are
shown in the insets of Figs. 6.11(c) and (f). There, the superstructure is represented by the inner
hexagonal spots and the EuO atoms by the outer hexagonal spots. The angles φEuO,super are given
by the angles between the hexagons and are φEuO,super(Fig. 6.11(c)) ≈ 2◦ and φEuO,super(Fig.
6.11(f)) ≈ 4.5◦. Using Eq. 6.2 and the surface lattice constants aEuO = 3.7A˚ and aIr = 2.71A˚ the
angles φEuO,Ir are φEuO,Ir(Fig. 6.11(c)) = 0.5
◦ and φEuO,Ir(Fig. 6.11(f)) = 1.2◦.
These misalignment angles of the EuO are only local examples. To determine the average mis-
orientation the azimuthal elongation of the LEED spots can be used, similar as for the graphene
moire´ in Sec. 4.1.4. Figure 6.12(a) shows the LEED pattern of the BL EuO(111) film grown
at Tgrowth = 623 K and Fig. 6.12(b) the LEED pattern of the BL EuO(111) film grown at
Tgrowth = 723 K. The FWHMs of azimuthal profiles of three equivalent first and third order spots
are plotted for both temperatures in Fig. 6.12(c).
Although the FWHMs of the equivalent spots of the same temperature vary between each other,
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the increase with the spot order is clearly visible. The fits [solid lines in Fig. 6.12(c)] have a slope
of 2.7% for Tgrowth = 623 K and of 9.3% for Tgrowth = 723 K. Thus, the the standard deviation from
the EuO[110]-Ir[110] alignment is ± 0.7◦ for Tgrowth = 623 K and ± 2.3◦ for Tgrowth = 723 K.
The misalignment the EuO(111) could result from a slight increase of the surface lattice constant
(aEuO(111) = 3.7 A˚) compared to the bulk value. This lattice expansion is a completely different
behaviour than for the ML EuO(100) and could be a consequence of the polarity: An increase of the
in-plane lattice constant reduces the surface electron density and thus decreases the electrostatic
energy of the polar EuO(111). An increase of the surface lattice constant was also found for other
polar oxides on metal substrates, e.g., MgO(111) on Ag(111) [113] or FeO(111) on Pt(111) [243].
Figure 6.13: Top view of a ball model of a BL EuO(111) on Ir(111) with an angle of 5.2◦ between
the Ir-
[
110
]
and the EuO-
[
110
]
. For a slightly expanded EuO lattice (aEuO(111) = 3.7 A˚) the EuO
builds a (
√
7 × √7)R19.1◦ superstructure. Colour scheme: Ir dark blue, Eu light blue, and O red.
EuO(111) with a surface lattice constant of aEuO(111) = 3.7 A˚ coincides the Ir(111) lattice in
a (
√
7 × √7)R19.1◦ superstructure and requires a misalignment of the Ir-[110] and EuO-[110]-
directions of 5.2◦. This case is drawn as ball model in Fig. 6.13. If the lattice expansion is really
connected to a reduction of the electrostatic energy, it should increase with the size of the oxide
island. Then the temperature dependence of the misalignment could be explained by the necessity
to rotate EuO islands of a certain size, which requires a sufficient temperature.
6.2 EuO on Ir(100)
Contrary to Ni(100), on Ir(111) no surface oxides were observed and directly rock-salt structured
EuO has grown. The intention of EuO growth on Ir(100) was to combine these advantages with
the fourfold symmetry of a (100) surface for the growth of EuO(100).
As starting point for the growth on Ir(100) the optimum values for EuO(100) growth on
Ni(100) were chosen, i.e. fEu/fO = 1.4 and Tgrowth = 723 K. Under these conditions, growth
of a Θ = 3.8 MLEEuO film lead to the presence of facet reflexes, i.e. spots which run to the border
of the field of view with increasing electron energy. Simultaneously EuO(100) spots of two different
domains are present, the first order spots of which are connected by a red or green square in Fig.
6.14(a). These domains are rotated by ± 12◦ out of an EuO[001] ‖ Ir[011] alignment, and have a
surface lattice constant of ≈ 3.6A˚, i.e. as expected for bulk like EuO(100).
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The presence of the facet reflexes indicates a large amount of EuO(111) grains which grow in
pyramidal shape with {100}-facets to minimise the surface free energy, similar to the observations
for the growth on Ni(100) (see Sec. 5.1.1). Thus, both (100) and (111) oriented grains form under
Eu rich conditions, similar as for the (111) face of Ir. There, Eu deficiency during the initial growth
phase (Θ ≤ 2.5 MLEEuO) considerably increased the ratio of EuO(100)/EuO(111). Hence, initial
Eu deficient growth was also tested for Ir(100). The easiest way to achieve this was to leave out
the removal of the p(2× 1)-O adsorbate layer, which was used to lift the p(5× 1) reconstruction of
the Ir(100) (see Sec. 4.1.2).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.14: Inverted contrast LEED patterns of EuO films grown with Θ = 3.8 MLEEuO and
fEu/fO = 1.4 at Tgrowth = 723 K. Primary electron energy 62 eV. (a) Film grown on clean surface.
The Ir(100) spots are enclosed by blue circles, the red or green squares connect first order spots
of two EuO(100) domains. Adjacent to these first order spots are facet reflexes of EuO(111). (b)
Film grown on surface with a p(2× 1)-O adlayer. The intensity enclosed by black circles belongs
to EuO(100) spots with EuO[011] ‖ Ir[011].
Figure 6.14(b) shows the LEED pattern of a EuO film grown on Ir(100) with an p(2× 1)-
O adlayer. All growth parameters of the film are the same as for the film represented by Fig.
6.14(a). Still facet reflexes were observed for LEED of this film but with reduced intensity. Thus,
similar to the Ir(111) substrate, Eu deficiency during the initial growth phase increased the ratio
of EuO(100)/EuO(111). The EuO with ≈ EuO[001] ‖ Ir[011] is represented by elongated spots
instead of two sharp, but rotated spots. This means that the full range of angles between the ± 12◦
deviation of EuO[001] ‖ Ir[011] alignment is realised. Therefore, similar to the (111) surface, O
surplus leads to an increase of the misalignment of the EuO films (see Sec. 6.1.2).
For EuO(111) films on Ir(111) grown at Tgrowth = 623 K the elongation of the LEED spots was
reduced compared to films grown at Tgrowth = 723 K. Thus, a reduction of the growth temperature
could also improve the degree of orientation of the EuO(100) on Ir(100), but in the ideal case this
should result in the two rotated domains which are present in Fig. 6.14(a). Possibly the quota of
EuO(111) could be reduced by further decreasing fEu/fO, but this would increase the probability
of incorporating Eu3+-ions. Hence the performed experiments give no hint towards a recipe for
single phase EuO(100) on Ir(100).
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6.3 Summary
EuO grows on Ir(111) without formation of surface oxides which have no structural counterpart
in bulk EuO, contrary to the case of the Ni(100) substrate. This is probably related to the low
chemical reactivity of the noble metal Ir which primarily acts as a screening surface for the oxide
growth. Initially, a BL of Eu(111) forms for Θ = 0.46 MLEEuO, 0.85≤ fEu/fO ≤ 1.7, and 623 K≤
Tgrowth ≤ 723 K. The work function of the BL EuO(111) is increased by ≈ 6 eV compared to the
(100) surface of a EuO single crystal, whereby the additional surface dipole is created by the polarity
of the rock-salt (111) surface. This proves that this BL is terminated by a negatively charged layer,
i.e. O-ions.
For Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO the Ir is additionally covered by three rotational domains of a rock-salt
structured ML of EuO(100), which has a contracted lattice with aEuO = 4.8A˚(i.e. 7% compres-
sion). This is similar to the BL EuO(100) on Ni(100), which is also compressed up to 7%, and is
probably related to finite size effects. In contrast, the BL EuO(111) has a bulk-like or even slightly
expanded lattice which enables a reduction of the surface electron density and thus a reduction of
the polarity. The characteristic superstructures of the BL EuO(111), ranging from a p(3× 3) to a
(
√
7 × √7)R19.1◦, are no longer present for Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO, indicating that the third layer of
EuO(111) already reconstructs to lower the electrostatic potential. At least for fEu/fO = 1.7 also
a third phase is present for Θ = 1.0 MLEEuO, which consists most probably of metallic Eu islands.
For Θ = 3.7 MLEEuO the film consists of EuO(100) and EuO(111) grains, whereby the ratio of
EuO(100)/EuO(111) can be increased by initial usage of lower fEu/fO. This is also true for EuO
films of this thickness grown on Ir(100). There, the misalignment between EuO(100) and substrate
is high as can be seen by the very long LEED spot elongation.
In total, Ir is the ideal substrate to analyse ML EuO(100) and BL EuO(111). It will also be
suitable to analyse the reconstruction of the third layer of EuO(111). For STM analysis of thicker
films it is less suitable as no method to grow single-phase EuO(100) or EuO(111) films was found.
The inclusion of (111)-oriented grains makes crash-free STM difficult for thicker films. To enable
growth of thicker films on a non-magnetic substrate, EuO growth on graphene on Ir(111) was
tested, as will be shown in the next chapter.
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7 EuO on graphene on Ir(111)
In Sec. 5.2 we have seen that it is possible to grow single-phase EuO(100) films on Ni(100). As
Ni has the disadvantage of being ferromagnetic and thus of disturbing magnetic measurements, Ir
was tested as a substrate. This was described in the previous chapter. Contrary to Ni, on Ir it was
possible to grow ML thick EuO(100) in rock salt structure as no complex surface oxides form. On
Ir no single phase EuO could be achieved for film thicknesses of more than 1 ML.
For rock-salt crystals like EuO the (100) surface has the lowest surface energy (see Sec. 2.2)
because of (I) the atom density is the highest for this plane and (II) the electrostatic neutrality of
this surface. Thus, the driving force for the growth of other orientations, like the polar EuO(111),
is the strong interaction with the metal substrate in the initial growth stage. To suppress the
growth of other orientations than (100), a substrate which only slightly interacts with EuO should
be chosen. As the substrate still had to be conductive to perform STM and STS, graphene on
Ir(111) was considered to be a good choice.
Graphene is comparatively inert and has a very low surface energy (≈ 0.3 eV nm−2, see Sec. 2.4)
compared to Ni(100) or Ir(111) (≈ 15 eV nm−2 and ≈ 19 eV nm−2, respectively [244; 245]). Thus,
the interaction of graphene with EuO is expected to be considerably reduced compared to these
metal substrates. Furthermore, graphene can be easily grown in high quality on the already present
Ir(111) crystal, which made this substrate choice even more apparent.
After the experience with the Ni and Ir substrates, the intention was to initially analyse the
growth of sub-monolayer films. Thereby no EuO was found, but the Eu was intercalated between
the graphene and the Ir. These results are described in Sec. 8.1 in a separate chapter. In the
following section films of multilayer thickness are analysed which consist of only partially coalesced
and typically {100}-faceted grains. Therefore, it is useful to give the film thickness, similar to Sec.
5.2, in ML, whereby 1 ML is defined with respect to the density of Eu and O atoms in one layer of
EuO(100) with its bulk lattice constant, which is 1.51× 1019 atoms m−2. As all films were grown
with O deficiency, the O exposure is assumed to be the limiting factor for the film thickness, i.e.
it is assumed that excess Eu re-evaporates (or intercalates, see Sec. 8.1). In Sec. 7.2 two typical
dI/dU spectra taken on the grains’ surfaces are discussed.
7.1 Morphology of the EuO grains
All experiments presented in this chapter were grown on closed TPG+CVD graphene films which
were grown as described in Sec. 4.1.4. For the initial experiments the parameters Tgrowth = 723 K
and fEu/fO = 1.4 were used because they were expected to result in high quality films, based on the
experiences with the growth of EuO(100) films on Ni(100) (see Sec. 5.2). A corresponding film of
3.2 ML thickness is shown in the STM topograph in Fig. 7.1(a). It consists mainly of {100}-faceted
grains, which are only partially coalesced and surrounded by uncovered graphene. Thus, the EuO
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Figure 7.1: (a) STM topograph of EuO grains grown at Tgrowth = 723 K with fEu/fO = 1.4.
Film thickness 3.2 ML, image size 160 nm× 160 nm (Us = −2.2 V, It = 31 pA). (b) Zoom on
grain surface, 25 nm× 25 nm (−1.7 V, 31 pA). (c) Height profile along the line in (a). (d) Inverted
contrast LEED pattern at a primary electron energy of 64 eV. The spots of the three rotational
EuO(100) domains are connected by differently coloured squares.
does not wet this substrate as it was expectable due to the low surface energy of graphene. Above
the green line, which indicates the profile in Fig. 7.1(c), a triangular structure is present, which
is probably (111) oriented EuO. This indicates that growth of polar EuO is not totally suppressed
for this parameters, while the vast majority of the grains are (100) oriented.
Figure 7.1(b) shows a higher resolved topograph of a grain surface. It contains some of the dark
discs which are typical for Eu rich growth conditions and were identified as O vacancies in Sec.
5.2. Their low concentration is indicative of a low charge carrier concentration, which is consistent
with the experienced difficulties in STM imaging. Stable imaging was only possible for very low
tunnelling currents of ≈ 30 pA, but even then the topographs were streaky, indicating frequent
tip-sample interactions.
Figure 7.1(c) is a profile of a grain with a height of ≈ 1.5nm, a typical value for the grains of
this experiment, the surface area of which is in the order of 5000 nm2. This is somewhat less than
the double of the average film height of 0.8 nm (or 3.2 ML), which was calculated assuming the O
exposure as limiting factor. The steep sides of the grain, which enclose an angle of 90◦ with the
top surface (the slight deviation from the perpendicular is given by the tip apex), prove that these
grains are fully {100}-faceted.
As already visible in the STM topograph in Fig. 7.1(a), the EuO grains have a preferred in-plane
orientation. This is quantitatively shown in the LEED pattern in Fig. 7.1(d), which contains spots
of three EuO(100) domains, which are connected by differently coloured squares. At the border
of the field of view the six graphene spots can be seen. These were used to determine the lattice
constant of the EuO as described in Sec. 4.4. To minimise the effect of distortions the second order
spots of the EuO were used which are relatively close to the graphene spots. This gave a surface
lattice constant of aEuO(100) = (3.5±0.05) A˚, i.e. a by 4% contracted lattice compared to the EuO
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Figure 7.2: A compressed EuO(100) lattice (aEuO(100) = 3.47 A˚) on graphene, corresponding to
Fig. 7.1(d). The EuO[011]-direction is rotated by 15◦ with respect to the C[1120]-direction, thus
EuO[010] is aligned to C[1010] and coincides with the C lattice in a 1:2 relation. Colour scheme:
O red, Eu blue, C black.
bulk value.
This could be a consequence of the typical grain thickness of 6 EuO(100) layers and related
finite size effects. We have seen in Sec. 6.1.1 that one ML of EuO(100) on Ir(111) has a surface
lattice constant of only 3.3 A˚ without any apparent epitaxial reason, which increased to 3.5A˚ for
4 ML thickness. Thus, a similar effect is likely on graphene as the interaction strength with the
substrate is probably too low to achieve such a high compression. Nevertheless, the substrate could
support this lattice contraction as, for EuO(100) with a surface lattice constant of 3.47 A˚ and with
a EuO〈010〉 direction aligned to a C〈1120〉 direction, a lattice coincidence with a ratio of 1:2 exists
as shown in Fig. 7.2. In this model the dense packed lattice directions of EuO and graphene
enclose an angle of 15◦ which is consistent with the angle between the first order spots of EuO and
graphene in the LEED pattern. Slightly dilating this 3.47 A˚ surface lattice by 1% would result in
a lattice coincidence in the perpendicular direction with a ratio of 6:7
√
3, but there exist several
other ‘long range’ coincidences for slight variations of the lattice constant which could be realised
upon dilatation of the grains during growth.
The perpendicular side walls of the grains are a considerable handicap for STM. In order to
prevent tip sample contacts the scanning speed has to be very low. Furthermore, one needs to
invest a lot of time for tip preparation as this surface topography is very prone to tip artefacts.
The dewetting of the substrate is driven by minimisation of the free energy of the system and
clearly indicates that the surface free energy of the graphene is lower than that of the EuO. Thus,
the EuO surface is reduced at the cost of leaving graphene surface uncovered. To build lower EuO
grains with larger lateral dimensions Tgrowth should be reduced.
A test with Tgrowth = 300 K did result in a film which showed no LEED spots and even annealing
up to 600 s at 873 K lead only to faint spots at the graphene positions in the otherwise diffuse LEED
intensity. In Sec. 5.2.2 we have seen that annealing of EuO films on Ni(100) in Eu vapour is much
more efficient in creating smooth EuO surfaces. Furthermore, the Eu chemical potential gives rise
to the formation of O vacancies, thereby improving the conductivity. Thus, the film was annealed
again, but now for 600 s at 723 K with an applied Eu pressure of pEu = 1.3× 10−8 mbar. The
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Figure 7.3: (a) STM topograph of EuO grains grown at Tgrowth = 300 K with fEu/fO = 1.4 after
annealing. Film thickness 3.2 ML, image size 160 nm× 160 nm (Us = −2.0 V, It = 83 pA). (b)
Zoom on grain surface, 25 nm× 25 nm (−2.0 V, 83 pA). (c) Height profile along the line in (a).
(d) Inverted contrast LEED pattern at a primary electron energy of 64 eV. The EuO(100) has no
in-plane orientation.
results are shown in Fig. 7.3.
As can be seen in the topograph in Fig. 7.3(a) the grains are even more compact than these
for Tgrowth = 723 K and the overall quality is improved. No polar EuO was found during STM and
the grains’ conductivity had improved, enabling higher tunnelling currents. It was also possible to
record reproducible dI/dU spectra which will be discussed in Sec. 7.2. Figure 7.3(b) shows a higher
resolved topograph of a grain surface which exhibits a higher density of oxygen vacancies [0.03 nm−2
or 0.4% on average in Fig. 7.3(a)] than the grain surface in Fig. 7.1(b). This is consistent with the
observed enhancement of the conductivity and is also typical for this annealing procedure (compare
with Sec. 5.2.2).
The height profile in Fig. 7.1(c) was taken along the green line in Fig. 7.1(a). This grain is
slightly higher than 3 nm (a very common height for the grains of this film). While the grains are
more uniform in size than for Tgrowth = 723 K with a surface area in the order of 2500 nm
2, the
orientation of the grains is lost. This is already visible in the topograph in Fig. 7.3(a), but even
more obvious in the LEED pattern in Fig. 7.3(d), where the electrons diffracted by the EuO(100)
are imaged as two rings. Thus, the in-plane orientation of the grains is absolutely random. Lattice
constant measurements on the outer EuO ring with LEED at the positions of the spots of the
oriented EuO in Fig. 7.1(d), revealed a EuO surface lattice constant of (3.6± 0.05) A˚. This is close
to the bulk value of 3.64 A˚. Assuming an average grain height of slightly more than 3 nm this is
consistent with the relaxation behaviour shown in Fig. 5.20 for EuO on Ni(100). Due to the low
EuO-substrate interaction and due to the absence of epitaxial orientation it is likely that the grains
dilate as a whole with increasing height.
Compared to the film grown at Tgrowth = 723 K, the annealed film was an improvement with
respect to the tunnelling conditions because of the higher conductivity. But this was partially coun-
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Figure 7.4: (a) STM topograph of EuO grains grown at Tgrowth = 553 K with fEu/fO = 2.4
after annealing, imaged at 35 K. Film thickness 2.7 ML, image size 160 nm× 160 nm (Us = +1.3 V,
It = 0.35 nA). (b) Zoom on grain surface, 25 nm× 25 nm (+1.3 V, 0.35 nA). (c) Height profile
along the line in (a). (d) Inverted contrast LEED pattern at a primary electron energy of 64 eV.
teracted by the increased grain height which made imaging even more prone to tip artefacts. Thus,
for the next experiment a lower annealing temperature of 673 K (600 s with pEu = 1.3× 10−8 mbar)
was selected to achieve flatter grains. To avoid the risk of rough grain surfaces, Tgrowth was in-
creased again to 553 K. Additionally, it was intended to image metallic EuO at 35 K and, as TC
is expected to be lowered for films of less than 20 layers (5 nm) thickness [85], the flux ratio was
increased to fEu/fO = 2.4 and 1.7% Gd was co-evaporated. Assuming re-evaporation of excess Eu,
but no re-evaporation of Gd (the vapour pressure of Gd at 673 K is neglectable), a substitution of
4% of the Eu atoms with Gd is expected. The aim is to further enhance the grains’ conductivity due
to the additional 5d electron of Gd compared to Eu and also to increase TC. For bulk EuO such a
Gd concentration enhances TC to 125 K [28], thus the grains are expected to exhibit a considerable
magnetisation despite possible finite size effects. The resulting film was characterised at 35 K and
is shown in Fig. 7.4.
The topograph in Fig. 7.4(a) demonstrates considerable differences to both EuO films described
above, e.g., the grain size is spread over a wide range. Lateral grain dimensions between 5 nm
and 250 nm were found and the grains’ heights vary between 0.25 nm [i.e. 1 ML EuO(100)] and
≈ 3 nm, whereby the largest terraces are usually lower than 2 nm in height. Figure 7.4(c) shows a
characteristic height profile taken along the green line in Fig. 7.4(a).
The higher resolved topograph in Fig. 7.4(b) displays again the dark disks assumed to be
oxygen vacancies. Although the appearance of a Gd impurity in an STM topograph is unknown,
it is unlikely that a Gd impurity is imaged in the same way as an O vacancy. The concentration of
the dark discs [0.07 nm−2 on average in Fig. 7.4(a), i.e. 0.9% O vacancies] is about twice as high
as in Fig. 7.3(b), which is probably a result of the lower annealing temperature and the increased
Eu surplus during growth. Due to the increased O vacancy concentration, together with the Gd
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doping of 4%, all grains of this film are expected to be metallic at the imaging temperature of 35 K.
Figure 7.5: A compressed EuO(100) lattice (aEuO(100) = 3.52 A˚) on graphene with the EuO[011]-
direction aligned to C[1120]. The arrow indicates a unit vector of the superstructure cell, with a
surface lattice coincidence ratio of 7:10. Colour scheme: O red, Eu blue, C black.
The in-plane orientation of the grains cannot be estimated by their topography as they are
roundly shaped and lack the rectangular terraces that are present in Figs. 7.1(a) and 7.3(a). From
the LEED pattern in Fig. 7.4(d) we learn that the degree of orientation lies in between the annealed
film grown at 300 K and the film grown at 723 K. While there is also some ring-like intensity, 48
spots are present in this pattern, belonging to six different domains of EuO(100). This means that
there exists an additional substrate orientation compared to Tgrowth = 723 K with the EuO〈011〉
direction aligned to a C
〈
1120
〉
. This is shown in Fig. 7.5 for a EuO surface lattice constant of
aEuO(100) = 3.52 A˚ as determined by LEED, which results in a lattice coincidence ratio of 7:10.
This ratio crucially depends on the value of aEuO(100) and varies for the error ∆aEuO(100) = 0.07 A˚
between 5:7 and 9:13 and it is also possible that the lattices are indeed incommensurate. This
emphasises that the smaller EuO lattice is caused by finite size effects and not by epitaxial strain.
As the lattice constant was determined by LEED it represents the average grain height of ≈ 2 nm,
which again is consistent with the lattice constant evolution in Fig. 5.20.
7.2 Spectroscopy
The distinct EuO grains on graphene appear as optimal system to perform STS of EuO(100) with
defined properties for different, precisely determined grain thicknesses. Therefore some test spectra
were taken on larger grains of the films grown at Tgrowth = 300 K (Fig. 7.3) and at Tgrowth = 553 K
(Fig. 7.4). Although these tests were only of rudimentary nature, one interesting feature was
discovered. The corresponding plots can be seen in Fig. 7.6.
Spectra of the Tgrowth = 300 K film were taken at room temperature on a large grain of 4 nm [16
ML EuO(100)] height in the voltage range 3.0 V ≥ Us ≥ −3.0 V. An extract of such a spectrum
is shown in Fig. 7.6(a). Although a lateral drift compensation was established it was not possible
to fully suppress the drift and thus the tip was not kept at the same lateral position. It is assumed
that this is not an issue because of the lack of resolution of the used tip which did not resolve
any structure on the EuO terraces (except in the vicinity of the vacancies) in topographs. This
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Figure 7.6: (a) dI/dU spectrum on a grain surface of Fig. 7.3 taken at 300 K. (b) dI/dU spectrum
on a grain surface of Fig. 7.4 taken at 35 K.
indicates that the tip was not sensitive to a specific position above non-defective EuO. Additionally,
the course of the above spectrum was reproducible at different locations.
The stabilisation current was set to 0.4 nA at Us = +3.0 V, leading to a very small current
of < 10 pA for |Us| < 1.6 V and subsequently to a low signal-to-noise ratio. In order to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio, a modulation of δU = 30 mV (frequency ν = 433 s−1) was used and the
averaging time at the lock-in was set to 300 ms, resulting in few data points only. Despite this
fact, for dI/dU ≤ 0.5 a.u. the course of the spectrum is determined by the noise and the small
corrugation between 1.3 V ≥ Us ≥ −1.0 V has no physical meaning. The spectrum is determined
by the tunnelling transmission probability (T ) and no other significant contributions are observable.
A possibility to extract weaker LDOS features out of the spectrum would be the normalisation with
the tunnelling transmission probability T (see Sec. 4.3.2), but here it makes no sense due to the
high noise level.
Spectra of the Tgrowth = 553 K film were taken at 35 K on a grain of 2.5 nm [10 ML EuO(100)]
height in the voltage range 1.6 V ≥ Us ≥ −1.5 V. The starting current of 2.0 nA was stabilised at
+1.6 V and It remained well above the noise level, except for the region 0.2 V ≥ Us ≥ −0.3 V. A
modulation of δU = 10 mV (ν = 433 s−1) and an averaging time of 30 ms were used. Again, the
spectra were highly reproducible and contain a broad peak centred around 750 mV which can be
seen in Fig. 7.6(b). This peak is the only obvious difference to Fig. 7.6(a).
For a better interpretation of this spectrum a normalisation is desirable. As the tunnelling
current was recorded simultaneously with the dI/dU signal the normalisation by I/U (see Sec.
4.3.2) could be directly calculated. To avoid artefacts at regions with low currents, an offset of
5 pA was added to It which had otherwise no significant influence on the course of the normalised
curve. The result is plotted in Fig. 7.7(a). The main differences to the unnormalised curve are the
shift of the position of the broad peak and the approximately linear increase of dI/dU/(I/U) for
U < 0.
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Figure 7.7: (a) dI/dU spectrum of Fig. 7.6(b) normalised by It + 5 pA/Us. (b) dI/dU spectrum
of Fig. 7.6(b) normalised by T (4.9) with s=9.9 A˚ and Φ = 3.2 eV.
A more sophisticated approach is the normalisation by the tunnelling transmission probability
T . Therefore, first a fit for T as described by Eq. 4.9 had to be found. As T has to be symmetric
and the peak at U = 750 meV complicated the fitting procedure, only the branch with U < 0 was
used for the fitting. The best fit was obtained for a tip-sample distance of s = 9.9 A˚ and an average
work function Φ = 3.2 eV (which both are reasonable values). Figure 7.7(b) contains the plot of
T as well as the normalised spectrum. Contrary to the I/U normalisation there is no increase of
dI/dU/T for U < 0, which was somehow expectable as the fitting of T was done using the branch
with U < 0. To conclude, the only significant feature in the spectrum is the peak which has its
maximum positioned at Us = 750 mV in Fig. 7.6(b), at Us = 350 mV in Fig. 7.7(a) and at Us
= 500 mV in Fig. 7.7(b), whereby the latter should be the most reasonable approximation of the
sample LDOS. Apart from this peak, the spectrum in Fig. 7.7(b) is featureless, suggesting the lack
of narrow bands with a high LDOS contributing to the tunnelling current.
Tunnelling spectra recorded at 5 K during recent experiments of a follow-up project show that
this peak is also present on Eu rich EuO without Gd doping, thus it is not connected to Gd
states. During these recent measurements this peak changed in dependence of the distance to the
O vacancies: While the peak height at 500 mV is highest in the surrounding close to the vacancy, the
intensity is increased and shifted towards ≈ 1000 mV inside the vacancy [246]. Possibly this peak is
linked to the metallic state of the EuO but the vanishing tunnelling current for 0.2 V≥ Us ≥ −0.3 V
impedes any information about a possible extension of the lower peak edge down to EF.
Another possible origin of the peak could be the theoretically predicted surface state [48] (see
Sec. 2.1.3). The spin-down part of the surface state shown in Fig. 2.4 coincides with the lower
edge of the spin-up part of the conduction band which both will be much closer to the Fermi level
in Eu-rich EuO as depicted in Fig. 2.4 due to the n doping. But, the dependence of the peak
intensity on the distance to O vacancies suggests that the origin of this peak lies in the presence of
the O vacancies and not in a surface state predicted for defect free EuO(100).
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7.3 Summary
On graphene on Ir(111), EuO can be grown as thin films of distinct, {100}-faceted grains. De-
pending on Tgrowth, the grains orient with EuO〈010〉 ‖ C
〈
1120
〉
(for both Tgrowth = 723 K and
Tgrowth = 553 K) and EuO〈011〉 ‖ C
〈
1120
〉
(for Tgrowth = 553 K only). For Tgrowth = 300 K no
in-plane orientation of the grains was found, even after annealing to 873 K.
The morphology of the grains for a given film thickness is mainly determined by Tgrowth and by
the annealing procedure. For films with a nominal thickness of about 3 ML (7.7 A˚) the typical grain
size varies from 1.5 nm in height and a surface area in the order of 5000 nm2 for a non annealed
film grown at Tgrowth = 723 K to 3 nm in height and a surface area in the order of 2500 nm
2 for a
film grown at Tgrowth = 300 K and annealed up to 873 K for 600 s. The grain’s height influences its
surface lattice constant which is aEuO(100) = (3.5±0.05) A˚ for 1.5 nm grain height and increases to
3.6 A˚ (i.e. almost to the bulk value) for 3 nm high grains. These values are similar to those found
for the relaxation behaviour of EuO(100) on Ni(100) shown in Fig. 5.20.
The EuO grains on graphene appear as suitable model system for scanning tunnelling spec-
troscopy of EuO(100) as one can analyse distinct grains of precisely measurable dimensions, and
the O vacancy concentration can be controlled by annealing in Eu vapour (i.e. by the method
already described for the EuO films on Ni(100) in Sec. 5.2.2) and by choosing an appropriate Eu
surplus and growth temperature. The first recorded tunnelling spectra of EuO(100) with 1% O
vacancies in the topmost layer exhibit states about 500 meV above the Fermi level which are most
probably related to O vacancies.
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8 Eu on and intercalated under graphene on
Ir(111)
Figure 8.1: Topograph of Fig. 7.3(a) [Tgrowth = 300 K, annealed to 723 K, fEu/fO = 1.4,
Θ = 180% ML, image size 160 nm× 160 nm, Us = −2.0 V, It = 83 pA] with derivative filter
applied to the substrate level.
This chapter deals with Eu on and intercalated under graphene on Ir(111). At first, the exper-
iments presented here were motivated by the observation of patterns at the substrate level during
the growth of EuO on graphene. Figure 8.1 is a modified version of the topograph in Fig. 7.3(a)
where a derivative filter was applied to the substrate level. This gives enough contrast to the
graphene to see the moire´ pattern and additional trenches which are not present in pure graphene
on Ir(111). Subsequent experiments at Tgrowth = 723 K revealed that these lines are connected to
Eu intercalation which is elucidated in Sec. 8.1.
Further experiments were performed at lower Tgrowth to get a more complete overview of Eu
adsorption on graphene. The reason for this extended study was a fundamental interest in this
adsorbate system, as the large magnetic moment of Eu could bestow graphene with magnetic prop-
erties without destroying the graphene’s pi-electronic system (see Sec. 2.4.3). For Tgrowth ≤400 K
Eu intercalates - under closed graphene layers - only in very small quantities and instead forms
clusters and/or islands on top which are described in Sec. 8.2. Especially remarkable, at 300 K
and in an intermediate coverage range Eu adsorption results in a phase of uniformly distributed
Eu clusters (size 10-20 atoms) coexisting in two dimensional equilibrium with large Eu-islands in
a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure.
To use a consistent deposition quantity independent of the actual structure, in this chapter
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the deposited Eu amount (Θ) is given in %ML, whereby 100 %ML correspond to a Eu density of
1Eu/2C, i.e. one Eu atom per graphene unit cell or 1.91× 1019 atoms m−2.
A first-principles description of the Eu adsorption on graphene on Ir(111) is achieved by means
of density functional theory (DFT) calculations within the generalised gradient approximation
(GGA) [247]. We consider, both, non spin-polarised calculations with the Eu 4f-shell frozen to f7
configurations as well as spin-polarised calculations including the Eu 4f-shell, where we account for
the strong local Coulomb interactions of the Eu 4f-electrons within the GGA+U approach. Here,
we use the Coulomb parameters of U = 7 eV and J = 1 eV which have been established to be well
suited to describe the spectral properties of rare earth systems [248; 249].
To simulate different Eu coverages, we consider hexagonal graphene supercells with sizes be-
tween (
√
3×√3)R30◦ supercells (6 C-atoms) and 6×6 supercells (72 C-atoms) containing different
amounts of adsorbed Eu. Using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [250] with the
projector augmented wave (PAW) [251; 252] basis sets, we obtain relaxed adsorption geometries
and calculate electronic properties including the local density of states (LDOS), work functions, and
dipole moments. In all calculations, the carbon atoms and Eu atoms were relaxed until forces were
below 0.02 eV A˚
−1
. In the calculations with Ir substrate [4 layer Ir(111) slabs], the Ir(111) slabs were
forced to a perfect lattice with lattice constant 3.5 A˚ to avoid computationally very expensive cal-
culations involving supercells with lateral extent corresponding to the full moire´ structure. Hence,
the Ir substrate has the same surface lattice constant as graphene (2.46 A˚) in the calculations.
Angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements were done in another
UHV system which had a base pressures in the 10−9 mbar range. For substrate cleaning, fabrication
of closed graphene layers, and film growth, the same procedures were used as described in chapter
4. ARPES spectra were taken at 60 K by a Scienta SES-100 hemispherical electron analyser with an
energy resolution of ∼25 meV using 21.22 eV photons from a helium discharge source with a beam
spot diameter of about 2 mm. For the parallel momentum scan the polar angle ranged from 40◦ to
70◦. The azimuthal angle, ϕ, was changed by a wobble stick and roughly checked by the LEED spot
orientation. For a range of azimuths within a few degrees around the Γ-K-M direction, the absolute
value of ϕ can be determined to a precision better than 0.5◦ when the measured dispersion is fitted
by the tight-binding approximation bands of graphene [167; 253]. For additional experiments with
Cs intercalation an SAES alkali metal dispenser [254] was used. The Cs evaporation rate remained
undetermined, whereby a dispenser current between 6.5 A and 7 A lead to recognisable Cs amounts
on the sample after evaporation times in the order of minutes.
8.1 Eu intercalate patterns oriented along the graphene moire´
All experiments presented in this section were grown on closed TPG+CVD graphene films. Figure
8.2 shows a large scale topograph of Θ = 18% ML Eu deposited at Tgrowth = 723 K with fEu/fO = 1.4
(i.e., grown similarly as the experiment of Fig. 8.1 but with only 1/10 of the deposited amount).
While the EuO grains are completely absent, the deposit has built stripes and hexagonal islands
with an apparent height of ≈ 2 A˚. The lines and island edges are aligned to each other and thus have
to be oriented along certain substrate directions. These directions are not the same on the whole
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Figure 8.2: STM topograph of Θ = 18% ML Eu deposited at Tgrowth = 723 K with fEu/fO = 1.4
(image size 600 nm× 600 nm, Us =−1.5 V, It = 54 pA). There are several pre-existing Ir step edges
and some dislocations in this image. Inset: Corresponding LEED pattern at 48 eV primary electron
energy. Black circles enclose C and Ir spots, red squares the additional Eu spots.
substrate but can differ considerably, whereby the change occurs at graphene grain boundaries.
Also the size distribution of the islands is rather inhomogeneous. The details of this patterns will
be discussed in Sec. 8.1.3.
As can be seen in the LEED pattern which is shown as inset in Fig. 8.2, the spots of the grown
film are at the position of a p(2×2) superstructure with respect to graphene. As we will see in
the following, these spots belong to pure (i.e., non oxidised) Eu which is intercalated between the
graphene and the Ir(111).
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.3: STM topographs of films grown at 723 K, size 160 nm× 160 nm, imaged at 300 K. (a)
Θ = 18% ML Eu deposited (Us = −1.5 V, It = 110 pA) (b) Θ = 18% ML Eu deposited with with
simultaneous O2 supply with a flux ratio of fEu/fO = 1.4 (−1.5 V, 54 pA).
8.1.1 Chemical stability of intercalated Eu
The first indication of Eu intercalation was that the observed structures are independent of O2
exposure. Figure 8.3 shows a comparison of two Θ = 18% ML films grown at 723 K, one of which was
exposed to O2 with fEu/fO = 1.4 during growth [Fig. 8.3(b)] while the other was not [Fig. 8.3(a)]. In
both cases the same topography of stripes and hexagonal islands has formed. Thus it is reasonable
to assume that these structures do not contain any O atoms and the Eu is not oxidised. This is
very astonishing because of the high reactivity of the Eu and was further tested by in-vivo STM
during O2 exposure at 300 K. While no changes were observed for O2 amounts of several Langmuir,
structural changes of the stripes and islands could be observed independent of the O2 exposure,
indicating a high lateral mobility of the Eu atoms even at room temperature. As turned out later,
the intercalated Eu is even not affected by sample transport through air. After several days in air
and mild annealing to 700 K to clean the graphene surface, LEED showed spots of graphene and
still these of the intercalated Eu [255].
8.1.2 Intercalate structures
The atomic structure of the intercalate could not be resolved by STM at 300 K due to the mobility
of the Eu. Although islands were formed, they have no stable shape. This can be seen in Fig. 8.4
which contains three exemplary topographs out of a sequence of several frames taken every 84 s
at 300 K. In each topograph streaks are present at several locations which are not caused by tip
changes but by the mobility of the Eu. This becomes obvious by comparing the topographs taken
at different points in time, where not only the island shapes have changed but also coalescence
and separation of islands has taken place. These changes suggest that the evolved patterns are
equilibrium structures, especially as the film was grown at 723 K. Further structural details were
analysed by imaging at 35 K.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 924 s (c) t = 1344 s
Figure 8.4: STM topographs of a film grown at 723 K and imaged at 300 K. Θ = 18% ML Eu,
image size 120 nm× 120 nm (Us = −1.4 V, It = 0.1 nA). (b) was taken 924 s after (a) and (c) was
taken further 420 s later.
Figure 8.5(a) shows a 10 nm× 10 nm part of 12% ML Eu adsorbed at 720 K. Three Eu islands
step edges can be seen, the appearance of which is characteristic for the islands of intercalated Eu.
The steps have no sharp border, but the height increases or decreases stepwise over three to four
atomic rows. This is demonstrated by the height profile in Fig. 8.5(a) (indicated by the red line)
and displayed in the inset. The stepwise height change at the Eu edges resembles the appearance
of Ir step edges in the pure graphene on Ir(111) system, where the graphene grows in a carpet like
mode over the step edges [161]. This similarity further indicates that the graphene is the top layer
(i.e., that the Eu is intercalated).
The shape of the step edges is not always similar. There exist two different types of Eu island
step edge shapes, which are both present in Fig. 8.5(a). The step edge in the lower part of this
topograph runs completely straight while the lower step of the upper Eu island is curved, showing
an undulated shape with the same periodicity as the graphene moire´. As will be shown in Sec. 8.1.3,
this undulation is related to differences in the binding energy between C and Ir within the moire´
unit cell.
Figure 8.5(b) is a flattened version of Fig. 8.5(b). After the removal of the high corrugation
at the islands step edges one can observe the lattice patterns on pure graphene and on the islands
with intercalated Eu simultaneously. The C lattice can be seen everywhere while on the Eu islands
additional corrugation exists. This gives the opportunity to measure the Eu lattice using the C
lattice as a scale.
This was done for Fig 8.5(c), which is a zoom into an intercalated Eu island with sufficient
resolution. As was already known from the LEED pattern (inset of Fig. 8.2), the Eu is arranged in
a p(2×2) superstructure with respect to the graphene. This is better visible in the self-correlation
image in Fig. 8.5(d). A profile of the self-correlation image along a dense packed atom row is
shown in Fig. 8.5(e). This profile unambiguously shows the existence of two periodicities, one with
the graphene lattice constant of 2.46 A˚ and a small corrugation, and the other with the doubled
periodicity and a considerably higher corrugation.
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Figure 8.5: (a-c) STM topographs of 12% ML Eu deposited at 723 K, imaged at 35 K. (a)
Us = −0.29 V, It = 0.73 nA, size 10 nm× 10 nm. Bright areas are islands of intercalated Eu. Inset:
Height profile along the red line. (b) Same as (a) after image flattening. (c) +0.15 V, 1.6 nA,
4.3 nm× 4.3 nm. (d) Self-correlation of (c), the line indicates the position of the height profile
shown in (e).
The crystallographic structure of the intercalated Eu in dependence of Θ was analysed in more
detail by LEED. As turned out, denser Eu structures appeared after exposition of more Eu than
was needed to saturate the Eu p(2×2) layer. The evolution of the LEED pattern with increasing
Θ is shown in Fig. 8.6 (a-c).
With increasing Θ, first the LEED spots of the intercalated Eu become considerably more pro-
nounced. Figure 8.6(a) shows the pattern for a nearly saturated p(2×2) layer at Θ ≈ 24% ML. For
higher Θ the LEED pattern changes. In Fig. 8.6(b), for Θ ≈ 29% ML, the intensity of the p(2×2)
spots has decreased while additional spots have emerged, which correspond to a (
√
3×√3)R30◦
superstructure with respect to Ir(111). Both sets of spots have a nearly equal intensity, indicating
a mixed system where islands of both superstructures coexist and allocate a similar total area. For
Θ > 33% ML only LEED spots of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure are left [Fig. 8.6(c)], but now
with a 10% larger reciprocal length (i.e., with respect to the graphene lattice). This is the densest
Eu intercalation structure we have found, which is consistent with the saturation structure for Eu
intercalation into graphite (see Sec. 2.4.4).
The Figs. 8.6(d-f) show ball models of the different Eu structures beneath the graphene and the
corresponding adsorption energies per Eu atom which were determined by the DFT calculations.
Additionally, the saturation coverages (Θsat) for the structures are given. In all models the graphene
honeycomb is represented by black balls and lines and the Eu atoms are coloured differently,
depending on the structure. Thereby the same colour code was used as for the indication in the
LEED patterns in the Figs. 8.6(a-c): Red for the p(2×2), grey for the (√3×√3)R30◦ with respect
to Ir(111), and green for the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ with respect to the graphene lattice.
The change from the p(2×2) to the (√3×√3)R30◦ structures can be understood by comparing
the adsorption energy per Eu atom (Ead) and the atom densities, which are 10% and 1/3 higher
for the two (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structures. As comes out of the DFT calculations, Ead = −3.8 eV is
lowest for the intercalated p(2×2) structure. But the large energy difference of 2 eV between the
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E  = -3.8 eV/Euad E  = -3.6 eV/EuadE  = -3.6 eV/Euad
Q = 25.0 %MLsat Q = 33.3 %MLsatQ = 27.5 %MLsat
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Figure 8.6: (a-c) Inverted contrast LEED patterns of Eu intercalated between graphene and
Ir(111) at a primary electron energy of 48 eV. Spots belonging to the graphene on Ir(111) system
are enclosed by a black circle. (a) Eu p(2×2) superstructure with respect to graphene (spots
enclosed by red squares); (b) Mixed system: simultaneous presence of the p(2×2) superstructure
as in (a) and of a (
√
3 ×√3)R30◦ superstructure with respect to Ir(111) (spots enclosed by grey,
downward pointing triangles); (c) Eu (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ superstructure with respect to graphene
(spots enclosed by green, upward pointing triangles). (d)-(f) Ball models of the different Eu
structures. The colours of the Eu atoms correspond to the indication of the LEED spots in the
Figs. (a-c). The graphene is represented by the black honeycomb structures.
intercalated (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure (Ead = −3.6 eV atom−1) and the most favourable structure
on top, also a (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ (Ead = −1.6 eV atom−1), leads to intercalation of more Eu than
fits into a p(2×2) lattice, thus making a transformation into the denser (√3×√3)R30◦ structures
necessary. The intermediate formation of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure with respect to Ir(111)
indicates that Ead is lower for this structure compared to the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure with
respect to graphene. This could not be clarified by the DFT calculations as the Ir lattice was
shrinked such that it had the same surface lattice constant as the graphene. This means, that the
structures in Fig. 8.6(e) and (f) were equal in the DFT calculations.
It is possible to change the system back to the p(2×2) structure by annealing. For example,
annealing at 1120 K for 60 s lead again to a mixed LEED pattern like in Fig. 8.6(b) and further
annealing at 1170 K for 60 s to a pure p(2×2) system. As was shown by thermal desorption spec-
troscopy measurements of K intercalated between graphene and Ir(111) ([179], see Sec. 2.4.4), this
loss of Eu may be caused by evaporation which at first requires a deintercalation step and therefore
a much higher activation energy than usual. But, also a dissolution into the bulk of the Ir crystal
could be a plausible explanation.
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8.1.3 Intercalate patterns
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 8.7: (a), (b) STM topographs after Eu deposition on graphene/Ir(111) at 720 K, imaged
at 300 K. (a) Θ = 4% ML, image size 320 nm× 320 nm (Us = −2.5 V, It = 30 pA). Inset: Zoom
into the indicated region with enhanced contrast to show the graphene moire´, 38 nm× 38 nm.
(b) Θ = 18% ML, 320 nm× 320 nm (−1.2 V, 98 pA). The white dots indicate positions of grain
boundaries in the graphene. The black squares indicate the regions of the zoom-ins. (c) Contrast
enhanced zoom (40 nm× 40 nm) into the region indicated by the continuous square in (b). (d)
Contrast enhanced zoom (40 nm× 40 nm) into the region indicated by the dotted square in (b).
Very interesting are the unique patterns of the intercalated Eu, which were already shown in
Fig. 8.2. More details can be seen in Fig. 8.7 for different Eu coverages deposited at 720 K.
For Θ = 4% ML [Fig. 8.7(a)] the Eu tends to one dimensional growth, thereby decorating the
Ir step edges - from both sides. While this is obvious for the upper terrace, it is more difficult to
see at the lower terrace because the apparent height of the intercalated Eu is similar to that of
an Ir(111) step. On the terraces the Eu stripes mostly grow oriented in three different directions
which enclose angles of 60◦ or 120◦. As can be seen in the inset of Fig. 8.7(a), these directions
coincide with those of the graphene moire´. And not only the orientation depends on the moire´,
but also the width of the stripes: Most of the stripes have the same width and allocate two of the
bright moire´ rows which usually indicate ontop regions (see Sec. 2.4.2). Occasionally, already at
Θ = 4% ML some smaller islands are present, while the island formation becomes dominant for
higher coverages.
Figure 8.7(b) shows the variety of patterns which exist for Θ = 18% ML. Although the layer is
already quite full and covers ≈ 75% of the Ir, there exist regions where still stripes are preferred.
For example, bunches of stripes are preferentially located at ascending local Ir double steps, of
which three are present in this topograph. Thus, the one dimensional structures are still favourable
under certain conditions.
The white dots in Fig. 8.7(b) indicate positions of grain boundaries in the graphene layer. They
can be easily identified by a rotation of the moire´ direction between the adjacent regions: While
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the rotational misalignment of the
〈
1120
〉
C
-directions is quite small, the misalignment of the moire´
patterns is amplified by a factor of 10.7 (see Sec. 2.4.2), leading to considerable differences in the
moire´ orientations.
Figure 8.7(c) and (d) are contrast-enhanced zooms into regions with different moire´ orientations,
whereby the moire´ in (d) is not oriented along the C lattice. The graphene moire´ on Ir(111) is
clearly visible above the intercalated Eu islands and its periodicity remains, just the corrugation is
reduced. Thus, the moire´ is barely perceptible above the intercalated Eu at normal contrast levels.
For both orientations in the Figs. 8.7(c) and (d) the Eu step edges are aligned to the moire´. This
means that the Eu island step edges in Fig. 8.7(d) are not aligned to the C lattice as its orientation
differs considerably from that of the moire´ due to the above mentioned angular amplification factor
of 10.7. A further peculiarity of the intercalated Eu patterns was found by comparing the lengths
between different stripes or islands: While their absolute length cannot be precisely determined
due to the convolution with the tip geometry (i.e., STM exaggerates lateral dimensions dependent
on the tip sharpness), the length differences between stripes or islands along the moire´ direction
can be measured accurately. They are not arbitrary but are multiples of the unit length of the
graphene moire´ on Ir(111), which is 25.3 A˚. Thus, not only the orientation of the Eu structures
depends on the moire´, but also their widths and lengths.
Another feature of the Eu structures are the undulated step edges. While there exist also some
straight step edges, most of them are undulated with the moire´ periodicity. This can be seen in
Fig. 8.7(d) where the moire´ contrast on the Eu structures is very high, and is also partially visible
in Fig. 8.7(c) and in the inset of Fig. 8.7(a). Choosing an appropriate contrast as in Fig. 8.8(a),
the undulation of the stripes can be seen even better. Obviously, it is in phase for the long edges.
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Figure 8.8: (a) Contrast enhanced zoom into Fig. 8.7(a) showing a stripe of intercalated Eu.
(b) Top view model of an intercalated Eu stripe. The system graphene on Ir(111) is represented
by hexagons which are differently coloured depending on the position within the moire´ cell (fcc
green, hcp red, and ontop grey). The hatching indicates the area where the Eu is intercalated
and the thick black lines represent its undulated borders. The space in between the blue lines
(continuous hatching) corresponds to one unit length of the stripe. (c) Model similar to (b), but
for a stripe with a width of two moire´ cells. (d) Plot of the ratio Rontop/fcc+hcp in dependence of
the stripe width w. The dotted line indicates the convergence value of Rontop/fcc+hcp = 1/2 for
w → ∞.
The complexity of the Eu intercalate patterns and the discrete distribution of their lengths
and widths, which change in multiples of the moire´ unit cell (25.3 A˚), can only be understood by
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taking the peculiarities of the system graphene/Ir(111) into account. The most important one is
the inhomogeneous binding between C and Ir within one moire´ unit cell [172; 256], which was
already described in Sec. 2.4.2. As already mentioned in Sec. 8.1.2, the patterns are equilibrium
structures. Thus, it is suitable to consider an energetic model.
An ansatz to achieve a qualitative understanding is the extended area model of Fig. 2.9(c).
For simplicity, the loss of binding energy between C and Ir upon Eu intercalation can be assumed
as ≈ 0 within the ontop regions. For fcc regions the loss of binding energy per region is finite and
about the same as for hcp regions. Taking only this moire´ model into account, the intercalated Eu
would only be located at ontop regions for low coverages like the 4% ML in Fig. 8.7(a). This case is
not realised due to other energy contributions which will be discussed later on. Let us consider now
that these additional contributions just lead to the requirement that a distinct patch of intercalated
Eu must have an area of one moire´ cell or more. Then the loss of binding energy between C
and Ir is minimised by building continuous structures which maximise the ratio Rontop/fcc+hcp =
Nontop/(Nfcc +Nhcp), with N being the numbers of the corresponding regions where Eu is located.
Figure 8.8(b) shows a model of a structure which maximises Rontop/fcc+hcp. The Eu is located
in the hatched area between the black lines. The latter are undulated to fully make use of the ontop
areas while simultaneously minimising the fcc and hcp area allocated by the Eu. This intercalate
structure resembles the shape of the the stripe in Fig. 8.8(a) (i.e., has undulated borders which are
in phase) and also allocates two rows of ontop regions as do the real structures. Per unit length
of the stripe (indicated by the continuous hatching) two ontop and one fcc plus one hcp region are
allocated, resulting in Rontop/fcc+hcp = 1.
Increasing the width of this optimum stripe would just increase the allocated area of fcc and
hcp regions until the next ontop regions are reached. In this case the stripe width increases by one
moire´ cell, but now with the undulation of the long edges being in an antiphase condition. The
corresponding stripe is shown in Fig. 8.8(c). Increasing the stripe width w by one moire´ cell adds
one ontop, one fcc, and one hcp region per unit length, resulting in Rontop/fcc+hcp = 3/4. This
sequence continues by increasing Nontop by one and Nfcc + Nhcp by two for increasing the width
by one moire´ cell and finally converges to Rontop/fcc+hcp = 1/2 for an infinite area. In Fig. 8.8(d)
Rontop/fcc+hcp is plotted for stripes width from w = 1 to w = 10. The considerable decrease from
Rontop/fcc+hcp = 1 for w = 1 to Rontop/fcc+hcp = 3/4 already for w = 2 is the strongest in the
sequence and explains why most of the stripes in Fig. 8.7(a) have a width of w = 1.
The model presented above explains several peculiarities of the intercalate patterns like the
undulated edges and the discrete size changes in moire´ unit cells, but fails to give a complete ex-
planation of the pattern formation. It is obvious that larger Eu islands must built with increasing
exposure, at the latest, when the maximum possible stripe density is exceeded. The realised Eu
distribution in Fig. 8.7(b) shows large local differences in the structure sizes. Despite the high
coverage still regions with stripe structures are present. They are preferentially located around
ascending local Ir double steps which are expected to create elastic stress in the graphene. This
indicates the importance of graphene’s elastic energy for the pattern formation. Additional ener-
getic contributions come from the step edge free energies of Eu and graphene. The relevance of the
different contributions will be discussed in the following.
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Figure 8.9: (a) Side view sketch of a graphene layer (represented by the thick black line) which is
bent at the edge of an intercalated Eu structure. The curvature at the bending is approximated by
two arcs of a circle with radius r and opening angle α. The red lines symbolise the binding between
graphene and Ir which is reduced at the bending. (b) Top view sketch [similar to Figs. 8.8(b) and
(c)] of a Eu stripe with a kink of 120◦.
• Pre-existing compressive strain
Due to the large difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and Ir(111), which
is on average 7.15× 10−6 K [163], the graphene is compressively strained upon cooling down
from the growth temperature of 1100 K. This should lead to a compression of the graphene
lattice of 0.64% at 300 K, but the corresponding elastic energy is partially relieved by the
formation of wrinkles. Still, an average compressive strain of 0.2% remains [163] (roughly
0.3 × 0.64% for the 1D continuum model in Fig. 5 of this reference). This strain, which
is part of the system graphene on Ir(111), can be partially relieved by the presence of the
intercalated Eu. For every step at a Eu structure the graphene has to bend over the edge
which enables an increase in length of the graphene layer. This is shown in Fig. 8.9(a), where
the bending is approximated as two arcs of a circle with radius r and opening angle α, similar
to reference [163]. The required extra length of graphene ∆ is then ∆ = 2rα− 2r sin(α) per
bending.
This length change causes a shift of the moire´ pattern, i.e. the distances between the moire´
rows is reduced if a bending is in between. This was confirmed by comparative measurements
of moire´ row distances on larger intercalate islands and between stripes. Thereby, the moire´
row repeat distance along the
〈
1100
〉
-directions is shortened by (2.8±0.2) A˚ per bending. The
shift of the graphene lattice is then given after division by the moire´ amplification factor of
10.3 and is therefore (0.27±0.02) A˚ per bending. This is 0.43 A˚ less than the the 0.7 A˚ which
were found for Ir steps [161].
The graphene lengthening of 0.27 A˚ per Eu step edge would require a stripe density (ρstripe)
of 1/27 nm−1 (2 steps per stripe) to compensate a residual compressive strain of 0.2% in
graphene. As the wrinkle formation is reversible when the strain is released [163] it could be
possible that the full strain of 0.64% determines ρstripe
1. This would lead to an optimum
1Though still wrinkles were found after Eu intercalation their number was smaller than without interca-
lated Eu.
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ρstripe of 1/8.5 nm
−1. The maximum achievable ρstripe is one stripe per distance of two
moire´ rows1 (i.e., 1/4.4 nm−1). This is about twice the stripe density which is required
to release the full pre-existing strain of 0.64%. That ρstripe = 1/4.4 nm
−1 is indeed realised
at certain locations requires that the graphene is partially under tensile strain. This is only
understandable by additional important contributions which tend to increase ρstripe. These
are the binding energy differences within the moire´ unit cell which are already responsible
for the stripe formation. The local differences in ρstripe indicate local differences in the pre-
existing graphene compression which in some cases seem to be related to structural features
of the substrate [e.g., at the ascending double steps in Fig. 8.7(b)].
• Graphene deformation at Eu kinks
The model presented in Fig. 8.8(b) explains the width of the Eu stripes but not their straight
growth. As can be seen in Fig. 8.9(b), Rontop/fcc+hcp = 1 if the stripe has a kink of 120
◦.
Even a zigzag course would be compatible with this model. Thus, it is assumed that elastic
energy which is created by the deformation of the graphene at such kinks is responsible for
the straight Eu edges.
• Graphene bending at Eu edges
The bending of the graphene as shown in Fig. 8.9(a) contributes also to its elastic energy.
This contribution makes a decrease of the step density favourable.
• C-Ir binding energy
This contribution has two parts. One is the gain of binding energy between C and Ir due
to the model in Fig. 8.8(b) while the other is the loss of binding energy in the region of the
bending as illustrated in Fig. 8.9(a) by the broken bonds (red lines). The magnitude of the
latter part depends on the length 2r sin(α) of the bending region.
• Eu step free energy
The formation of the stripe patterns creates a very long total length of Eu step edges and
thus a considerable step free energy. This contribution makes a decrease of the step density
favourable.
• Long range electronic interaction
As will be shown in Sec. 8.1.4, the Eu n-dopes the graphene, thereby becoming positively
charged. For a similar situation, in the system Eu on graphene a long range repulsive in-
teraction between the Eu exists (see Sec. 8.2). For example, this leads after deposition of
3.3% ML Eu at 300 K to clusters with an average size of 14 atoms and an average separation
distance of approximately two moire´ unit cells. This distance is similar to the closest possible
between two intercalate stripes. Thus, such a long range interaction could also contribute to
the pattern formation.
1The distance between the moire´ rows in
〈
1100
〉
-direction is 2.53 nm · cos(30◦) = 2.19 nm.
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8.1.4 Graphene doping
In order to determine the influence of the intercalated Eu on the graphene’s band structure, ARPES
measurements were performed for the p(2×2) Eu structure and for the (√3×√3)R30◦ Eu structure
with respect to graphene. Fig. 8.10 shows the results of the corresponding scans approximately
along the Γ-K-M -direction. Due to mechanical difficulties in the angular adjustment, the azimuthal
angle deviated by ∆ϕ = 1.5◦±0.5◦ from the Γ-K-M -direction for the scan of the intercalated p(2×2)
Eu [Fig. 8.10(a)]. Thus, only a conic section of the Dirac cone is imaged, leading to the impression
of an apparent band gap. For the scan of the (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu structure [Fig. 8.10(b)] it was
possible to reduce the deviation to ∆ϕ = 1.0◦±0.5◦.
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Figure 8.10: ARPES spectra of graphene/Ir(111) with intercalated Eu, showing primarily a section
of the Dirac cone. The azimuth angle ϕ differs by ∆ϕ from the Γ-K-M -direction, leading to
apparent band gaps. The approximate positions of the conic sections are given by the black lines.
The dotted black lines indicate the positions ED of the virtual Dirac points. (a) Full layer of Eu
with p(2×2) structure. ∆ϕ = 1.5◦. (b) Full layer of Eu with (√3×√3)R30◦ structure. ∆ϕ = 1◦.
The main feature in the ARPES data is the Dirac cone, whereby an anisotropic intensity of the
cone branches is noticeable. This anisotropy is a manifestation of electronic chirality which has its
origin in the two inequivalent lattice sites in the graphene unit cell [257]. Because the cones are
not fully visible due to the anisotropic intensity, black lines were added to all ARPES figures to
emphasise the positions of the conic sections.
In both cases, for the p(2×2) and for the (√3×√3)R30◦ Eu structure, the virtual Dirac point1
is positioned at ED ≈ −1.5 eV. Thus, the Eu induces a considerable n-doping of the graphene while
it preserves the Dirac cone to a far extend. The apparent band gaps are ∼ 0.5 eV for the p(2×2)
and ∼ 0.6 eV for the (√3×√3)R30◦ structure. To account for the azimuth offset, the absolute value
of Egap was determined after fitting the measured dispersion to the tight-binding approximation
bands of graphene. For the p(2×2) structure, the gap part from the azimuth mismatch is 0.5 eV
1Although there is an apparent band gap and the Dirac is not imaged, it is convenient to express the
doping by a virtual Dirac point in the middle of the apparent gap.
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(i.e., the same as the apparent band gap), thus the real gap is Egap ≈ 0. For the (
√
3×√3)R30◦
structure, the gap part from the azimuth mismatch is 0.35 eV, thus the apparent gap includes a
real gap of Egap ≈ 0.25 eV. The opening of band gaps in graphene in coincidence with doping was
already observed for other dopants (e.g., for K adsorbed on graphene/SiC [154]).
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Figure 8.11: (a) Spin resolved band structure (calculated by DFT) of the p(2×2) Eu phase on free-
standing graphene reduced to the superstructure Brillouin zone (BZ). The different polarisations
are coloured in red and green, respectively. Contributions from Eu-s states are marked as blue
fatbands. (b) BZs of graphene (dotted edges) and of the p(2×2) Eu superstructure (continuous
edges). The unit vectors of the reciprocal superstructure lattice are indicated. The M and K points
of the original graphene BZ are folded to the Γ and K points of the superstructure BZ, respectively.
(c) Spin resolved band structure (calculated by DFT) of the (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu phase on free-
standing graphene reduced to the superstructure BZ. The different polarisations are coloured in
red and green, respectively. Contributions from Eu-s states are marked as blue fatbands. (d) BZs
of graphene (dotted edges) and of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Eu superstructure (continuous edges). The
unit vectors of the reciprocal superstructure lattice are indicated. The M and K points of the
original graphene BZ are folded to the M and Γ points of the superstructure BZ, respectively.
Figure 8.11(a) shows the spin resolved band structure of the p(2×2) Eu phase on free-standing
graphene as calculated by DFT. As demonstrated in Fig. 8.11(b) the Dirac cone remains at the
K point of the superstructure BZ. Consistent with the ARPES measurements ED is shifted to
∼ −1.5 eV and the Dirac cone is left intact (i.e., no band gap opens). The calculations show also
a spin splitting of ∼ 50 meV at ED which cannot be seen in the ARPES data due to a lack of
resolution.
Figure 8.11(c) shows the spin resolved DFT band structure of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Eu phase on
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free-standing graphene. As demonstrated in Fig. 8.11(d) the Dirac cone is folded to the Γ point of
the superstructure BZ. The Dirac cone is modified and a band gap of Egap ≈ 0.25 eV has opened,
consistent with the ARPES results. The cone shift is slightly reduced with ED ≈ −1.3 eV, which
is slightly less than found by the ARPES measurements.
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Figure 8.12: ARPES spectra around the K point of graphene on Ir(111) after deposition of different
amounts of Cs at 300 K. The dotted black lines indicate the positions ED of the (virtual) Dirac
points. (a) 240 s deposition at 6.0 A dispenser current. (b) Additional 240 s deposition at 6.5 A.
(c) Additional 240 s at 6.5 A. (d) Additional 420 s at 6.5 A. (e) Additional 420 s at 6.5 A. (f)
Additional 1020 s at 6.5 A. (g) Additional 720 s deposition at 7.0 A.
Very interesting results with respect to the electron distribution in graphene in the vicinity of
dopants were found by Cs adsorption experiments at 300 K. Figure 8.12 shows the surrounding of
the Dirac cone of graphene on Ir(111) in a sequence with increasing amounts of deposited Cs. The
approximate position of ED is indicated by the dotted lines. Due to the uncalibrated Cs dispenser
only evaporation time and dispenser current are given for each ARPES plot. The Figs. 8.12(a)
through (d) clearly show a gradual shift of ED with increasing Cs adsorption and in Fig. 8.12(d)
already the onset of a second Dirac cone is recognisable. While the intensity of this second cone
increases with further Cs deposition as can be seen in the Figs. 8.12(e) and (f), the intensity of
the original cone slowly diminishes and its shifting ceases to increase. After a further considerable
increase in deposited Cs only the second cone remains [Fig. 8.12(g)].
The existence of two distinct Dirac cones as shown in the Figs. 8.12(d) through (f) requires the
coexistence of two different Cs phases. This was confirmed by STM measurements of this system
which show a phase mixture of adatoms with (local) hexagonal arrangement and dense islands of
intercalated Cs in a p(2×2) structure [258]. Upon further Cs adsorption a full layer of intercalated
p(2×2) Cs builds and finally a denser (√3×√3)R30◦ Cs layer [258], similar to the Eu intercalation.
These Cs phases correspond to those found for Cs adsorption on graphite at 80 K [259]. There,
domains of hexagonal Cs arrays with no orientational ordering with respect to the substrate were
found for low coverages. Upon further deposition denser phases of Cs on graphite form, which
include the p(2×2) and the (√3×√3)R30◦, whereby intercalation is probably inhibited by the low
adsorption temperature. Apparently, the Cs atoms overcome the intercalation barrier of graphene
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on Ir(111) at 300 K after the adatom phase has reached a certain density.
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Figure 8.13: (a) ARPES spectrum of graphene on Ir(111) with a full layer of intercalated Cs in
the p(2×2) structure. The azimuth angle ϕ differs slightly from the Γ-K-M -direction, leading to
an apparent band gap. The whole intensity belongs to a section of the Dirac cone, the approximate
position of which is given by the black lines. The dotted black line indicates the position ED of
the virtual Dirac point.(b) ARPES spectrum approximately between 1.45 A˚−1 and 1.65 A˚−1 of the
film shown in (a) after additional deposition of 12% ML Eu at 473 K an annealing to 723 K for 60 s.
The branches of two distinct Dirac cones of nearly equal intensity can be seen. The dotted black
lines indicate the positions ED of the virtual Dirac points.
Figure 8.13(a) shows the Dirac cone of graphene/Ir(111) with Cs intercalated in the p(2×2)
structure [a part of this cone is already displayed in Fig. 8.12(g)]. The virtual Dirac point is
positioned at ED ≈ −1.2 eV and the apparent band gap is ∼ 0.5 eV. Additional deposition of
12% ML Eu [i.e. half of the saturation coverage of the p(2×2) phase] at 473 K onto this sample and
subsequent annealing to 723 K for 60 s again lead to the existence of two Dirac cones, the intense
upper branches of which can be seen in Fig. 8.13(b). These two cones have nearly equal intensity
and their virtual Dirac points are at ED ≈ −1.2 eV and ED ≈ −1.5 eV. The latter value belongs
to intercalated Eu as shown in Fig. 8.10, thus the Eu has squeezed out the intercalated Cs 1. The
corresponding LEED pattern shows, additionally to the spots of graphene/Ir(111), only spots of
a p(2×2) superstructure. Hence, probably both Cs and Eu coexist as intercalated islands in the
p(2×2) structure.
The existence of the two distinct Dirac cones indicates that the electrons with which the
graphene is doped by the intercalated metals are confined to the vicinity of the different dopants.
If there would be a larger area required for the equilibration of the doping levels one would expect
more intensity between the branches of the two different cones in Fig. 8.13(b). On the other hand
the electrons must distribute to a certain extend as otherwise the shifting of the Dirac cone in the
1For Eu on top of graphene, the Dirac cone was not visible in the ARPES data. Thus, the presence of
this cone proofs indeed the intercalation of the Eu and its high intensity indicates that most of the 12% ML
Eu is intercalated.
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Figs. 8.12(a) through (d) cannot be explained. To estimate this extend, consider an amount of
0.5% ML Cs deposited, which is a reasonable guess for the case of Fig. 8.12(a). In a hexagonal
arrangement of Cs atoms this would lead to an adatom distance of ≈ 3.5 nm. Thus, the electrons
must distribute in an area around the adatoms with a radius of at least half of that value (i.e.
∼ 2 nm) to achieve a homogeneous doping level as observed in Fig. 8.12(a).
8.2 Eu on Graphene
Due to the (almost complete) absence of intercalation for 35 K≤ Tgrowth ≤ 400 K, the results of
the experiments in this temperature range differ completely from those presented in Sec. 8.1 for
Tgrowth = 723 K. Hence, Eu adsorption at room temperature and below is analysed in this separate
section.
For Eu growth at room temperature or annealing of Eu films from low to room temperature
closed TPG+CVD films (see Sec. 4.1.4) were necessary, otherwise intercalation of Eu underneath
graphene takes place. TPG+CVD films were used for the experiments represented by Figs. 8.14(d)
and (g), Fig. 8.16, Fig. 8.17 and Fig. 8.18. For Eu growth at low temperature TPG graphene was
used. The flakes provided sufficiently large areas for structure formation and allowed us at the same
time the observation of Eu on Ir(111). This was helpful for precise coverage calibration, as for small
coverages Eu forms on Ir(111) only phases of separated, single adatoms (see App. A). Thereby, for
the experiments shown in Figs. 8.14(c), (e), (f) and (h) the deposited amount of Eu was precisely
evaluated by counting adatoms on STM topographs of Ir terraces adjacent to graphene flakes.
8.2.1 Eu adsorption at 35 K
To ease the presentation and discussion of the low temperature Eu adsorption experiments, some
properties of graphene on Ir(111) (see Sec. 2.4.2) are shortly repeated. Fig. 8.14(a) displays a
graphene flake on Ir(111) as obtained by the TPG method. The graphene is well oriented with re-
spect to the substrate such that the 〈11¯0〉-directions of Ir(111) and the 〈101¯0〉-directions of graphene
coincide with an angular scatter of (0.00 ± 0.25)◦. The periodicity visible is the moire´ resulting
from the mismatch of the 2.461 A˚ of the graphene unit cell and the 2.715 A˚ of the Ir(111) surface
unit cell, giving rise to an incommensurate 10.3× 10.3 superstructure with respect to the graphene
lattice [9.3 × 9.3 with respect to Ir(111)] and a pitch of 25.3 A˚. The relation of the moire´ to the
graphene lattice is visualised by the inset of Fig. 8.14(a). In a recent calculation using the van der
Waals density functional (vdW-DF) the height modulation resulting from the moire´ was estimated
to be 35 pm [165]. The graphene is physisorbed, but with a slight chemical modulation of binding
to the substrate. Fig. 8.14(b) displays the corresponding LEED pattern, where the first order Ir
and graphene spots are surrounded by moire´ reflections.
The sequence of STM topographs in Figs. 8.14(c) - (h) visualises the evolution of the surface
morphology with deposited amount Θ of Eu. In Fig. 8.14(c) a graphene flake extends through the
central part of the image from top to bottom. Its borders are indicated by white lines. After a dose
of Θ = 0.8% ML Eu, dots with a rather non-uniform distribution are visible. We recalculate the Eu
dot number density ρ to their separation in an ideal hexagonal arrangement as d = (ρ cos 30◦)−1/2
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Figure 8.14: (a) STM topograph of a graphene flake grown on Ir(111) by temperature programmed
growth. The moire´ corrugation is visible in the flake. The inset (4.1 nm×4.1 nm) displays the moire´
together with the atomically resolved graphene lattice. (b) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of
Ir(111) partially covered with TPG graphene flakes at a primary electron energy of 78 eV. Red
and black arrows highlight first order Ir and graphene reflections, respectively. (c) - (h) STM
topographs after Eu adsorption at 35 K. White lines indicate boundaries of graphene flakes. (c)
0.8% ML Eu (Us = −1.8 V, It = 14 pA). (d) 1.8% ML Eu (−0.67 V, 11 pA). (e) 3.3% ML Eu
(−1.8 V, 50 pA). (f) 5% ML Eu (−2.1 V, 25 pA). (g) 15% ML Eu (−1.5 V, 86 pA). (h) 25% ML
Eu (−0.65 V, 93 pA). (i) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the 25% ML experiment at a primary
electron energy of 78 eV. Black lines indicate unit cell of the (
√
3 ×√3)R30◦-superstructure with
respect to the graphene lattice. Red arrows indicate the primitive translations of the Ir(111) surface
unit cell. The STM topograph size is always 40 nm× 40 nm.
in order to specify their average spacing. In the topograph of Fig. 8.14(c) we find d = 13.8 graphene
unit cell repeat distances aC = 2.461 A˚. The dots display two distinct brightnesses with apparent
heights of 3 A˚ and 5 A˚, respectively. As about 60% of the dots are the brighter ones and as the
average atom number sav in each dot is 1.6 atoms we infer that the brighter dots correspond to Eu
dimers and the lower ones to single adatoms.
After deposition of Θ = 1.8% ML Eu in Fig. 8.14(d), the density of dots ρ has roughly doubled
and the dot separations are almost uniform with some local hexagonal order. Comparison to
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Fig. 8.14(a) shows that the Eu adsorbates have locked in orientation to the graphene moire´. Indeed,
we measure d = 9.8 aC, which is very close to the moire´ repeat distance of 10.3 aC. Compared to
Fig. 8.14(a) the average dot size increased only slightly to sav = 1.75 atoms. This again corresponds
to the proportions of brighter and darker dots assuming them to consist of dimers and monomers,
respectively.
For Θ = 3.3% ML in Fig. 8.14(e), the dot density has increased by about 65% compared to
Fig. 8.14(d), corresponding to a decrease in d to 7.7 aC. While the dots still display short range
order, the apparent hexagonal order of Fig. 8.14(d) is lost. In contrast to the significant decrease in
d, sav increased only slightly to sav = 1.9 atoms. Based on the average dot size and the proportions
of brighter and darker dots we again identify them as dimers and single adatoms, respectively.
After deposition of Θ = 5% ML Eu in Fig. 8.14(f), the dot density and d remained almost
constant compared to Fig. 8.14(e) with d = 7.3 aC. In contrast, sav increased significantly to
sav = 2.6 atoms. Apparently, when a critical dot separation of d ≈ 7.5 aC is approached, new
dimers are no more formed. The atoms deposited additionally are integrated into existing clusters.
This leads to a size increase, i.e. an increase in sav. Adatoms are absent in Fig. 8.14(f), most
clusters are still dimers and probably also some trimers are present, displaying the same brightness
as dimers. A few dots in Fig. 8.14(f) display a new height level of 8 A˚. It is plausible that this level
corresponds to the smallest possible two-layer clusters, a tetrahedral arrangement of Eu atoms in
a tetramer.
Increasing the deposited amount to Θ = 15% ML leaves the dot density and d almost unchanged
at d = 7.9 aC, whereas the average cluster size increases to sav = 9.3 atoms as shown in Fig. 8.14(g).
Two height levels can clearly be distinguished in Fig. 8.14(g) which are of 5 A˚ and 8 A˚ height.
For Θ = 25% ML in Fig. 8.14(h), the cluster density has again decreased slightly through
coalescence of the clusters, while they grew strongly in size compared to Fig. 8.14(g). The clusters
positioning is again influenced by the moire´ periodicity signified by their hexagonal arrangement
and d = 9.8 aC. However, their size distribution is less uniform than in Fig. 8.14(d). Their average
size is sav = 24 atoms. The atoms are arranged in a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure with respect to the
graphene lattice, as visible in the LEED pattern shown in Fig. 8.14(i).
Fig. 8.15 summarises the evolution of d and sav with Θ. It is apparent that when the minimum
cluster separation of d ≈ 7.5 aC is approached, cluster formation ceases and the clusters start to
grow in size. When reaching the minimum separation d with increasing Θ, the dimer appears
to be the preferred, “magic” cluster size, to which aggregation of additional atoms appears to
be unfavourable. Noteworthy, for the same coverages on Ir(111) Eu monomers form as preferred
entities. Eu monomers on Ir(111) are for instance visible in the surrounding of the graphene flake
in Fig. 8.14(e).
For the θ = 1.8% ML, θ = 3.3% ML and θ = 5% ML also the most probable cluster separation
dprop as obtained from the image self-correlation is indicated in Fig. 8.15. The values of d and
dprop agree rather well. From this agreement and with the minimal d and dprop being considerably
smaller then the moire´ pitch we conclude that the latter is not essential for the minimal cluster
separation. However, when d comes close to the moire´ pitch the orientation order is enhanced
and turned hexagonal. The observed behaviour would be consistent with a short range attractive
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Figure 8.15: Average cluster size sav in atoms (black squares), average cluster separation d (blue
triangles), and most probable cluster separation dprop (red dots) versus deposited amount θ. Both
distances are given in graphene unit lengths aC = 2.461 A˚. The dashed line marks the moire´ repeat
distance. Lines to guide the eye.
interaction of Eu monomers with clusters, resulting in the observed cluster growth with coverage.
Moreover, the apparent initial inhibition of cluster growth beyond the dimer size and the observed
short range order indicate the presence and relevance of a repulsive interaction between adatoms
and dimers. While the separation of the Eu atoms in the clusters can not be determined directly, the
observation of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure in the larger clusters of Fig. 8.14(h) makes it plausible
that Eu atoms in clusters, beginning with the dimer size, possess a characteristic distance close to
the one of this structure.
A remark on the height evolution of the cluster is in place here. According to our measurements
the first layer of Eu on graphene has an apparent height of 5 A˚and the second layer an apparent
height of 3 A˚, giving rise to 8 A˚ high two layer clusters. Due to the rapid decay of the peaked local
density of states of adatoms, their apparent height is considerably lower, similar to what is known
for adatoms on metal surfaces. This explains the 3 A˚ apparent height of adatoms on graphene
[compare Fig. 8.14(f)].
8.2.2 Room temperature Eu adsorption
Fig. 8.16 displays the evolution of the surface morphology with increasing Θ if deposited at 300 K
on TPG+CVD graphene. Similar to Θ = 3.3% ML Eu deposited at 35 K, after deposition of the
same amount at 300 K the sample is covered with small dispersed clusters as shown in Fig. 8.16(a).
Distinct to the low temperature situation, the clusters are larger with sav = 14.4 atoms instead
of sav = 1.9 atoms. Correspondingly, the average cluster separation increased from d = 7.7 aC
to d = 21 aC. Based on the self-correlation of the topograph shown as inset in the lower right
of Fig. 8.16(a), we conclude on a local hexagonal order, despite the apparent inhomogeneities in
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.16: STM topographs after Eu deposition at 300 K on TPG+CVD graphene on Ir(111).
(a) 3.3% ML Eu (Us = −1.0 V, It = 9.6 pA, same for upper right inset). Inset at lower right:
two dimensional self-correlation of a 200 nm × 200 nm image part. (b) 12% ML (−0.83 V, 87 pA,
upper right inset: −0.63 V, 4.9 pA). Inset at lower right: two dimensional self-correlation of a
60 nm×60 nm image part covered by clusters only. (c) 40% ML (−0.56 V, 0.11 nA, same for inset).
The inset is filtered to enhance the moire´ contrast. Second layer islands are encircled with blue
lines. Image sizes for (a)-(c) are 320 nm× 320 nm and for the upper right insets 40 nm× 40 nm.
cluster distribution. Note also, that substrate steps (more precise: locations where the graphene
film bends over them) are decorated by a rim of clusters.
Upon increase of Θ to 12% ML only a slight decrease of d is possible while at the same time
a condensed island phase is squeezed out as visible in Fig. 8.16(b). The separation of clusters in
the disperse phase has dropped to d = 17 aC. The clusters appear larger than for Θ = 3.3% ML,
but a quantitative statement is impossible due to the phase coexistence and the large scale of the
structures involved. The clusters are more regularly positioned than for Θ = 3.3% ML and based
on the self-correlation in the lower right of Fig. 8.16(b), we conclude on a hexagonal short range
order. Again, the substrate steps are decorated by Eu with a stripe width corresponding to the
typical cluster diameter. Assuming the distance d = 17 aC to be the minimal distance of clusters
achievable and assuming the clusters to possess the size observed in Fig. 8.16(a) after deposition of
3.3% ML, we estimate that beyond Θ = 5% ML the formation of the condensed phase sets in.
The islands of the condensed phase as well as the clusters have an apparent step height of
5 A˚, consistent with our assignment for the height of the first Eu layer of clusters in the previous
section. The Eu islands reflect the corrugation of the graphene moire´ with Ir(111) as visible in
the topographic insets of Figs. 8.16(b) and (c). While for STM imaging of graphene on Ir(111) the
moire´ contrast and the apparent corrugation depend strongly on tunnelling conditions, this is not
the case for STM imaging of the Eu islands resting on graphene/Ir(111). We find a corrugation
of (38 ± 2) pm for the voltage range −1.6 V ≤ Us ≤ +0.4 V for It ≈ 100 pA. This insensitivity
to the tunnelling voltage indicates that the geometric, rather than the electronic corrugation is
measured. At least, the agreement of our result with the vdW-DF study is remarkable, which
yields a corrugation of 35 pm for the graphene moire´ [165].
After deposition of Θ = 40% ML Eu, the first Eu layer is almost perfectly closed and islands of
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Figure 8.17: (a) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the 12% ML experiment at a primary electron
energy of 58 eV. (b) Corresponding STM topograph (6.6 nm× 6.6 nm, Us = −0.63 V, It = 18 nA)
at an Eu island edge. The white line indicates the edge of the Eu island (coloured) grown on
graphene on Ir(111) (grey). The image contrast is adjusted, such that the graphene and the island
level are visible simultaneously. The angle between the dense packed rows of Eu and graphene is
30◦. (c) Inverted contrast LEED pattern of the 40% ML experiment at a primary electron energy
of 58 eV. (d) Corresponding STM topograph (4.9 nm × 4.9 nm, −0.04 V, 6.7 nA) showing atomic
and moire´ contrast of a second layer island. The indicated
〈
1100
〉
and
〈
1120
〉
directions of the
graphene lattice are also valid for (b).
the second layer nucleated on top as shown in Fig. 8.16(c). The apparent height of the second layer
islands is about 3.4 A˚, close to the expected height for a step on the dense packed 〈110〉 terrace of
bcc Eu. The observed height is consistent, but slightly larger than what we inferred in the previous
section for the apparent height of the second layer in clusters.
The crystallographic structure of the first and second layer of condensed Eu on graphene remains
to be determined. Fig. 8.17(a) shows the LEED pattern of the 12% ML experiment. At the borders
of the LEED screen the graphene spots are present, while further inside (
√
3×√3)R30◦ reflections
with respect to these graphene reflections are visible, together with faint moire´ spots. Fig. 8.17(b)
shows an STM topograph of the same experiment, taken at the edge of an Eu island. In the
upper image part graphene on Ir(111) is visible (grey), while in the lower part the Eu island
grown on graphene is imaged (coloured). The angle of 30◦ between the dense packed atomic rows
of graphene and of the Eu islands is highlighted by thin black lines. Comparing the atomically
resolved structures in the two image parts makes the larger unit cell within the Eu adsorbate layer
obvious. We conclude that the first layer Eu islands on graphene possess a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure.
The nearest neighbour distance of the Eu atoms in this hexagonal layer is 4.26 A˚. This value is just
in between the two Eu-Eu distances found for a (110) plane of bulk Eu, which is quasi-hexagonal
with atomic distances of 3.97 A˚ and 4.58 A˚ along and across the 〈001〉-chains, respectively.
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The crystallographic structure of the second layer islands is identical to that of the first layer, i.e.
Eu still does not form its bcc bulk structure but is a two layer hcp or fcc crystal. This is consistent
with the LEED pattern in Fig. 8.17(c) after deposition of 40% ML Eu. The (
√
3×√3)R30◦ spots
together with the corresponding moire´ ones are intense, while other reflections are absent. The
atomically resolved topograph of a second layer island in Fig. 8.17(d) is a direct proof for the
(
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structure and nicely displays the persistence of the moire´ corrugation up to the
second Eu layer.
8.2.3 Annealing
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 8.18: STM topographs of annealing sequences after deposition of 1.8% ML [(a)-(c)] and
15%ML [(d)-(f)] Eu at 35 K on graphene/Ir(111). (a) 1.8% ML Eu as grown (Us = −0.67 V,
It = 11 pA). (b) As (a), but additionally annealed to 200 K for 60 s (−2.4 V, 0.16 nA). (c) As
(b), but additionally annealed to 300 K for 60 s (−0.75 V, 62 pA). (d) 15% ML Eu as grown
(Us = −0.79 V, It = 15 pA). (e) As (d), but additionally annealed to 300 K for 120 s (−1.98 V,
7 pA). (f) As (e), but additionally annealed to 400 K for 120 s (−1.55 V, 83 pA). The insets in (a)
and (d) display the two dimensional self-correlation of the respective images. Topograph size is
always 60 nm× 60 nm.
In order to obtain insight into the relative importance of energetic versus kinetic effects for the
observed morphologies we conducted two sets of annealing experiments. Figs. 8.18(a) - (c) repre-
sent STM topographs after deposition of 1.8% ML Eu at 35 K. Fig. 8.18(a) displays the starting
configuration, while Figs. 8.18(b) and (c) are topographs after additional annealing intervals of 60 s
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at 200 K and 300 K, respectively. As highlighted by the image self-correlation shown in the inset of
Fig. 8.18(a), the starting configuration is hexagonally ordered due to the close match of d = 9.8 aC
with the moire´ periodicity. Through annealing the cluster density decreases considerably resulting
in an increase of the cluster separation starting from d = 9.8 aC at 35 K to d = 18 aC and d = 26 aC
after annealing to 200 K and 300 K, respectively. The average cluster size increases from sav = 1.75
atoms at 35 K via sav = 5.9 atoms at 200 K to sav = 12 atoms at 300 K. We assume that the cluster
separation after annealing to 300 K is close to the one that would result from direct deposition at
300 K. Though the precisely matching experiment is missing, after deposition of 3.3% ML at 300 K
as in Fig. 8.16(a) we found sav = 14.4 and d = 21 aC, which is in line with the values for 1.8% ML
given above.
Figs. 8.18(d) - (f) represent STM topographs after deposition of 15% ML Eu at 35 K. Fig. 8.18(d)
displays the starting configuration, while Figs. 8.18(e) and (f) are topographs after additional an-
nealing intervals of 120 s at 300 K and 400 K, respectively. Similar to the previous annealing se-
quence, the image self-correlation shown in the inset of Fig. 8.18(d) underlines the hexagonal order
of the brighter clusters in the starting configuration. In the initial configuration the average cluster
spacing is d = 7.9 aC. Upon annealing to 300 K the uniform cluster phase decomposes into a phase
of large, compact (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu islands which is embedded into a phase of disperse clusters
with a rather uniform spacing of monolayer height. Quantitative analysis results in d = 12 aC,
a separation somewhat smaller than the one of phase coexistence after deposition at 300 K with-
out additional annealing [see Fig. 8.16(b)], which is d = 17 aC. Upon further annealing to 400 K
the coexistence of islands and clusters is destroyed. A uniform cluster phase with d = 21 aC and
sav = 57 atoms is re-established. The clusters display a much larger average height of hav = 1.2 nm
compared to what we discussed up to now (in the following briefly: 3D clusters). Given the ap-
parent heights of 5 A˚ for the first Eu layer and 3 - 3.4˙A˚ for the second Eu layer we conclude that
the 3D clusters are at least three atomic layers high. Very few remainders of (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu
islands are left which are bounded by 3D clusters. We take this as an indication for dewetting of
the monolayer (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Eu islands from graphene. If the Eu is directly deposited at 400 K
(not shown here) such large clusters are formed without any sign of (
√
3×√3)R30◦ islands. LEED
conducted after annealing the 15% ML sample to 400 K displays no diffraction spots other than
the Ir(111) and the graphene moire´ ones. Heating from 300 K to 400 K apparently destroys the
(
√
3 ×√3)R30◦ structure of islands and clusters. The 3D clusters are likely to be present in bcc
crystal structure of bulk Eu without a single specific orientation with respect to graphene.
8.2.4 DFT Results
Using a supercell containing 32 C atoms and one Eu atom (corresponding to Θ = 6.3% ML), we
obtain relaxed structures for starting configurations with Eu at different high-symmetry sites. We
find the lowest energy configuration for Eu positioned 2.5 A˚ above the middle of a carbon hexagon
(h-site). Eu on top of a carbon atom (t-site) or above a bridge site (b-site) is higher in energy by
0.12 eV and 0.11 eV, respectively.
The LDOS of an Eu adatom in its minimum energy configuration depicted in Fig. 8.19 shows
that Eu is in 4f7-configuration with the 6s-orbital being singly occupied. With the s- and the
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Figure 8.19: Spin and orbitally resolved local density of states (LDOS) of an Eu adatom (left) and
Eu dimer (right) on graphene. The spin-down Eu 4f-LDOS is outside the energy range shown here.
f-electron spins coupling ferromagnetically this leads to a total spin of S = 4 of Eu. Both, the
Eu s- and f-LDOS consist of one peak which is characteristic for ionically bonded impurities on
graphene [152]. The Eu LDOS suggests that the adatoms have approximately 8 valence electrons.
Hence, our calculations yield ionic bonding between Eu and graphene with Eu carrying a charge
on the order of +1e. The LDOS at the carbon sites shows that the Dirac point is at −0.95 eV for
Θ = 6.3% ML (see below). In a rigid band model, this shift corresponds to doping of the graphene
bands by −0.85e, which is well in line with Eu having 8 valence electrons.
The Eu adsorption energies shown in Fig. 8.20 depend strikingly on the Eu coverage1. We use the
convention that the adsorption energy is a negative quantity, i.e. the decrease of system free energy
upon adsorption at 0 K. At a coverage of 6.3% ML the adsorption energy exhibits a maximum.
The dense (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure yields the lowest adsorption energy Ead = −1.53 eV.
At a growth temperature of 35 K and for Θ ≤ 5% ML our STM experiments suggest that Eu
dimers are formed preferentially. For Eu dimers adsorbed on graphene, our calculations yield the
coverage dependent adsorption energies shown in Fig. 8.20. At low coverages (Θ < 12.5% ML)
dimer formation is energetically favoured compared to having a hexagonal lattice of isolated
adatoms. In the dimers, the Eu-Eu distance is 4.0 A˚ ≈ 1.6 aC , which is slightly smaller but
similar to the Eu-Eu distance of
√
3aC ≈ 4.3 A˚ in the (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ superstructure. Similar
to the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure, the dimer atoms are located close to h-sites, but with a small shift
towards each other.
The electronic structure of the Eu dimers on graphene differs from the one of the Eu monomers
1These adsorption energies differ from those mentioned in Sec. 8.1.2 because the Ir substrate is neglected
for the values in Fig. 8.20.
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Figure 8.20: (a) Adsorption energy Ead per Eu atom adsorbed to h-sites depending on the coverage
Θ. Adsorption energies for regular superstructures of Eu adatoms as well as for Eu dimers on
graphene are shown. The upper non-linear axis marks the corresponding Eu nearest neighbour
distances d in the hexagonal Eu superlattice structures. For Eu the honeycomb lattice at Θ = 22.2%
ML as well as for the Eu dimers d is recalculated to the Eu separation in an ideal hexagonal
arrangement with the same density. Results from non spin-polarised calculations with frozen Eu
4f-shell (black squares) as well as more accurate spin-polarised calculations including the Eu 4f-shell
(red dots) are shown. Lines to guide the eye. (b) - (i) Calculated Eu (gray) superstructures on
graphene (yellow) for coverages of 2.8% ML, 4.0% ML, 6.3% ML, 11.1% ML, 22.2% ML, 25.0% ML
33.3% ML, and 44.4%.
(Fig. 8.19) mainly in the Eu s-orbitals: In the case of the dimer, the Eu s-orbitals split into bonding
and antibonding molecular orbitals (MO) visible as two peaks in the Eu s-LDOS. The bonding-
antibonding splitting of the Eu 6s-orbitals (∼ 1 eV) is larger than the spin-splitting (∼ 0.5 eV).
While the bonding Eu 6s-MO is always fully occupied, the occupation of the antibonding Eu
6s-MO is concentration dependent: At Θ = 5.6% ML it is virtually empty but becomes slightly
occupied at a coverage of 12.5% ML (Fig. 8.19). From the shift of the Dirac point we obtain nominal
charges for the dimers of +0.76e and +0.66e per Eu atom at coverages of 5.6% ML and 12.5% ML,
respectively.
This trend continues to the dense Eu superstructures on graphene: For the p(2 × 2) and
(
√
3 × √3)R30◦ superstructures on graphene (Fig. 8.21) the LDOS of the Eu 6s-orbitals broad-
ens indicating that these orbitals further delocalise due to band formation within the Eu layer.
Furthermore the Eu 6s-orbitals are not fully spin-polarised which results in a reduction of the mag-
netic moment to 7.3µB and 7.5µB for the p(2×2) and (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure, respectively.
In both cases graphene is n-doped by Eu. The Dirac point appears at −1.5 eV and −1.3 eV for the
p(2× 2) and the (√3×√3)R30◦ corresponding to a charge transfer of 0.6e and 0.3e per Eu atom,
respectively.
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Figure 8.21: Spin and orbitally resolved local density of states (LDOS) of Eu p(2 × 2) (left) and
(
√
3 × √3)R30◦ superstructures (right) on graphene. The spin-down Eu 4f-LDOS is outside the
energy range shown here.
In going from the lowest calculated coverage of Θ = 2.8% ML to the experimentally observed
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure at Θ = 33% ML the charge transfer per Eu atom decreases by about
a factor of three, from 0.85e to 0.3e, while the magnitude of adsorption energy more than doubles.
This finding can be rationalised by stating that with increasing coverage the Eu bonding shifts from
a purely ionic one between the Eu adatom and the graphene substrate, to more metallic bonding
dominated by bonds within the Eu-layer. This metallic bonding is signalled by the formation of a
partly occupied s-band in the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure [compare Fig. 8.21, right panel].
An estimate for the relative strength of the two contributions to bonding is obtained by the
following considerations. Linear interpolation of the low coverage data of Fig. 8.20 to zero allows
one to estimate the ionic bond strength of an isolated Eu atom to graphene to be ≈ −1 eV (spin
polarised data). At zero coverage the charge transfer will be about 1e. For Θ = 33% ML according
to our calculations the charge transfer per Eu atom has reduced to 0.3e. Assuming for simplicity a
linear correlation between charge transfer and bond strength, the ionic contribution to the −1.5 eV
binding energy (spin polarised data) at Θ = 33% ML is therefore −0.3 eV, leaving a metallic Eu-Eu
binding energy of about ≈ −1.2 eV per atom.
There is another important feature in Fig. 8.20, yet unexplained: with increasing coverage
from Θ = 0 to Θ ≈ 10% ML the Eu adatoms are less and less strongly bound. This decrease
in bond strength takes place in the coverage regime where due to their large separation metallic
bonds between Eu adatoms are still absent. We identify two contributions to this decrease in the
magnitude of adsorption energy. (i) As pointed out by Ishida and Palmer [260], due to the small
density of states of graphene, charge transfer to graphene causes an upward shift of the Fermi level.
As the band energy increases with Θ, the charge transfer per Eu atom is reduced. Consequently,
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the ionic bond strength is diminished. (ii) As charge transfer lifts neutrality, with increasing Θ
an increasing Coulomb energy penalty has to be paid resulting from electron-electron repulsion in
the graphene layer and from ion-ion repulsion, which counteract the attraction between positively
charged Eu ions and the negatively charged screening clouds.
Both effects not only diminish the bond strength with increasing Θ (as long as direct Eu-Eu
bonding is absent), but also cause a net long range repulsive interaction between Eu ions. For
illustration, assume a homogeneous adatom distribution to be replaced by a homogeneous adatom
distribution with double density, but covering only half of the graphene substrate. The band energy
as well as the Coulomb repulsion will increase to the values corresponding to doubled coverage and
the total system energy increases. In consequence, a force results, which tends to disperse the
adatom distribution into the empty graphene area.
8.2.5 Discussion
In order to bring some light into the puzzle of Eu adsorption on graphene we first analyse the room
temperature adsorption and annealing experiments to establish the thermodynamic equilibrium Eu
phases on graphene. We will then investigate the mechanism for the coexistence of two phases, the
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure and a phase of well separated clusters of about 15 atoms. Finally, we will
analyse in more detail the low temperature experiments, in which kinetic limitations complicate
the interpretation, and compare our results with alkali metal adsorption.
8.2.5.1 Equilibrium phases
As shown in Fig. 8.18(f), after annealing to 400 K we observe 3D Eu clusters on graphene, dis-
tributed uniformly. The Eu bulk cohesive energy is −1.86 eV [261], while the largest DFT cal-
culated spin-polarised adsorption energy of Eu on graphene is −1.53 eV for the (√3 × √3)R30◦
structure. These numbers suggest that Eu prefers to bind to Eu rather than to graphene. There-
fore in thermodynamic equilibrium and without any kinetic restrictions we assume Eu to grow as
3D islands. In our data we have no evidence for a specific epitaxial relation of the clusters with
respect to graphene, but this could change for longer or higher annealing temperatures.
At temperatures below 400 K formation of 3D structures is kinetically inhibited. Constraining
thermodynamic considerations to two dimensions, we may analyse the resulting two dimensional
equilibrium phases. For Θ ≤ 5% ML we obtain at 300 K monolayer high Eu clusters uniformly
distributed over the sample. For 3.3% ML deposited typical separations are d ≈ 21 aC and sav ≈
14 atoms. It is plausible that increasing Θ up to 5% ML will decrease d to a minimum value
[compare Fig. 8.16(a)] and sav to a maximum value, but both values will be of similar magnitude
as the numbers mentioned above. This disperse cluster phase is realised for a given Θ at 300 K,
irrespective of the kinetic pathway: either by direct deposition at 300 K [compare Fig. 8.16(a)]
or by low temperature deposition and subsequent annealing to 300 K [compare Figs. 8.18(a) - (c)].
From this independence of the kinetic pathway we conclude that the disperse cluster phase is an
equilibrium surface phase at 300 K.
Several arguments lead to the conclusions that each cluster is built from Eu atoms in a (
√
3×
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√
3)R30◦ structure. First, our DFT calculations show that this structure has the lowest energy
and already single dimers prefer a geometric configuration and a distance 1.6 aC consistent with a
relaxed (
√
3×√3)R30◦ arrangement. Second, we find experimentally at all temperatures the cluster
height (except for the single adatom) to be similar to the height measured for large (
√
3×√3)R30◦
Eu islands. Finally, at low temperature and for large clusters with sav = 24 atoms we observe a
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ LEED pattern as shown in Fig. 8.14(h). These facts leave little doubt, that all two
dimensional clusters observed - and specifically the clusters of the disperse cluster phase observed
after 300 K deposition - possess internally a structure close to the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ one.
For 5% ML ≤ Θ ≤ 33% ML we observe coexistence of monolayer high Eu clusters uniformly
distributed over the sample with compact (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu islands. This situation is realised
for a given Θ at 300 K, again irrespective of the kinetic pathway: either by direct deposition at
300 K [compare Fig. 8.16(b)] or by low temperature deposition and subsequent annealing to 300 K
[compare Figs. 8.18(d) and (e)]. The slight differences in cluster densities and sizes as well as island
densities and sizes realised on the two pathways indicate that kinetic limitations are not fully lifted.
Nevertheless, we conclude that the disperse cluster phase is in thermodynamic equilibrium with
the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ island phase. The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 8.22 and discussed in more
detail in the following section, Sec. 8.2.5.2.
Since the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ island phase is an equilibrium phase it should fully cover graphene for
Θ = 33.3% ML. As Fig. 8.16(c) shows, even after deposition of 40% ML still small patches of the
disperse cluster phase are left, while (
√
3×√3)R30◦ second layer islands nucleated. The nucleation
of second layer islands prior to the closure of the first layer is a typical behaviour in epitaxial growth,
even if step edge barriers are negligible [262]. Therefore we may conclude that under the constraints
of a closed (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu layer on graphene and only two dimensional phase formation also
for the second layer (
√
3×√3)R30◦ islands are the thermodynamic equilibrium phase. Note that
for the second layer no disperse cluster phase is formed. This underlines the specificity of the
disperse cluster phase for Eu adsorption on graphene. In conclusion we find four equilibrium or
quasi-equilibrium phases as a function of coverage and temperature: (i) the 3D cluster phase at
400 K; (ii) the disperse cluster phase at 300 K and for small coverages; (iii) the (
√
3 × √3)R30◦
island phase, which has an extended coexistence range with the disperse cluster phase and is phase
pure only for Θ = 33.3% ML at 300 K; (iv) eventually again a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ island phase, which
is the only stable condensed phase in second Eu layer at 300 K.
8.2.5.2 Phase coexistence of clusters and (
√
3×√3)R30◦ islands
The most striking observation reported here is probably the disperse cluster phase at low coverage
and, especially, its coexistence with the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ island phase at room temperature for larger
coverages.
Phase coexistence implies that the free energy F = E − TS plotted as a function of coverage
(or composition) must be concave in the phase coexistence range. Due to the large number NEu
of atoms per cluster, the entropic contribution to the free energy TS per Eu atom arising from
the possibility to distribute the clusters across the plane (estimated as kBTNEu ln 1/Θ  0.01 eV
with kb being the Boltzmann constant) is even at room temperature small compared to all other
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Figure 8.22: Equilibrium phase diagram and schematic plot of the change of the free energy per
graphene unit cell due to the adsorption of Eu as a function of the Eu coverage Θ. Full black dots:
Adsorption energy from spin-polarised DFT calculations assuming uniform coverage (same data as
in Fig. 8.20). The average free energy can be lowered down to the red dotted line for Θ < 1/3 by
putting all Eu atoms into one large island with a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure (Θ = 1/3). For Θ < Θc
the system can, however, gain even more energy by breaking the large island into smaller clusters
(solid blue line, the corresponding energy gain is exaggerated in the schematic figure). While for
Θ < Θ∗ the disperse cluster phase is stable, one can lower the energy down to the blue dashed line
for Θ∗ < Θ < 1/3 due to the coexistence of the cluster phase with Θ = Θ∗ and of an island with
the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure.
contributions (see below) and will therefore be neglected in the following. Consequently, we can
use our DFT result for the adsorption energy per Eu atom to estimate the energy (per graphene
unit cell) as a function of the coverage Θ (dots in Fig. 8.22). The concave DFT curve clearly
predicts that one big (
√
3 ×√3)R30◦ island should form. A large metallic (√3 ×√3)R30◦ island
is preferred in the DFT calculation to isolated adatoms (and also compared to the dimer phase)
by the dominant contribution of metallic Eu-Eu binding to the total adsorption energy. Here it is
important to take into account that the DFT calculation assumed an uniform coverage and does, by
construction, not allow for cluster formation. While Eu atoms form indeed locally a (
√
3×√3)R30◦
structure (as predicted by DFT), our experiments show that for low coverage extra energy can be
gained by breaking up the big island into clusters.
When forming uniformly distributed clusters out of the single (
√
3×√3)R30◦ island, the break-
ing of Eu-Eu bonds will the cost edge energy Eedge per Eu atom. The electrons can, however, lower
their kinetic energy by moving away from the Eu clusters into areas where graphene is not covered
by Eu. In the limit of vanishing coverage and small charge transfer δn per Eu atom, the energy
gain per Eu atom can be estimated from the difference of the work function of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦
structure and pure graphene, ∆EΦ ≈ −δn(4.3 − 2.9) eV = −δn 1.4 eV (see Sec. 8.3, table 8.1).
The redistribution of charge, however, is associated with a Coulomb energy penalty arising from
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the charging of the clusters. It is the interplay of these three contributions to the total energy that
determines the phase diagram and leads to cluster formation: First, the edge energy Eedge of the
cluster arises because the Eu atoms locally prefer the (
√
3 ×√3)R30◦ phase where metallic bind-
ing to neighbouring Eu atoms is possible. Second, electrons gain energy by lowering their kinetic
energy when moving away from the cluster, thereby building up a charge imbalance which, third,
costs Coulomb energy. The fact that this Coulomb energy penalty (which limits the gain of kinetic
energy) can be reduced by forming clusters is in our opinion the main driving mechanism for the
formation of the disperse cluster phase. Ultimately, optimising the energy by choosing the optimal
cluster size allows to maximise the energy gain, thus lowering the total energy by forming clusters
instead of one large (
√
3×√3)R30◦ island.
For an estimate of the Coulomb energy the screening from the underlying Ir substrate plays an
important quantitative role. However, to get a qualitative understanding of the physics, we neglect
for the following argument the underlying Ir substrate. We consider a grossly oversimplified model
which mimics screening only by a relative permittivity r > 1 (valid only for insulating substrates)
and also assumes that the electrons distribute uniformly on the part of graphene not covered by
Eu. Approximating furthermore the Eu island by a uniformly charged disk one obtains for a single
island (i.e. in the limit Θ → 0) an energy cost per Eu of Ec ≈ (δn)
2
r
√
NEu · 5.5 eV. The Coulomb
energy grows rapidly with increasing number of Eu atoms per cluster NEu implying that δn = 0
for an infinite size cluster.
Minimising Ec+∆EΦ we obtain an energy gain per Eu of approximately Egain = − r√NEu ·0.1 eV.
For a magic cluster with NEu = 19 Eu atoms (two shells around a central atom) one has 15 broken
Eu-Eu bonds (compared to 19 atoms in an infinite (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structure) and therefore the
energy gain per broken bond is only r · 0.03 eV. This approximation can only serve as an order
of magnitude estimate. In reality the energy gain will be bigger as the Coulomb energy can be
considerably reduced by employing a non-uniform distribution of the electrons around the cluster.
Furthermore, screening will also lead to a substantial increase of the energy gain as can be seen from
the linear dependence of Egain on r. In this approximation the two opposing energy contributions
– Egain favouring small clusters and Eedge favouring large islands – are both proportional to
1√
NEu
.
Therefore our toy model does not predict an optimal cluster size.
To obtain the phase diagram and an optimal cluster size two more effects have to be taken
into account. First, for small NEu when δn ∝ 1/
√
NEu becomes larger, non-linear effects have to
be taken into account. Probably the most important effect is that the binding of Eu to graphene
becomes more ionic (according to our DFT results an Eu atom in the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase loses
∼ 0.3 electrons compared to ∼ 1 electron for a single Eu atom). If this reduces the Eu-Eu binding
energy, it could explain the existence of an optimal cluster size for small Θ. Furthermore, for
increasing coverage Θ, the gain in potential energy due to cluster formation is reduced both by
the Coulomb repulsion of neighbouring clusters approaching each other and by the doping of the
pristine graphene which lowers the gain of kinetic energy by Pauli blocking. It has been argued
by Ishida and Palmer [260] that this effect is especially important in graphene, where due to the
peculiar low density of states the Fermi energy rapidly rises with doping. As in the limit Θ→ 1/3
the gain in energy vanishes completely, there will necessarily be a critical coverage θc such that the
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cluster phase is not locally stable for Θ > θc.
Fig. 8.22 displays schematically the resulting free energy as a function of the coverage Θ which
is consistent with the experimental results and the theoretical arguments described above. The
blue solid line describes the free energy for a phase of clusters where for each value of Θ the
(average) number of atoms per cluster NEu has been optimised. For Θ > θc this optimisation leads
to NEu = ∞ and therefore to an energy which can be obtained by the usual linear interpolation
of the energies at Θ = 0 and Θ = 1/3. For Θ < θc the optimal clusters have a finite size and the
energy is lower. As shown and discussed in Fig. 8.22 this leads to phase separation in the regime
Θ∗ < Θ < 1/3, where a cluster phase with coverage Θ∗ coexists with big (
√
3 ×√3)R30◦ islands.
While for Θ→ θc the size of the optimal cluster nominally diverges, it is finite at Θ∗.
A full ab-initio calculation of the energy of the cluster phase would certainly be highly desirable.
But a direct simulation appears to be impossible at present due to the large unit cells required.
8.2.5.3 Kinetically limited growth at low T
All morphologies fabricated at 300 K or annealed to a temperature well above 35 K were cooled
down to 35 K to freeze their high mobility for imaging. These morphologies are quite different from
the ones grown and imaged at 35 K, even if one compares similar coverages. Therefore the 35 K
morphologies represent to a good extent the kinetic limitations of the growth process. One might
argue that part of the difference in appearance is due to the different relevance of entropy at 35 K
and 300 K, However, the arrangement of small clusters with sav = 1.9 obtained after deposition of
3.3% ML [compare Fig. 8.14(e)] has certainly a larger entropy than the arrangement of clusters with
sav = 14.4 obtained for the same Θ at 300 K [compare Fig. 8.16(a)]. Thus the entropy argument
goes into the wrong direction and appears to be largely irrelevant (consistent with the estimates
given above). In the following we analyse the 35 K data represented Fig. 8.14 under the viewpoint
of kinetic limitations and put them into relation to our DFT calculations.
Imaging at 35 K makes obvious that the morphology is frozen at 35 K. It is plausible that
the entity with the highest mobility is the monomer, for which we calculate an activation energy
Ea = 0.11 eV. This value is a lower bound approximation based on the difference in adsorption
energy between the h-site and b-site. Assuming a standard attempt frequency ν0 = 1× 1012 Hz we
obtained at 35 K a hopping rate ν = ν0e
Ea/kbT = 1.4 × 10−4 Hz. The resulting hopping period of
the order of an hour is consistent with the observed frozen morphology, thereby keeping experiment
and DFT calculation consistent.
With increasing coverage up to about Θ ≈ 5% ML the 35 K data display a decreasing, but
eventually rather uniform cluster-cluster separation down to a minimum value of d = 7.3 aC, while
the average cluster size is pinned to the dimer. This behaviour is a clear expression for the relevance
of repulsive interactions that were discussed already in Sect. 8.2.4 and are manifested in Fig. 8.20.
These are repulsive Coulomb interactions between the Eu ions and between their screening clouds
in graphene. In addition we have Pauli repulsion of the electrons in the screening clouds: Due to
the low density of states an overlapping of the screening clouds will cause a local upward shift of
the Fermi energy, i.e. an increase of band energy [260]. Therefore, the screening clouds pinned
to the Eu-ions will avoid to come close and thus keep the Eu ions apart. A likely explanation
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of the observed features is that upon deposition the transient mobility of adatoms is sufficient to
overcome the long range repulsive Coulomb interactions to another adatom. In consequence a dimer
is formed. Our DFT calculations are consistent with this scenario, as the dimer is energetically
preferred compared to two adatoms (compare Sect. 8.2.4) The energetic preference results from the
large energy gain caused by the Eu-Eu bond formation. For low coverages at 35 K, the long-distance
repulsion of single adatoms and dimers is too large for single adatoms to come sufficiently close
to a dimer to form trimers. Apparently, this must also be the case for the long-distance repulsion
between dimers as no tetramers were found for Θ ≤ 3.3% ML.
Through continued deposition therefore more and more dimers will be formed until their con-
centration reaches a maximum, where the screening clouds substantially overlap. At this point
cluster growth (allowing formation of more Eu-Eu bonds) takes place rather than the formation
of new dimers. If our speculation is proper, the minimum dimer distance of d ≈ 7aC is an esti-
mate for the extension of the delocalised screening cloud around dimers resulting from the charge
transfer of Eu s-electrons to graphene. Subsequent aggregation may also be eased by the reduced
charge transfer of the newly arriving adatoms after the Fermi-level has already shifted by about
1 eV through the already existing clusters. The reduced charge transfer implies a reduced repulsive
interaction of the adatom with the existing clusters.
The 35 K and the 300 K data display a striking similarity. In both cases initially the graphene
is covered rather uniformly by a single phase of disperse and similar sized clusters, until beyond
Θ ≈ 5% ML the morphology becomes more heterogeneous with varying cluster sizes or the onset of
the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ islands. However, the selected cluster sizes and distances for the same coverage
differ significantly for the same Θ due to the presence of repulsive interactions, which cause kinetic
growth limitations at low temperature. Both values, sav and d are much larger at 300 K.
8.2.5.4 Comparison to alkali metal adsorption
The adsorption of Eu on graphene bears certain similarities to the adsorption of alkali metals on
graphite and metal surfaces. The basis of these similarities is the fact that in the low coverage
limit an adsorbed Eu adatom donates an s-electron to the substrate, as it is observed for alkali
metal adsorption. Still the best studied system of an alkali metal on graphite is the adsorption of
potassium [260; 263–267]. Upon adsorption at 90 K a disperse adatom phase was observed, giving
rise to a LEED ring, which compresses continuously upon adsorption until at a critical coverage a
(2x2) K overlayer forms. Alkali adsorption on metals usually leads through a sequence of adatom
phases with increasing density till a dense ordered phase is formed. However, the coexistence of
phases differing in density as much as for K on graphite or here for Eu on graphene has not been
observed on metals [268; 269]. In a theoretical study [260] Ishida and Palmer emphasise that
for a semimetallic substrate with a low density of states like graphene, the band energy changes
significantly with coverage. These authors propose that this strong band energy change may give
rise to the phase coexistence of adatoms and a condensed phase of K on graphite.
In distinction to all reported alkali adsorption cases on metals or graphite, for Eu adsorption
on graphene we find coexistence of a low density phase of uniformly distributed clusters with a
condensed phase of high density. The low density phase is formed by clusters, which combine
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already at low coverage aspects of ionic and metallic bonding. The phase separation is understood
here as resulting from the requirement to donate charge to graphene as rapidly and uniformly as
possible in order to lower the electron kinetic energy of the system under the constraint of minimal
repulsive Coulomb and band energy effects, while maintaining as much Eu-Eu bonding as possible.
For K on graphite, the adsorption energies of adatoms, dimers and (2×2) monolayer structures
have been compared in Ref. [265]. The adsorption energies of a K adatom and a dimer in a 4× 4
graphite supercell are −0.99 eV/K-atom and −0.74 eV/K-atom, respectively. For the K monolayer
an adsorption energy of −0.81 eV/K-atom has been found. This is qualitatively different from
the adsorption energies obtained for Eu on graphene, where we find that isolated adatoms gain
generally less energy by adsorption than dimers or adsorbed monolayers [(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure].
Eu adatoms on graphene thus seem to form stronger adsorbate-adsorbate bonds than K adatoms.
This can be understood in two limiting cases: In the dilute limit, K on graphene or graphite has
a completely empty 4s orbital, in contrast to the half-filled 6s-orbital of Eu on graphene. Thus,
only for Eu but not for K the outer s-orbital can lead to a strong metallic adsorbate-adsorbate
bond. At higher coverage, the difference between the K adsorption on graphite and Eu adsorption
on graphene may also be in part be due to the larger cohesive energy of Eu, making adsorbate-
adsorbate bonding more important compared to adsorbate-substrate bonding.
8.3 Work function comparisons
As it was described in Sec. 4.3.4, differences in work functions can be determined by comparative
It(s) measurements. Therefore, we conducted sets of It(s) spectra in adjacent sample areas of
different structure, but with identical tip (no tip changes) and identical bias voltages. In the Figs.
8.23 and 8.24 typical It(s) curves obtained by this method can be seen for the comparisons of TPG
graphene on Ir(111) with Ir(111) [Fig. 8.23(a)], of (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Eu islands on graphene with
graphene on Ir(111) [Fig. 8.23(b)], and of graphene on Ir(111) with and without intercalated Eu
in the p(2×2) structure (Fig. 8.24).
Averaging over many pairs of It(s) curves as shown in the Figs. 8.23 and 8.24 results in ap-
parent work function differences ∆ΦIr−Ir/C = (1.1± 0.3) eV, ∆ΦIr/C−Ir/C/Eu = (1.4± 0.3) eV, and
∆ΦIr/C−Ir/Eu/C = (1.5± 0.2) eV. Thereby, the work function is highest for pure Ir and lowest with
adsorbed or intercalated Eu.
The experimentally measured work function changes upon Eu adsorption or intercalation can
serve as a fingerprint of charge doping and additional surface dipoles due to the Eu. Calculating
these work function changes theoretically can further corroborate the experimental observations of
the Eu structures.
To this end, we modelled the Ir(111) surface in DFT calculations by a slab consisting of 4 atomic
Ir layers which was covered with graphene and Eu on one side and ≈ 25 A˚ of vacuum between
the periodic images of the slabs. The work functions were then obtained by comparing the Fermi
level to the vacuum levels. In the calculations with adsorbed Eu, we employed dipole corrections
according to Ref. [270]. The calculated work functions are shown in Table 8.1.
The work function of the Ir(111) surface is 5.4 eV for the relaxed surface and 5.6 eV when Ir
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Figure 8.23: (a) It(s) measurements for Ir(111) (blue dots) and TPG graphene on Ir(111) (grey
triangles) taken with the same tip at Us = −0.5 V. (b) It(s) measurements for graphene on Ir(111)
(grey triangles) and (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Eu islands on graphene on Ir(111) (black, downward pointing
triangles) taken with the same tip at Us = −1.0 V. In both cases the graphene data are shifted by
1.5 A˚ for better visibility; red lines indicate fits to the data.
is forced to a perfect fcc lattice with a lattice constant of 3.5 A˚. As the calculation of graphene
on Ir(111) was performed for the latter geometry, we expect a theoretical error margin on the
order of 0.2 eV. Previous experimental values for the Ir(111) work function are 5.70 eV and 5.76 eV
[241; 271], in reasonable agreement with our results.
For graphene on Ir(111) our calculations find a work function of 4.3 eV. It is 1.3 eV lower than
for Ir alone, in good agreement with the 1.1 eV found in our experiments. A recent LEEM study
finds the Ir(111) work function to be lowered by 0.8 - 0.9 eV due to graphene adsorption [168], in
reasonable agreement with our findings.
Upon Eu adsorption, both, theory and experiment find a reduction of the work function by 1.4-
1.5 eV. This is well in line with the observation of charge being transferred from the Eu-s orbital
to the graphene bands and corresponding dipoles being formed. We find Eu adatoms on graphene
causing dipole moments of 0.07eA˚ in the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ superstructure. When decreasing the Eu
concentration the dipole moment per atom increases reaching 0.36eA˚ for Θ = 6.3% ML.
adsorbate substrate
DFT DFT DFT experiment
Φads (eV) Φsub (eV) ∆Φ (eV) ∆Φ (eV)
graphene on Ir(111) Ir(111) 4.3 5.6 1.3 1.1± 0.3
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ Eu islands graphene
2.8 4.3 1.5 1.4± 0.3
on graphene on Ir(111) on Ir(111)
p(2×2) Eu intercalated graphene
3.5 4.3 0.8 1.5± 0.2
between graphene and Ir(111) on Ir(111)
Table 8.1: Comparison of the work function values measured by It(s) spectroscopy and calculated
by DFT.
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Figure 8.24: It(s) measurements for p(2×2) Eu intercalated between graphene and Ir(111) (black
squares) and graphene on Ir(111) (grey triangles) taken with the same tip at Us = −0.5 V. The
graphene data are shifted by 1.5 A˚ for better visibility; red lines indicate fits to the data.
For the case of Eu intercalation the work function determined by theory is 3.5 eV which is
only 0.8 eV lower than that of graphene on Ir(111). The STM measurements find a reduction of
1.5 eV in regions with intercalated Eu, which is similar to that of the Eu islands on graphene.
As the calculated n-doping of 1.3 eV for graphene with intercalated p(2×2) Eu is smaller than
the 1.5 eV measured by ARPES (see Sec. 8.1.4), the theoretical calculations probably exaggerate
the work function somewhat, but this alone cannot explain the discrepancy of 0.7 eV between
theory and experiment in this case. Another possible reason for the discrepancy could be that
the assumptions made for determining the work function by It(s) measurements are not fulfilled.
While the trapezoidal barrier is certainly an oversimplification to an actual tunnelling barrier, to
first order the errors involved (e.g. image potential effects) cancel in ∆Φ. The apparent barrier
height Φ¯ was found to be distance dependent in several experiments [213], but usually for small
tip-sample distances of less than 6 A˚ which are not expected for the tunnelling conditions used
above.
Possibly of more significance for the discrepancy is the structure of the sample. Dependent on
Θ, there are either only small areas of free graphene between intercalated Eu or only small stripes
of Eu for the measurements. We have chosen Θ = 12% ML, i.e. half of a saturated p(2×2) Eu layer
as compromise. This allowed us to measure above relatively big Eu islands (of ≈ 15 nm diameter)
and to keep a distance of ≈ 3 nm to the next Eu structure for the measurements of the graphene. At
this distance the graphene could still be influenced (e.g. n-doped) by the Eu. N-doping decreases
the work function, which would lead to a decrease of the work function difference compared to
the theory values, contrary to our results. Hence, the structure size should not contribute to the
discrepancy.
The high corrugation of the intercalated Eu atoms in the STM data is more pronounced than
that of the C atoms of the graphene layer on top (see Fig. 8.5), which indicates another possible
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origin for the discrepancy: The tunnelling could possibly occur not only between the tip and C
atoms but also between the tip and Eu atoms which would create an ambiguous situation for the
It(s) measurements. Hence It(s) measurements may be unsuitable to determine the work function
of the intercalated Eu structures.
The reduction of the work function above the adsorbed (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Eu islands has a direct
relevance for STM image interpretation. Due to the lower tunnelling barrier compared to graphene,
the tip will be in a larger distance from the Eu compared to the graphene to draw the same current
in constant current mode imaging. Therefore, the 5 A˚ apparent height of the first Eu layer is a
convolution of the structural height and the lower work function. As the first and the second Eu
layer display to first order the same work functions, the apparent height of 3 - 3.4 A˚ measured for
the second layer can be considered to be much closer to the structural height (compare Sec. 8.2.2).
8.4 Summary
Upon the deposition of Eu on graphene/Ir(111) many different structures occur in dependence of
the deposition temperature (Tgrowth) and the deposited amount (Θ), an overview of which is given
in the diagram in Fig. 8.25. The most striking difference between the structures originates in the
intercalation of the Eu between graphene and Ir(111) which becomes relevant above 400 K.
In the lower temperature regime (Tgrowth ≤ 400 K) and for closed TPG+CVD graphene films
the Eu stays on top of the graphene and preferentially builds clusters, the sizes of which increase
with both Tgrowth and Θ. The formation of the clusters is driven by the interplay of three effects:
First, the metallic Eu-Eu binding leads to the local stability of (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structures. Second,
electrons lower their kinetic energy by leaving the Eu clusters, thereby doping the graphene. Third,
the Coulomb energy penalty associated with the charge transfer from Eu to graphene is strongly
reduced for smaller clusters. These combined effects together with kinetic limitations lead to the
preferential growth of dimers at 35 K in a local hexagonal arrangement until a cluster distance of
d ≈ 14 graphene unit cell repeat distances (aC = 2.461 A˚) is reached for Θ ≈ 3.5% ML and the
clusters grow in size. This size increase leads, again due to the kinetic limitations, to formation of
2D clusters, the height of which exceeds two monolayers only occasionally for Θ up to 25% ML. At
this coverage, for coalesced 2D clusters, LEED shows a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ pattern with respect to the
graphene, demonstrating the epitaxial growth growth of the clusters.
With increasing Tgrowth the 2D clusters grow in size and keep a larger distance between them
while their local hexagonal order is maintained even for separations ∼ 20 aC (5 nm). Especially
remarkable is the phase coexistence - in an intermediate coverage range at 300 K - of 2D clusters
(10-20 atoms in size) in two dimensional equilibrium with large, monolayer high Eu-islands in the
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure [denoted as √3 ML in Fig. 8.25]. Shortly before the saturation coverage
of these
√
3 ML islands is reached, island formation in the second Eu layer sets in [denoted as
√
3
2.ML in Fig. 8.25]. The structure of the
√
3 2.ML islands remains the same as of the first layer
instead of building the bulk bcc structure of Eu. At 400 K the kinetic limitations for Eu growth
are almost lifted and 3D clusters form instead of the above mentioned phase equilibrium. These
3D clusters have a typical height of three layers or more.
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Figure 8.25: Diagram summarising the Eu structures on graphene/Ir(111) for different Tgrowth
and Θ. At 720 K all Eu is intercalated, indicated by the red background colour. All borders are
approximate. The structures are denoted as follows: (2D clusters): clusters of different sizes
on graphene with a typical height of one or two layers. (
√
3 ML): monolayer high Eu islands on
graphene in (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structure. (√3 2.ML): additional Eu islands on top of √3 islands,
also in (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structure. (3D clusters): clusters with a typical height of ≥ 3 layers.
(stripes): stripe patterns of intercalated Eu. (p(2×2) islands): islands of intercalated Eu with
atoms arranged in a p(2×2) structure with respect to graphene. (√3 Ir): intercalated Eu with
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure with respect to Ir(111). (√3 gr): intercalated Eu in the (√3×√3)R30◦
structure with respect to graphene.
Above 400 K the Eu begins to intercalate between the graphene and the Ir, a process which gains
2 eV per Eu atom. For deposition at Tgrowth =720 K a variety of equilibrium intercalate structures
occur dependent on Θ, all of which have a height of one monolayer. This height is never exceeded
and limits the maximum amount of intercalated Eu atoms. For low Θ the intercalate builds stripes
of equal breadth, the dimensions and orientations of which are determined by the graphene moire´
on Ir(111). With increasing Θ hexagonal intercalate islands emerge with the Eu atoms arranged
in a p(2×2) structure with respect to graphene [denoted as p(2×2) islands in Fig. 8.25]. The
dimensions and orientations of the p(2×2) islands are also determined by the graphene moire´. This
originates in the binding energy differences within the moire´ unit cell, which lead to a preferential
presence of Eu at regions where the binding energy between graphene and Ir is ∼ 0.
After the intercalate layer in the preferred p(2×2) structure is saturated at Θ ≈ 25% ML, the
systems gains energy by building denser intercalate structures which are a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure
with respect to Ir(111) [
√
3 Ir in Fig. 8.25] and finally a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure with respect to
graphene [
√
3 gr in Fig. 8.25]. At 720 K additionally deposited Eu is re-evaporated into the vacuum.
A shift of the Dirac cone of ∼ −1.5 eV compared to pure graphene was found for both, the p(2×2)
and the
√
3 gr structure. Thus, the degree of n-doping of graphene does not further increase upon
transformation to the densest structure. For coexistence of phases with different doping affinities
also coexistence of differently shifted Dirac cones were found. This indicates that the distribution
of the electrons supplied to the graphene is limited within a few nanometres around the adsorbate
or intercalate. The work function of Ir(111) is reduced by ∼ 1.2 eV due to the presence of the
graphene film on top and further reduced by up to 1.4 eV by adsorbed or intercalated Eu.
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9.1 Summary
The ferromagnetic semiconductor EuO was grown on the metal single crystals Ni(100), Ir(100),
Ir(111), and on graphene. The motivation for this study was to achieve epitaxial EuO films which
are well suited for temperature and thickness dependent studies of EuO by scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy (STS). These could give further insight into the nature of the metal-to-insulator
transition which occurs for slightly O deficient EuO1-x.
Characterisation was primarily done by means of in-situ scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). For the Ni(100) substrate, additional magneto optical
Kerr effect (MOKE) and soft x-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were performed
ex-situ.
For the metal crystals the epitaxial growth is strongly influenced by interface effects. Therefore,
the initial growth is described in detail for these substrates.
Eu oxide growth on Ni(100) shows a variety of different surface phases in the sub-monolayer
regime, depending on the growth temperature (Tgrowth) and the flux ratio of Eu to O (fEu/fO).
At Tgrowth = 623 K these phases include polar EuO(111), clusters which occur in three “magic”
sizes, islands with a centred rectangular lattice which are decorated by stripes, and a EuO(100) like
surface oxide with increased lattice constant and O vacancies arranged in a p(5×5) superstructure
with respect to the Ni substrate. The latter structure is the optimum base for growing single
phase EuO(100) films. Epitaxial EuO(100) with its [001] direction parallel to Ni[011] forms at
Tgrowth = 723 K and fEu/fO = 1.4, and is compressively strained by 3% for thicknesses between
2 ML and 3 ML. For thicknesses above 3 ML the lattice increases to that of bulk EuO within the
first 30 ML deposited.
After creation of a fully coalesced film of 2.5 ML thickness the growth parameters may be
changed, as long as they comply with the used molecular beam epitaxy distillation technique. This
is fulfilled as long as a sufficient Eu surplus is used and Tgrowth is high enough for re-evaporation
of the excess Eu atoms. Even at Tgrowth = 593 K and fEu/fO = 1.6, i.e. at a drastically increased
probability to introduce O vacancies into the EuO lattice, the films are stoichiometric within the
detection limits of XAS and show no metallic behaviour in STM at 35 K. The Curie temperature, as
determined by MOKE, is about 70 K for a 100 nm thick film, comparable to bulk EuO. Annealing
at 673 K in Eu vapour (using the same Eu flux as during growth) generates sufficient conductivity
to enable STM imaging even for a 100 nm thick film. This annealing introduces O vacancies into
the film with a concentration of less than 1% at the surface as imaged by STM. Flat and large
terraces, together with sharp LEED patterns with low diffuse intensity indicate the high crystalline
quality of the EuO films on Ni(100).
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On Ir(111) EuO grows without formation of surface oxides which have no structural counterpart
in bulk EuO, contrary to the case of the Ni(100) substrate. Initially, a bilayer (BL) of Eu(111)
forms in the flux ratio range 0.85 ≤ fEu/fO ≤ 1.7, and for 623 K ≤ Tgrowth ≤ 723 K. This BL
EuO(111) has characteristic superstructures which range from a p(3× 3) to a (√7 × √7)R19.1◦
whereby the p(3× 3) is preferred for lower Tgrowth. The work function of the BL EuO(111) is
considerably increased by about 6 eV compared to the (100) surface of a EuO single crystal, whereby
the additional surface dipole is created by the polarity of the rock-salt (111) surface. This proves
that this BL is terminated by a negatively charged layer, i.e. by O-ions.
With increasing coverage additional phases emerge. For a nominal film thickness of one mono-
layer (ML) EuO(100), the Ir(111) is additionally covered by three rotational domains of a rock-salt
structured ML of EuO(100), which has a lattice contracted by 7% compared to bulk EuO. A similar
contraction was found for a BL EuO(100) on Ni(100), hence these smaller lattices origin probably
in finite size effects. In contrast, the BL EuO(111) has a bulk-like or even slightly expanded lattice
which enables a reduction of the surface electron density and thus a reduction of the polarity. The
characteristic superstructures of the BL EuO(111) are no longer present for this deposited amount,
indicating that the third layer of EuO(111) already reconstructs to lower the electrostatic potential.
At least for fEu/fO = 1.7 additionally a third phase is present at this nominal film thickness of
1 ML, which consists most probably of metallic Eu islands. For thicknesses of a few ML the films
consist of EuO(100) and EuO(111) grains, whereby the ratio of EuO(100) to EuO(111) can be
increased by initial usage of lower fEu/fO.
Growth on the Ir(100) substrate was only briefly analysed by LEED. Also on this substrate
the films consist of EuO(100) and EuO(111) grains for thicknesses of a few ML and the ratio of
EuO(100)/EuO(111) can be increased by initial usage of lower fEu/fO. Contrary to the case of
Ir(111) the misalignment between EuO(100) and Ir(100) is high.
On graphene EuO can be grown as thin films of distinct, {100}-faceted grains. Depending on
Tgrowth, the grains orient with EuO〈010〉 ‖ C
〈
1120
〉
(for both Tgrowth = 723 K and Tgrowth = 553 K)
and EuO〈011〉 ‖ C〈1120〉 (for Tgrowth = 553 K only). For Tgrowth = 300 K no in-plane orientation
of the grains was found, even after annealing to 873 K.
The morphology of the grains for a given film thickness is mainly determined by Tgrowth and by
the annealing procedure. For films with a nominal thickness of about 3 ML the grains have a surface
area in the order of several thousand square nanometres. Their typical height varies from 1.5 nm
for a non annealed film grown at Tgrowth = 723 K to 3 nm for a film grown at Tgrowth = 300 K and
annealed up to 873 K. As expectable, the grains’ surface area decreases with increasing grain height
for the same nominal film thickness. The grains’ height influences their surface lattice constant
which is aEuO(100) = 3.5 A˚ for 1.5 nm grain height and increases to 3.6 A˚ (i.e., almost to the bulk
value) for 3 nm high grains. These values are similar to those found for the relaxation of EuO(100)
on Ni(100) with increasing film thickness.
Except Ir(100), all tested substrates are suitable to grow high quality EuO films which are
applicable for high resolution STM and STS measurements, but also have all their own restrictions.
EuO on Ir(111) is the ideal system to analyse ML EuO(100) and BL EuO(111). It will also be
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suitable to analyse the reconstruction of the third layer of the polar EuO(111). For analysis of
thicker films it is less suitable as no method to grow single-phase EuO(100) or EuO(111) films was
found. The inclusion of (111)-oriented grains makes STM very difficult for thicker films.
The single crystal quality of the EuO(100) films on Ni(100) together with their smooth surface
makes Ni(100) a well suited substrate for temperature and thickness dependent studies of EuO by
STS. The disadvantages of this substrate are (I) the difficulties to control the initial growth towards
formation of single phase EuO(100) and (II) the ferromagnetism which complicates or even impedes
magnetic measurements of the EuO films.
The EuO grains on graphene allow one to analyse distinct {100}-faceted grains of precisely
measurable dimensions. The growth of these grains does not require a calibration of the Eu and
O fluxes as precise as in the case of the films on Ni(100) because the initial growth phase on
graphene is not crucial. The 90◦ angles between the grains’ sides and the graphene require very
slow scanning speeds for STM, especially for high grains, as otherwise tip crashes occur. But,
after the tip is positioned on top of a grain STS measurements can be easily performed. The first
recorded tunnelling spectra of EuO(100) with 1% O vacancies in the topmost layer exhibit states
about 500 meV above the Fermi level which are most probably related to O vacancies.
The O vacancy concentration of the EuO(100) can be controlled by annealing in Eu vapour
and by choosing an appropriate Eu surplus and temperature for the growth. This method can be
used for EuO(100) on graphene without restrictions and for Ni(100) after a fully coalesced film has
formed.
For a decreased lattice constant the ferromagnetic transition temperature (TC) of EuO increases
which lead to the idea of increasing TC by epitaxial strain. A common behaviour of the EuO(100)
films on Ni(100), Ir(111), and graphene was that the lattice constant of the first layers(s) was
smaller than that of bulk EuO but increased to the bulk value with increasing film thickness within
the first ∼ 20 layers. Hence, this is probably a general behaviour and the exciting idea of increasing
TC of EuO through epitaxial strain probably must be buried.
During the investigation of the EuO on graphene, intercalation of Eu between the graphene and
its Ir(111) substrate was observed. The intercalation is driven by an energy gain of 2 eV compared
to Eu on top of graphene, but is, for closed graphene films, hindered by a penetration barrier for
Tgrowth ≤ 400 K. The analysis of the systems Eu on and under graphene/Ir(111) was supported
by density functional theory (DFT) calculations and angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES).
In the lower temperature regime (Tgrowth ≤ 400 K) and for closed graphene films the Eu stays on
top of the graphene and preferentially builds clusters, the sizes of which increase with both Tgrowth
and Θ. The formation of the clusters is driven by the interplay of three effects: First, the metallic
Eu-Eu binding leads to the local stability of (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structures. Second, electrons lower their
kinetic energy by leaving the Eu clusters, thereby doping the graphene. Third, the Coulomb energy
penalty associated with the charge transfer from Eu to graphene is strongly reduced for smaller
clusters. These combined effects together with kinetic limitations lead initially to the preferential
growth of dimers at 35 K in a local hexagonal arrangement. Upon further deposition at 35 K 2D
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clusters form, which have a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure with respect to the graphene, demonstrating
the epitaxial growth of the clusters.
With increasing Tgrowth the 2D clusters grow in size and keep a larger distance between them
while their local hexagonal order is maintained even for separations ∼ 5 nm. Especially remarkable
is the phase coexistence - in an intermediate coverage range at 300 K - of 2D clusters in two
dimensional equilibrium with large, monolayer high Eu-islands in the (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ structure.
Shortly before the saturation coverage of the first layer is reached, island formation in the second
Eu layer sets in. The structure of the second layer remains the same as of the first layer instead of
building the bulk bcc structure of Eu. At 400 K the kinetic limitations for Eu growth are almost
lifted and 3D clusters form instead of the above mentioned phase equilibrium.
For deposition at Tgrowth =720 K a variety of equilibrium intercalate structures occur dependent
on the deposited amount (Θ), all of which have a height of one monolayer. For low Θ the intercalate
builds stripes of equal breadth, the dimensions and orientations of which are determined by the
graphene moire´ on Ir(111). With increasing Θ hexagonal intercalate islands emerge with the Eu
atoms arranged in a p(2×2) structure with respect to graphene. The dimensions and orientations
of the p(2×2) islands are also determined by the graphene moire´. This originates in the binding
energy differences within the moire´ unit cell, which lead to a preferential presence of Eu at regions
where (almost) no binding between graphene and Ir occurs. After the intercalate layer in the
preferred p(2×2) structure is saturated, the system gains energy by building denser intercalate
structures up to a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ structure with respect to graphene.
The n-doping of the graphene shifts its Dirac cone by ∼ −1.5 eV for the intercalated p(2×2)
structure and does not further increase for the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phases. For coexistence of differ-
ently structured phases also differently shifted Dirac cones were found. This indicates that the
distribution of the electrons supplied to the graphene is limited within a few nanometres around
the adsorbate or intercalate. The work function of the Ir(111) is reduced by ∼ 1.2 eV due to the
presence of the graphene film on top and further reduced by up to 1.4 eV by adsorbed or intercalated
Eu.
9.2 Outlook
In this work, high quality EuO films were achieved which are well suited for scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy. The next step ahead is thus to record point spectra and spectroscopy maps on the
EuO surfaces. Doing this for different O vacancy concentrations and at different temperatures
around TC should give further insight into the mechanism of the metal-to-insulator transition of
EuO1-x.
Annealing of the films in Eu vapour is successful in creating O vacancies. An alternative
procedure could be electron-stimulated desorption of oxygen [272] (i.e., electron bombardment),
which could also be tested. Both of these methods have the disadvantage of creating the O vacancies
at the surface which then have to diffuse through the bulk. Thus, it is possible that a vacancy
concentration gradient is created in such samples, whereby the defect density is expected to decrease
from the film surface to the substrate interface. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to control the
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concentration of the Eu vacancies already during growth by adjusting Tgrowth and fEu/fO. Due
to the distillation mechanism [27], the O vacancy concentration increases with increasing fEu/fO
and/or decreasing Tgrowth. To determine suitable parameter sets, series of films with different Eu
excess and different Tgrowth should be grown. If such experiments are carried out on the Ni(100)
substrate, the growth of the first three layers must be done with Tgrowth = 723 K and fEu/fO = 1.4
to avoid interface effects.
Due to the predicted finite size effects on TC [69; 85] also experiments with different EuO film
thicknesses are of interest, whereby MOKE measurements are the best choice if the thickness is
homogeneous on the whole sample. For thickness dependent STS experiments, graphene is the most
suitable substrate as it allows one to measure on EuO grains of different thickness on the same
sample, while simultaneously a precise thickness determination of each grain by STM is possible.
Beside the achievement of EuO growth recipes on different conductive substrates for spectro-
scopic measurements, novel surface and interface structures were analysed. While some of these
structures could be resolved unambiguously, several open questions remain.
The Eu surface oxides on Ni(100) were explored only for a small variation of the flux ratio
range between 0.8 ≤ fEu/fO ≤ 1.7 at 623 K. To get a more complete overview of the surface
phases a larger variation of fEu/fO is necessary and also a variation of Tgrowth is desirable. Pure
Eu adsorption (fEu/fO =∞) was already tested. Thereby, the substrate was full of adsorbates and
Eu islands had nucleated at ascending step edges. For fEu/fO ≤ 0.8 higher oxidation states of
Eu than 2+ are expected and at least for considerably lower fEu/fO already completely different
structures were observed [246]. The exploration of these further Eu surface phases could lead to a
more complete understanding of the initial EuO film growth, especially of the period during which
the Eu and O fluxes are established and larger variations of fEu/fO occur.
Highly valuable for the confirmation and/or improvement of the proposed models for the ‘magic’
clusters, the stripe islands and the p(5×5) superstructure oxide would be DFT calculations. Fur-
thermore, the formation of EuO(100) on top of the p(5×5) phase could be analysed in more detail.
For the EuO growth on Ir(111) one of the three observed surface structures at Tgrowth = 723 K
remained undetermined as only its hexagonal superstructure could be resolved. From the deposited
amounts of Eu and O and the areas of the other surface structures it was proposed that this phase
consists of metallic Eu. This could be confirmed by adsorption of a full layer of pure Eu at 723 K.
Such a pure layer should also allow one to determine the structure by LEED, if it is not possible
to achieve atomic resolution with the STM.
On Ir(111), for sub-monolayer coverages initially only bilayers of EuO(111) grow while addition-
ally monolayer high EuO(100) is found for a fully covered Ir surface. For thicker films it was found
that the ratio of EuO(100) to Eu(111) surface increases with decreasing fEu/fO. Thus, it is of in-
terest to analyse by sub-monolayer growth in dependence of fEu/fO when the growth of EuO(100)
sets in. This could possible reveal the reason for the nucleation of EuO(100) and also lead to a
recipe to grow (almost) pure phases of either EuO(111) or EuO(100). Single phase EuO(111) would
be especially valuable to analyse the reconstruction of this polar EuO with increasing thickness.
With spintronic applications in mind, it was proposed to use EuO to achieve proximity-induced
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ferromagnetism in graphene [64]. For EuO on graphene/Ir(111) the magnetism could even be
amplified by the presence of the intercalated Eu beneath the graphene. Thus, the investigation of
the magnetic properties of this system is of great interest.
The Eu adsorption on graphene/Ir(111) demonstrates that the interplay of graphene’s peculiar
band structure, Coulomb energies and the chemistry of adsorbates determines their phase diagram
and can lead to new phases like the phase of diluted Eu clusters coexisting with Eu islands.
Taking into account that adsorbates may play an important role for the functionalisation of
graphene, more studies of such systems are desirable. An intriguing possibility is that one might
be able to control the physics of adsorbates and their phases by gate voltages. Due to the delicate
balance of two coexisting phases, which react sensitively to Pauli blocking and small changes of
kinetic energy, Eu on graphene might be an ideal model system to study this physics. Further-
more, it will be interesting to investigate the magnetic properties of Eu islands and Eu clusters on
graphene.
The investigation of magnetic properties will also be interesting for the intercalated Eu, es-
pecially as this system is stable in air which eases possible applications. Regarding the complex
intercalate patterns, model calculations are desirable which make use of the proposed energy con-
tributions and determine their relevance.
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A Eu adsorption on Ir(111)
In this appendix a brief introduction to Eu adsorption on Ir(111) is given. There will be no
detailed scientific discussion as the main motivation of this chapter is to describe the possibility of
a precise Eu flux measurement. This is given by the fact that up to a certain deposited amount
Θ Eu forms no islands on Ir, but a variety of sparse phases with prevailing mutual distances and
increasing order with increasing coverage. The situation is comparable to alkali metal adsorption
on metal surfaces [268; 269], e.g., to the case of Cs on Cu(111) [273].
For low coverages the bonding of alkali adsorbates is more of ionic nature due to charge transfer
from the adsorbed alkali atoms to the substrate. Thus the alkali adatoms become partially charged
and the induced dipole moment then causes the alkali atoms to mutually repel, leading to a homo-
geneous adatom arrangement with a prevailing mutual distance. In contrast, higher coverages lead
to periodic superstructures with long-range order. Furthermore the nature of the bonding of the
alkali atoms becomes more metallic for higher coverages [269].
Stabilization of the superstructures may arise from long-range adsorbate-adsorbate interactions
mediated by substrate electrons. Adsorbates may interact via Friedel oscillations through the fact
that the binding energy of one adsorbate depends on the substrate electron density, which oscillates
around the other adsorbate [273]. For a two-dimensional electron gas the distance dependence of
these interactions is related to the Fermi vector [274]. The Cu(111) surface hosts an electronic
surface state which is a model system for a two-dimensional free electron gas [275] and thus leads
to the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Hence the Ir(111) surface states [276] may contribute to
a similar behaviour of adsorbates.
A.1 Eu adsorbate structures on Ir(111)
For imaging, the sample was cooled to 35 K because at 300 K only a noisy Ir surface was seen beside
the Eu islands. Figure A.1 shows a series of Eu adsorption experiments with different coverages.
The Eu exposure Θ is given in MLEIr, whereby 1 MLEIr = 1.57× 1019 atoms m−2 is defined with
respect to the substrate atomic density of Ir(111). The small dots are all single atoms, hence one
can easily determine the deposited amount of Eu. Assuming a Eu sticking coefficient of 1 at 35 K
this allows one a comparison between the nominal exposure as calculated out of the microbalance
rate and the real exposure. The values are given in table A.1.
Fig. Θbalance (% MLEIr) Θadsorbed (% MLEIr)
A.1(a) 0.8 0.9
A.1(b,c) 2.4 3.1
A.1(d,e) 5.0 6.5
Table A.1: Eu exposure verification: Θbalance is the value calculated out of the microbalance
measurement and Θadsorbed out of the adatom concentration.
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(a)
(d)
(b)
(e)
(c)
(f) (g)
(h)
Figure A.1: Adsorbate structures of Eu on Ir(111) for different Θ. Adsorption temperature was
35 K for (a-e) and 300 K for (f). (a) Θ = 8× 10−3 MLEIr, image size 80 × 80 nm. Inset: Fourier
transform of the topograph. (b) Θ = 2.4× 10−2 MLEIr, image size 45 × 45 nm. Top inset: Self-
correlation of the topograph, bottom inset: Fourier transform. (c) same as (b) after annealing
to 190 K. Top inset: Self-correlation of the topograph, Bottom inset: Fourier transform. (d)
Θ = 5.0× 10−2 MLEIr, image size 40 × 40 nm. Inset: Fourier transform. (e) same as (d) after
annealing to 275 K, image size 32 × 32 nm. (f) Θ = 0.15 MLEIr, image size 40 × 80 nm. (g) LEED
pattern of the experiment shown in (f), 58 eV. (h) zoom into (f), 10 × 10 nm.
Θadsorbed is thereby calculated by dividing the number of atoms through the image area. While
the atom amount can determined very precisely, the image area relies on the calibration of the
STM and on the assumption that the piezo elongation changes linearly with increasing voltage.
The Figs. A.1(a), (b), and (d) show the low temperature adsorption series. The adatom
arrangements have prevailing mutual distances, similar to the case of Cs on Cu(111). This is better
seen in the inset Fourier transforms and self correlations. Annealing to 195 K did not significantly
improve the order of the adatoms as can be seen in Fig. A.1(c), but annealing to 275 K lead to a
perfect hexagonal arrangement within distinct domains as can be seen in Fig. A.1(e).
Figure A.1(f) shows the situation where the repulsive adatom phase has reached its densest
structure and already Eu metal islands have formed. The structure of the latter could not be
resolved by the obtained LEED and STM data. The adsorption has taken place at 300 K, thus the
adatoms are highly ordered. In the densest structure, the adatoms arrange in a (
√
7 × √7)R19.1◦
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superstructure as verified by LEED [Fig. A.1(g)], hence their distance is 7.17A˚. Thus the Eu adatom
saturation coverage is Θ = 1/7 MLEIr or 14% of the Ir(111) surface atom density. The knowledge
of the exact Eu atom density gives the possibility to estimate the error of the above mentioned
method to determine Θadsorbed. Therefore, several measurements of Θadsorbed were performed for
the experiment of Figs. A.1 (f-h). The deviation from 1/7 MLEIr never exceeded 5%, hence this
should be an upper limit for the error of Θadsorbed in Tab. A.1.
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B Construction plans
In this appendix the most relevant construction plans which were drawn during this thesis
are shown. The criterions for their relevance are either the complexity or the importance of the
corresponding part.
• Figures B.1 through B.6 show the plans for the sample holder, including the ramps.
• Figures B.7 and B.8 show the plans of the fork for transferring the sample holder.
• Figure B.9 shows the plan of the base plate which hosts the sample holder.
• Figure B.10 shows the plan of the heavy tube for the damping of the cryostat and Figs. B.11
through B.13 that of the glide bearing which disburdens the cryostat from the tube weight.
• Figure B.14 and B.15 show the plans for the MBE flange.
• Figure B.16 and B.17 show the plans for the final version of the hedgehog STM and Fig. B.18
the segmentation plans for the corresponding piezos.
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Figure B.1: Plan of the sample holder, top view.
174
Figure B.2: Plan of the sample holder, bottom view.
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Figure B.3: Plan of the sample holder, cross-section.
176
Figure B.4: Plan of the sample holder, smaller cross-sections as indicated in Fig. B.1.
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Figure B.5: Plan for the three clamping pins of the sample holder.
178
Figure B.6: Plan of the three ferritic steel ramps.
179
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Figure B.7: Plan of the fork for transferring the sample holder.
180
Figure B.8: Detail plan of the transfer fork pins.
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Figure B.9: Plan of the base plate.
182
Figure B.10: Plan of the cryostat damping tube.
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Figure B.11: Plan of the casing for the Teflon slide bearing of the cryostat.
184
Figure B.12: Cross sections as shown in Fig. B.11.
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Figure B.13: Plan of the Teflon slide bearing (top) and of the casing back cover.
186
Figure B.14: Plan of the flange for the MBE station.
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Figure B.15: Cross section plan of the flange for the MBE station with tubes.
188
Figure B.16: Plan of the second version of the hedgehog STM’s main body.
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Figure B.17: Cross section plans of the hedgehog STM’s main body as indicated in Fig. B.16.
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Quantity: 3
Material: EBL#9
Nickel Electrodes
3.1mm OD x 0.55mm Wall x 12mm Length
, Radial Polarization
4 equal 90° quadrants
Sketch for OD electrode segmentation:
circumferential band
circumferential band
unsegmented
(a) Central piezo
Quantity: 9
Material: EBL#9
Nickel Electrodes, Radial Polarization
3.4mm OD x 0.7mm Wall x 12mm Length
4 equal 90° quadrants
Sketch for OD electrode segmentation:
circumferential band
(b) Outer piezos
Figure B.18: Segmentation plans for the two different piezo types of the hedgehog STM.
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D Kurzzusammenfassung
Das Wachstum des ferromagnetischen Halbleiters EuO wurde auf den Metallkristallen Ni(100)
und Ir(111), sowie auf Graphen untersucht. Zur Charakterisierung wurden hauptsa¨chlich in-situ
Rastertunnelmikroskopie (RTM) und niederenergetische Elektronenbeugung benutzt. Die Epi-
taxie auf den Metallkristallen ist stark durch Grenzfla¨cheneffekte bestimmt, welche zu einem kom-
plizierten Wachstumsverhalten im Submonolagenbereich fu¨hren, vor allen auf Ni(100). Daher wurde
fu¨r diese Substrate auch das Wachstum im Submonolagenbereich detailliert analysiert.
Europiumoxid zeigt auf Ni(100) eine Vielfalt verschiedener Oberfla¨chenphasen im Submonola-
genbereich, welche von der Wachstumstemperatur und vom Flussverha¨ltnis von Eu zu O abha¨ngen.
Daher ist eine sorgfa¨ltige Einstellung der anfa¨nglichen Wachstumsparameter entscheidend fu¨r die
Erlangung eines Oberfla¨chenoxids, das sich fu¨r die nachfolgende Epitaxie einer reinen EuO(100)
Phase eignet. Nachdem ein drei Lagen dicker koaleszierter Oxidfilm erstellt wurde, kann fu¨r das
weitere Wachstum eine Destillationsmethode benutzt werden. Ex-situ Ro¨ntgenadsorptionsspek-
troskopie und magneto-optische Kerr-Effekt Mikroskopie von dickeren Filmen auf Ni(100) liefern
die gleichen Resultate wie fu¨r sto¨chiometrische, reine EuO Einkristalle.
Auf Ir(111) wachsen anfa¨nglich lediglich polare EuO(111) Inseln, aber bereits vor Abschluss
der ersten Oxidlage bildet sich auch EuO(100). Das Verha¨ltnis von EuO(100) zu EuO(111) wird
dabei vom Verha¨ltnis der Flu¨sse von Eu zu O beeinflusst. Auf Ir(111) bestehen die EuO Filme also
aus einer Mischung von EuO(111) und drei Rotationsdoma¨nen EuO(100). Die du¨nnste mo¨gliche
Struktur des EuO(111) ist eine Bilage, fu¨r welche mittels Feldemissionsresonanzen eine Erho¨hung
der Austrittsarbeit um 6 eV gegenu¨ber EuO(100) gefunden wurde. Trotz ihrer Polarita¨t zeigt
diese Bilage kein Zeichen einer Rekonstruktion welche das hohe elektrische Feld reduzieren ko¨nnte.
Hingegen wurden in der dritten EuO(111) Lage dreieckige Rekonstruktionsmotive beobachtet.
Auf Graphen ko¨nnen EuO Filme gewachsen werden, welche aus einzelnen {100}-facettierten
Ko¨rnern bestehen. Diese sind bei ausreichend hoher Wachstumstemperatur am Substrat orientiert.
Da EuO auf dem Graphen nicht durch Grenzfla¨cheneffekte beeinflusst wird, ist die anfa¨ngliche
Wachstumsphase nicht entscheidend. Daher reagiert das Wachstum dieser Ko¨rner viel unsensibler
auf das Verha¨ltnis der Flu¨sse von Eu zu O als das EuO-Wachstum auf Ni(100).
Geeignete Ausheilprozeduren ko¨nnen die Leitfa¨higkeit von EuO hinreichend erho¨hen um RTM
und elektronenspektroskopische Untersuchungen durchzufu¨hren, selbst fu¨r Filme von 100 nm Dicke.
Mittels RTM wurden direkt Sauerstoﬄeerstellen abgebildet. Diese sind entscheidend fu¨r den Metall-
Isolator-U¨bergang von EuO, welcher bei der Temperatur des paramagnetisch-ferromagnetischen
Phasenu¨bergangs auftritt. Zum ersten Mal wurden Tunnelspektren von EuO aufgenommen. Fu¨r
EuO(100) mit 1% Sauerstoﬄeerstellen in der obersten Lage zeigen diese ungefa¨hr 500 meV oberhalb
des Ferminiveaus Zusta¨nde, welche sehr wahrscheinlich auf die Sauerstoﬄeerstellen zuru¨ckzufu¨hren
sind.
Auf allen Substraten ist das Gitter von einlagigen EuO(100) Filmen kontrahiert und vergro¨ßert
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sich wieder mit zunehmender Filmdicke. Selbst wenn das Substrat biaxialen Kompressionsdruck
ausu¨bt wird die Gitterkonstante von EuO Einkristallen bereits fu¨r 5 nm dicke Schichten anna¨hernd
erreicht. Daher besteht wenig Hoffnung die Curie-Temperatur von EuO durch epitaktische Kom-
pression zu erho¨hen.
Wa¨hrend der Untersuchung von EuO auf Graphen wurde Interkalation von Eu zwischen das
Graphen und seinem Ir(111) Substrat beobachtet und weitergehend analysiert. Eu Deposition bei
720 K ergibt eine Vielzahl von Gleichgewichts-Interkalationsstrukturen in Abha¨ngigkeit von der
deponierten Eu Menge. Das Interkalat ist dabei niemals dicker als eine Monolage. Die Abmessun-
gen und Orientierungen dieser Strukturen werden von Bindungsenergieunterschieden innerhalb der
Einheitszelle des Moire´ von Graphen auf Ir(111) bestimmt. Das energetisch bevorzugte Gitter des
interkalierten Eu ist eine p(2×2) Struktur, aber die Interkalation endet erst nach der Sa¨ttigung der
dichteren (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Struktur. Fu¨r beide Strukturen wurde mittels winkelaufgelo¨ster Photoe-
missionsspektroskopie eine Verschiebung des Dirac-Kegels des Graphens um −1.5 eV gemessen.
Unterhalb von 400 K bleibt das Eu fu¨r geschlossene Graphenfilme aufgrund der Interkalations-
barriere obenauf. Die Adsorption und die Gleichgewichtsoberfla¨chenphasen von Eu auf Graphen
wurden im Temperaturbereich zwischen 35 K und 400 K untersucht, wobei die Bedeckungen zwis-
chen einem kleinen Bruchteil einer Lage und etwas mehr als einer Lage variiert wurden. Mittels
Dichtefunktional-Theorie, welche die Coulomb-Wechselwirkung der 4f-Elektronen beru¨cksichtigt
und elektronische Wechselwirkungen modelliert, wurde eine hervorragende U¨bereinstimmung mit
den experimentellen Daten fu¨r die Gleichgewichtsadsorptionsphase, die Oberfla¨chendiffusion und
die Austrittsarbeit erlangt. Besonders erwa¨hnenswert ist die Koexistenz einer Phase gleichma¨ßig
verteilter Eu Cluster und großer Eu Inseln mit (
√
3×√3)R30◦ Struktur in einem zweidimensionalen
Gleichgewicht, welche fu¨r eine mittelgroße Bedeckung bei 300 K auftritt. Die Bildung der Clus-
terphase entsteht durch das Zusammenspiel dreier Effekte: Erstens fu¨hrt die metallische Eu-Eu
Bindung zu einer lokalen Stabilita¨t von (
√
3 × √3)R30◦ Strukturen. Zweitens sinkt die kinetis-
che Energie der Elektronen, wenn diese das Eu verlassen und das Graphen dotieren. Drittens
wird fu¨r kleine Cluster weniger Coulomb-Energie durch den Ladungstransfer von Eu nach Graphen
aufgebaut.
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